Sweeping radio-tv inquiry: FCC will check all phases
Advertisers stay true to tv, but want own program reins
Harper says television doesn't deserve all the censure
Major changes in tv code to be considered in L.A. today

TRIPLE THREAT PROGRAMMING!

It sounds almost too good to be true — but three of the largest-audience TV shows in Central Iowa are "station-time" programs on WHO-TV — Family Theatre, The Early Show and The Late Show!

These shows represent 25 key hours of competitive local programming, Monday through Friday. Each features hit selections from the tremendous WHO-TV film library* plus frequent up-to-the-minute news reports. And NSI (July, 1959) proves that in their time segments, these shows deliver more homes in 220% more quarter hours than Stations 'B' and 'C' combined!

Look at the facts — NSI or ARB — and you'll understand WHO-TV's superiority in Central Iowa television. Ask your PGW Colonel for availabilities!

* WARNER BROTHERS "Feature" and "TV Vanguard" • MGM Groups 1 and 3 • NTA "Champagne" • "Rocket 86" • "Dream," "Lion," "Big 50" • SCREEN GEMS "Sweet 65" • HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION SERVICE "Constellation" • M and A ALEXANDER "Imperial Prestige" • ABC's "Galaxy 30" and others.

### ARB SURVEY

**METROPOLITAN DES MOINES AREA**

(March 16-April 12, 1959)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1-Week</th>
<th>4-Week</th>
<th>1-Week</th>
<th>4-Week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHO-TV</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>48.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station K</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
<td>42.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station W</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ties</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WHO-TV is part of Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates WHO Radio, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport

WHO-TV

Channel 13 • Des Moines

NBC Affiliate

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyer, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representative
“FLIGHT” STREAKS ahead. In 12 major first-run markets where it is programmed following a weak adjacency, “FLIGHT” has seized the lead from competition with superior lead-ins—averaging a 60% audience gain for its time slot. What about second take-off?

“FLIGHT” SOARS on re-runs! Early reports on the first re-run market, Milwaukee, show “FLIGHT” delivering a 23.0 ARB rating with the same top 53% share-of-audience scored in its first run—outrating a competitive Nielsen Top-Ten network show by 64%! Furthermore, whether it’s first-run or re-run, it’s “first-class” all the way!

“FLIGHT” PULLS adult audiences—people with “grown-up” buying power. This aviation adventure series attracts the highest proportion of adult viewers of any syndicated series!

(Source: U.S. Pulso, reported by Television Age, Aug.-Oct., 1955.)

NBC Television Films. A Division of CNP California National Productions, Inc.
buy St. Louis `a la card*

*KTVI RATE CARD...your lowest
cost per thousand TV buy in St. Louis

KTVI

Represented nationally by

BLAIR-TV

BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959
Buy the richest market in Texas — Dallas-Fort Worth — when you buy KRLD-TV, Channel 4 in Dallas . . . consistent favorite in 675,000 TV Homes.

Ask a Branham Man for KRLD-TV "measured preference" facts folder.

Clyde W. Rembert, President
The Dallas Times Herald Station
TV Twin to KRLD Radio 1080, full-time 50,000 watt Voice of Texas.
Policy parley • What does FCC hope to accomplish with its massive investigation of broadcast policy ordered last week (story page 41)? They can’t say so publicly, for obvious reasons, but at least some members regard this as an invitation to broadcasters to participate in serious reappraisal of what’s on air, what should be on air, what role government should play. As one commission private put it last week: “Both the broadcasting industry and the FCC are in such bad repute we’d better all hang together or we’ll hang separately.”

Seriousness with which FCC members themselves regard new inquiry is seen in way they handled preparation of order. Order was both drafted and written by FCC members themselves, and staff was kept in dark. Ordinarily order of this kind would be worked up by staff from first draft to completed document.

Watching the trap • If House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee goes through with plans to hold hearings on payola in radio and television (BROADCASTING, Nov. 9), you can expect spectators to include eager agents of Internal Revenue Service. It’s known that income tax people have already expressed interest in information that subcommittee develops.

Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), Oversight chairman, had expected to go to Geneva this month to attend International Telecommunications Conference (CLOSED CIRCUIT, Oct. 19). He wanted to get briefing on international scene because of his interest in overhauling U.S. management of frequency allocations. But he’s going to hospital in Washington, D.C., instead for treatment of varicose veins. Same day he enters hospital (Nov. 19) Reps. Walter Rogers (D-Tex.) and William Springer (D-Ill.), members of Mr. Harris’ parent Commerce Committee, will leave for Geneva accompanied by Ed Williamson, committee chief clerk, and Andrew Stevenson, staffer.

Code and crisis • U.S. television broadcasters who tune to closed circuit speech by Don McGannon, TV Code Board chairman, this week will have some tough talk. Mr. McGannon is expected to be frank about present weakness of code, with only slightly more than half of tv stations subscribing, and to say there’s no doubt that government will move in with tight regulation if more stations don’t indicate interest in regulating themselves. Entire code board will appear on special taped telecast which all networks will carry on closed circuit late this week (story page 68).

Fund raiser • What’s new Television Information Office doing to help out in present crisis? At moment it’s still very much in preliminary organization stage and engaged in membership drive necessary to its future. Lou Hausman, TIO director, has made appeals at NAB regional conferences, and reportedly membership passed 100 last week while he was at NAB meeting in Fort Worth.

Expensive ‘no’ • Twenty million dollar offer for ABC’s owned and operated radio stations, made by unknown bidder through reputable law firm, was flatly rejected by AB-PT board of directors in past fortnight. Offer, it’s understood, came out of blue since there has been no disposition to sell. Instead ABC is known to be interested in acquiring WLS, giving it full time in Chicago, and is reportedly looking for seventh station to complete its quota. Existing stations are in New York, Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Pittsburgh, aside from half time in Chicago.

NBC Radio revisions • After last week’s meetings with affiliates (see page 72), NBC Radio’s Matthew J. Culligan is said to be counting on getting network’s new networking-plus-program-service format into operation with loss of maybe six or eight affiliates at most. With 135 stations tallied, four reportedly had said no; at this rate, network could expect half-dozen losses—some of which, unless stations change stance, will be non-renewals initiated by NBC Radio in line with policy requiring stations to clear 100%.

During affiliates convention NBC Radio got enough orders for two of its upcoming Program Service offerings to assure it’ll break even on them. Quarter-hour business-news strip featuring Bob Wilson has been ordered by more than 40 stations (some of which have already sold it locally), and Alex Dreier’s Man on the Go series of five-minute reports several times daily (number to be determined) has been ordered by about 50. Rates for Program Service shows are based on multiples of station’s one-minute spot rate for 10 a.m. time (BROADCASTING, Oct. 19).

Film and TVB • Question of admitting tv film packagers and distributors to membership in Television Advertising Bureau is due for exploration and perhaps decision at TVB’s annual meeting this week (see page 76). Film group wants in, but some members feel they should be accepted not as full members but in category akin to associate membership, which doesn’t now exist. Film representatives, with some support from regular members, argue they ought to be let in on same basis as, say, station representatives and allowed—like reps, stations or networks—to name their own representative to TVB board.

Test of strength • Whole question of FCC’s present authority in programming field may come to head in individual case soon. On file is application for sole station in market proposing format confined exclusively to music and news. Other categories are given just minimum percentage time. Question has been raised whether applicant ought not to be made to justify whether this program format is in public interest.

Commercial probe • There’s more than on-air monitoring being done by Federal Trade Commission in its search for deceit in television commercials (BROADCASTING, Nov. 9). One tv station in major market reported last week FTC field man called at station and demanded to see all commercials then on hand. Station refused on such short notice and suggested he do his work by monitoring.

Among big advertising agencies there is growing fear that FTC investigation of tv commercials could spread to all advertising. Many copy and art themes in big campaigns are common to both air and print advertising. Agencies figure if FTC finds something it objects to on tv, it will be natural to look for its counterpart in print.

Allocations report • FCC, put on notice some 18 months ago to “compromise” on solution to allocations riddle, probably will be called before Senate Commerce Committee in early January to make report. Hearings will constitute another round in committee’s lengthy study and originally were planned for year ago. Committee members, notably Sen. John Pastore (D-R.I.), chairman of Communications Subcommittee, have been critical of Commission for its failure to propose solution. Special committee counsel Kenneth Cox is writing report on subject, but is waiting for FCC views. Commission, in turn, says it’s waiting for results of proposed swap with military before taking concrete action.
IN DETROIT

YOU KNOW WHERE YOU'RE GOING WITH

WJBK-TV

CBS PROGRAMMING • CHANNEL 2

Sales are UP in booming Detroit
Dept. Store Sales .............. UP 17%
New Car Sales .............. UP 97%
Employment .............. UP 9%
Car and Truck Output .............. UP 90%
(Sept. '59 vs Sept. '58—Detroit Board of Commerce)

And UP is definitely the word for
WJBK-TV viewers

September ARB Share of
Audience is 34.2% - 26.2% higher
than any other Detroit station.

One of the leading CBS stations
in the nation for share of audience.

You know where your audience
and sales are going with WJBK-TV—
They're going UP!

a STORER station

CALL KATZ
or
STORER NAT'L SALES OFFICES
625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22
230 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 1

BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959
Why kill good quizzes with the bad? • Quiz programs and give-away shows which are honestly produced and honestly conducted should be continued because the public likes them and because they are an effective low-cost vehicle for many advertisers who otherwise might not be able to afford television or wish to spread their budgets further. This is why Forrest F. Owen Jr., vice president and manager, Wad Adv., Los Angeles, in this week's Monday Memo, says don't dump the whole barrel just to get rid of a few bad apples. Page 31.

Major radio-tv study ordered • Sweeping reappraisal of broadcasting fundamentals seen in FCC order opening investigation of all radio-tv. Study made imperative by quiz scandals and allegations of payoffs. Page 41.

Top advertisers are in television to stay • The quiz scandal has accented advertiser demand that the sponsor retain controls over programming, despite the implied “final” word of the broadcast licensee. The reason? Financial responsibility, delegates at the fall meeting of Assn. of National Advertisers. But no matter who's to blame for the quiz mess, advertisers agree they must “clean up or give up.” Page 50.

Changes in tv code • Major amendments to be considered by NAB Code Review Board in Los Angeles session today. Among topics: a ban of quiz show rigging, guarantees against deception in commercial demonstrations and proper labels on news interview shows. Page 68.

They’re going along • NBC Radio affiliates meet with network officials in New York to talk over new program concept due for 1960. Plan, increasing news coverage and putting “entertainment” programs on an optional-for sales basis, seems popular with affiliates. Network demands 100% clearance of all who want to stay aboard. Page 72.

Spot & housewives • A new presentation prepared by the Station Representatives Assn. highlights the importance of spot radio in reaching the housewife audience effectively, economically and frequently. Page 74.

TvB charts its progress • On Television Bureau of Advertising’s fifth birthday, executives tell how much TvB has spent ($4 million), how much tv billings have risen (more than $700 million) and those areas where they think they have been most responsible for this increase. Page 76.

Fiddlin’ ‘n’ a stompin’ • Ain’t doin’ nothin’ but makin’ money, boys, that’s the story of country music programming heard last week during WSM Nashville’s eighth annual festival and Grand Ole Opry’s 34th anniversary. Page 96.
ENTHUSIASM.

You’ve got to have it to make sales.

And—it must be a genuine enthusiasm which stems from belief in your product and the value it offers the buyer.

Enthusiasm, like all other emotions, ebbs and flows. There are good days and bad ones.

Don’t settle for a “bad day”. Do something about it.

A salesman rebuilds his enthusiasm through study of his product and how it relates to the buyer’s needs.

Sales enthusiasm feeds on an ability to serve the customer better. Our product, Spot Radio, has a remarkable record of producing sales. It is easy to enthuse about. Study your station. Study your customer. You'll find an angle that stimulates your enthusiasm.

When it sparks, don’t pick up the phone—go see that customer. You’ll find your enthusiasm is contagious and helps make more sales.

P.S. KXOL in Fort Worth has the enthusiastic interest of more listeners than any other station.

robert e. eastman & co., inc.

representing major radio stations

WHERE = WVL = KLAC = KZQ = KLZ
KKEU = WRTI = CHLB = WHRQ = KXOL
KBOK = WING = WCOL = KIRO = WAIR
KBOO = WYMP = WBRA = WBTR = WLOM
KLEO = WEEP = KYOK = WSHV = KRYO
KAWY = WAMS = KXLR = WZOK = KXQZ

AL CARROLL
Manager
Robert E. Eastman & Co., Inc.
Dallas Office

SALES TIPS DEBUECK

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS IN BROADCASTING AND RELATED FIELDS

(NOvEMBER
Nov. 13-29—Screen Directors Guild of America exhibition of modern painting and sculpture, 7950 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles.
Nov. 13-21—National Television Week, sponsored by NAB and Television Bureau of Advertising. Theme: “Broadcasting—In Focus With Modern America.”
Nov. 15-22—American Society of Association Executives 40th annual meeting, Bocca Raton, Fla. George Romney, president of American Motors Corp., Detroit, will be named “Association Man of the Year.”
Nov. 16—Hollywood Ad Club luncheon at Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, Richard D. Sharp, marketing director, Packard Bell Corp., will tell “The Packard Bell Story.” Jack Haynes, vice president, Robison, Fenwick & Haynes (Packard Bell’s agent), will be chairman.
Nov. 16—Sales Executives Club, Mayflower Hotel, Washington. Speaker: Robert Hurlepleh, president, MBS.
Nov. 16—Western States Advertising Agencies Assn. dinner meet, Nikobart restaurant, Los Angeles. Doug Anderson, president, Anderson-McConnell Adv., will chair program on media relations.
Nov. 16-17—NAB fall conference, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 16-21—International Center for Advanced Training of Journalists (in cooperation with United Nations Educational, Scientific & Cultural Organization) radio-ty symposium, U. of Strasbourg, France. Prof. E. de Fuentes, of Illinois College of Journalism & Communications, to lecture on “The Education of Radio-TV Journalists in the U.S.” and “The Principal Functions of News and Information TV Programs.”
Nov. 17—Advertising Executives Clubs of Chicago sponsors a Broadcast Advertising Club Academy of TV Arts & Sciences-Chicago Federated Advertising and Women’s Advertising Clubs dinner. CFAC headquarters, 35 S. Wabash, 5:30 p.m. Philip Corbey, Coty Inc. president, to speak on “A Proposal to Prevent Repetition of the Shameful TV Quiz Hoax.”
Nov. 17—Radio & Television Executives Society begins its 1959-60 timebuying-selling seminar. C. Terence Cline, radio-ty vice president, McCann-Erickson, and David Levy, NBC-TV program-talent vice president, discuss “TV programming, its problem and prospects.” Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m. First of 16 weekly programs.
Nov. 17—Academy of Television Arts & Sciences at New York, forum on International TV, Young Men’s-Young Women’s Hebrew Assn., Lexington Ave. at 92nd St.
Nov. 18—California Broadcasters Assn., Ambas- sador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 18—Washington State Assn. of Broadcasters and Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters joint meet, Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
Nov. 18—East Central Region annual meeting, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Pen- 

SHERATON, Pittsburgh. Afternoon and evening sessions open to invited guests.
Nov. 18—Maine Radio & Television Broadcasters Assn., Augusta House, Augusta. Fred A. Pal- mer, Pittsburgh, Ohio, speaker, on “Put Your Left Foot Forward.”
Nov. 19—Television Bureau of Advertising, annual meeting, Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 19-20—NAB fall conference, Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
Nov. 19—Institute of Radio Engineers Professional Group on Nuclear Science, Sixth Annual Meeting, with special emphasis on nuclear science and space exploration, electron production and diagnostics, research instrumentation for high energy nuclear science, and instrumentation and control and automatic systems for nuclear data processing, Boston, Mass.
Nov. 19-20—Tennesee Broadcasters Assn., Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville.
Nov. 20—Radio & Television News Club of Southern California, 70th annual meeting, 94th St., Los Angeles. Speaker: Ralph Hunter, president, MBS.
Nov. 20—Comments due in FCC proposed rule- making (Docket 6174) to duplicate Class I-L A Clear Channel.
Nov. 21—UPI Broadcasters of Pennsylvania eastern and central regional meeting, WIP Phila- delphia.
Nov. 22-24—American Bar Assn. national conference on Judicial selection-administration, Chi- cago. In conjunction with American Judicature Society and Institute of Judicial Administration.
Nov. 23-24—Women’s Advertising Club, mid- western intercity conference, Oakton Manor, Pekawauke, WIs.

DECEMBER

*Dec. 1—Advertising Research Foundation annual business meet, Hotel Sheraton-East, New York.
Dec. 1—Radio & Television Executives Society timebuying-selling seminar. George Huntington, vice president-general manager of Advertising Bureau of Advertising, and Horace S. Schwerin, president, Schwerin Research Corp., delve into “Sponsor-
to Houston

... is the growth that has been experienced over the last dozen years which makes it the most remarkable metropolitan area in America. Billions in building and population surge well past the two million mark attest to the past and present vitality—the future economic opportunity.

Vital to Houston too is KTRK-TV, keeping pace with this growth as it offers ever-increasing quality of television service.

KTRK-TV The Chronicle Station

O. BOX 12, HOUSTON 1, TEXAS-ABC BASIC • HOUSTON CONSOLIDATED TELEVISION CO. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: GEO. P. HOLLINGSBERY CO., 500 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. • GENERAL MANAGER, WILLARD E. WALBRIDGE; COMMERCIAL MANAGER, BILL BENNETT
You're the time buyer.

You're the boy we're counting on to spot these things. Here's a market with more drug sales than Toledo or St. Paul... more gas station sales than Denver or Boston and you slipped up on it. Smidley, this Cascade Television network is a "must" buy as far as I'm concerned. Think of it, a market like that with just one television operation serving it all.
SIGHTED SLADE SIGNED SAME

AMERICAN MOTORS — RAMBLER...ANHEUSER-BUSCH...
ARMOUR & COMPANY...BALLANTINE (27 mkt.)...
BLUE PLATE FOODS (major Southern mkt.)...
CHEVROLET DEALERS (2 mkt.)...CLOVERLEAF DAIRY...
CONSUMER COOPERATIVE ASSOC. (5 mkt.)...
DONOVAN COFFEE (2 mkt.)...DR. PEPPER BOTTLING...
HOLSUM BREAD (2 mkt.)...JAX BEER (major Southern mkt.)...
KROGER CO...PHILLIPS PETROLEUM...PROGRESSO FOODS...
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO. (11 mkt.)...SCHLITZ BREWING...
SCHOENLING BREWING...SUN DRUG...SUN OIL (4 mkt.)...
PLUS KEY STATIONS BY THE SCORE!

For the same screening that pre-sold this new “top 10” contender, call your MCA representative today.

mca
TV FILM SYNDICATION
508 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. PLaza 9-7500
and principal cities everywhere
CORON
TV's No. 1 man of
ROD CA
39 ALL-NEW FIRST RUN HALF HOURS
Pre-sold in 67 markets to Falstaff Brewing

action in a slam-bang adventure series!

He's Rugged . . . his two-fisted approach marks him as a man's man, the ace private investigator.

He's Resourceful . . . with hair-trigger reflexes and the sharp wits of a former Naval Intelligence officer.

He's Relentless . . . he'll track down his quarry on the open Pacific, or in Tijuana dives — along darkened San Diego waterfronts or the Point Loma cliffs.

He's Ready . . . to boost ratings — with a TV appeal proven by still another great Cameron series!

Call, write or wire
mca
TV FILM SYNDICATION

MERON
The new, wide-range of WREX-TV, now increased to 229,000 watts video effective power (five times the former ratings), extends the primary limits of the Rockford TV market to encompass $1.1-billion potential . . . widens the "secondary" range of influence to include a total $2.5-billion.

**ROCKFORD MARKET**

**TOPS IN SALES POWER!**

WREX-TV — "The Viewers' Choice" DELIVERS your message to the buyers in this rich industrial and agricultural market.

The consistent high quality in production, promotion and merchandising of both spots and programs has earned many major awards for WREX-TV this year!

**WREX TV COVERAGE**

WREX-TV spans audience interest . . . comparative rankings of top programs, ARB area survey, shows 33 of top 37 programs are all on WREX-TV. WREX-TV leadership is strong throughout the telecasting day:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station share of sets-in-use summary</th>
<th>for 4 weeks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source ARB Oct. 21 - Nov. 19 - 1958</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WREX-TV Station B**

Mou. - Fri.  Sign-on to Noon  56.3*  48.4  
Noon to 6:00 PM  70.9  28.7  
6:00 PM to Mid.  55.1  43.8  
All Week — Sign-On to Sign-Off  59.2  40.7

* Shares — station on less than the stations telecasting the most quarter hours during particular period.

**Covers all of 14 Counties and Market Portions of 14 Others**

The new, wide-range of WREX-TV will encompass $1.1-billion potential . . . widens the "secondary" range of influence to include a total $2.5-billion.

**FEBRUARY 1960**


Feb. 3-5 — Institute of Radio Engineers' winter convention on military electronics, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.


Feb. 6 — Art Directors Club of Los Angeles. Presentation of awards for best advertising and editorial art of 1959 at Statler Hotel there. Prize-winners and other outstanding entries will be displayed for following month at California Museum of Science & Industry.

Feb. 8 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences at New York, forum on TV for children and teenagers, CBS Studio 52.

Feb. 8 — Minneapolis Sales Executives Club, Hotel Normandy. Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president, MBS.


Feb. 15-19 — National Sales Executives Interna-
tional Cleveland Field Sales Management Institute, Sheraton-Cleveland Hotel there.


Feb. 17 — Hollywood Ad Club second annual Broadcast Advertising Clinic, all-day session at Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Producers' awards for best TV and radio commercials produced in Southern California during 1958 will be presented at luncheon. Phil Selz of "Advertising Age" and Bill Merritt of Broadcastings are again chairmen of the awards committee. Marv Saltzman of MAC is clinic chairman.


Feb. 19 — Sales Executives Assn. and Advertising Club of St. Louis, combined meeting, Statler Hilton Hotel. Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president, MBS.

Feb. 19-22 — National Sales Executives Interna-
tional mid-winter board of directors meet, Robert Meyer Hotel, Jacksonvile, Fla.

Feb. 21-22 — Virginia AP Broadcasters — Wash-
ington & Lee U.'s radio newsman's seminar.

Feb. 23 — Radio & Television Executives Society timebuying-selling seminar. TV personality Dick Clark speaks on the teen-age market. Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.

Feb. 24 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences forum on good & bad programs, Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Feb. 24-25 — Fifth annual State Presidents Con-
ference under NAB auspices, Shoreham Hotel, Washingtone. Presidents of state broadcasters as-
sociations will attend, Voice of Democracy lunch-
eon will be a feature.

**MARCH 1960**

March 1 — Radio & Television Executives Society timebuying-selling seminar. John F. Hurbut, director of promotion-public relations, WFBM-TV Indianapolis, and Harold A. Smith, program promotion-merchandising manager, Reedham, Louis & Brosby, handle topic. "It Takes Two To Tango in Agency-Station Cooperation." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
strong links pull more sales in California’s Major Market

Now... the strong sales potential of America’s 2nd largest market...

LOS ANGELES

...linked to the strong, cost-efficient...facilities of...

KRKD
THE ALBUM STATION
1150 ON YOUR RADIO DIAL

are sold nationally by...

avery-knodeL
INcORPORATED
exclusive national sales representative

NEW YORK
ATLANTA
DALLAS
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO
SEATTLE
There's more
to Florida...

There's **WJXT** in Jacksonville, with figures that stand out anywhere: Such as 166 out of 168 quarter-hour wins in the latest Nielsen ratings between 6 p.m. and midnight. Such as *twice* the television homes during those same nighttime hours. Such as well over double the coverage day or night... with 66 vs 28 counties in Northeast Florida and South Georgia served by WJXT. It all adds up to one irresistible conclusion... there's more, *much more* to WJXT!

**WJXT 4**

**JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA**

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division:

**WJXT** Channel 4, Jacksonville, Florida  **WTOP Radio** Washington, D.C.  **WTOP-TV** Channel 9, Washington, D.C.
OPEN MIKE

Tv quiz scandal

EDITOR:

You can be darn sure I don’t read all the issues of all my member publications, but I do try to keep on the alert for special things.

So, I’ve been going pretty carefully through current issues of Broadcasting to observe your treatment of the big news that has your industry at the boiling point (House quiz probe). And I want to express to you and your staff my tremendous admiration for the way you’re handling this unhappy situation. According to my lights, this is journalism of the highest order.

William K. Beard
President
Associated Business Publications
New York

EDITOR:

... The creation of illusion in stagecraft requires a certain amount of license on the part of the producers to use deception. I, for one, believe it is the prerogative of program producers to enhance dramatic value through these devices so long as the public is not defrauded.

Some of the proposals being advanced ... on how far the industry should go in order to be “pure and honest” seem to me to be utterly ridiculous.

For tv’s sake, let’s not lose our heads.

Alex Keese
Director of Radio-Tv
WFAM-AM-FM-TV Dallas

EDITOR:

The reason for this note is to compliment you on your excellent bit of journalism in providing a survey on such short notice of the tv quiz scandal. As a newspaperman of the old school, this brought back old times when there was real enterprise in the Fourth Estate. Quite different from today when everything is dished up by the syndicates and individualism has been pushed out the window.

W. B. Geissinger
W. B. Geissinger & Co.
Los Angeles

EDITOR:

Shakespeare must have anticipated the current Congressional committee “investigation” into television quiz shows when he penned “Much Ado About Nothing.” ... with such bigger untouched fields of investigation and reform—the hospitalization-medico racket, ... the government’s own spending methods and waste ... and many others—why waste
Featuring such outstanding hits as:

Anna Karenina  Dinner at Eight
The Good Earth  The Barretts of Wimpole Street
Mata Hari  The Philadelphia Story
Rage in Heaven  Ninotchka

The Women

Never before shown in Fresno, they will attract a large and attentive audience.
... is Miami, reports McGavren's Ed Argow!

Day after day after day, more and more Miamians are tuning to 1260 on the dial. Starting from scratch less than a year ago, WAM-E zoomed up to number two* in the highly competitive Miami market. HOW? Because Whammy believes it takes more — much more than a news wire and a couple of turntables to make a top-rated radio station. Whammy believes it takes —

1. Imaginative musical programming blended with fast moving production by top radio personalities.
2. A constant, identifiable sound—a perfect balance of news and music upon which Miami can depend, always, for the best in entertainment and information.
3. Intelligent, farsighted management that knows the Miami market solidly.

*Hooper ratings August-September

Account & media people at J. Walter Thompson, Miami, go over Miami radio story with McGavren rep. Ed Argow.

Austin Burke, Miami's leading mens clothier, discussing with Ed Argow his use of WAM-E to exclusion of other stations.
FOR FACTS YOU CAN USE ABOUT MIAMI

...ask the “McGavren Man” who knows!

It is a new policy of the McGavren Company to have a McGavren man visit each market and work at the station level at all phases of station operation ... making local calls ... visiting industries ... talking with retailers. After an extensive survey of the local market, the McGavren man prepares a detailed market report which is given to all McGavren offices and to all time buyers.

For facts you can use about Miami, ask Ed Argow, the McGavren Man from New York who has spent several weeks in Miami and has first-hand knowledge of the Miami market ... the station ... and the people who run it.
The Nation’s Forty-Seventh TV Market

On October 31, 1949, WOC-TV went on the air, FIRST in the Quint-Cities — FIRST in Iowa. This was in keeping with the foresight and courage of Colonel B. J. Palmer, who had pioneered the first radio station west of the Mississippi in 1922.

In 1949, there were less than 400 TV sets available to receive WOC-TV’s first broadcast. On this 10th anniversary date, there are more than 438,000 sets in a 42-county area. WOC-TV land today is rated as the 47th TV market in the nation.

WOC-TV continues to maintain its leadership and success in serving its viewers and its advertisers.

Your PGW Colonel has all the facts. See him today!

**KING radio music survey**

**EDITOR:**

Please send us 30 reprints on your feature story on KING Seattle’s music survey that was carried on page 33 of the Oct. 12 issue ...

J. E. Bradshaw
Vice President
WRFD Columbus-Worthington, Ohio

**EDITOR:**

... please forward 10 copies ...

John Garry
Program Director
WTOD Toledo, Ohio

**EDITORS NOTE:** Reprints available, 10¢ each.

---

**BROADCASTING**

The Biweekly of Television and Radio

1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.

**NEW SUBSCRIPTION ORDER**

Please start my subscription immediately for—

- □ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $7.00
- □ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number $11.00
- □ Payment attached □ Please Bill

name

title/position

company name

address

city □ state

Send to home address — —

22 (OPEN MIKE)
To attract attention you can always stand on your head...or run your commercial backwards! A better way is to choose a station that has become a viewing habit to most people...and in Shreveport that station is KSLA-TV!

Survey after survey has proved that KSLA-TV is the busiest marketplace in Shreveport...it virtually hums with viewer activity...buying activity for our advertisers' products!

Consistently good programming, complete news coverage, and a sincere interest in local activities have made...and kept...KSLA-TV the "standout television preference" in the Shreveport market.

Even our "reps," Harrington, Righter & Parsons, won't need to stand on their heads to convince you...if you'll give 'em a chance to tell you the complete KSLA-TV story.
**TOMBSTONE**

39 ALL NEW FIRST-RUN

STROH BREWING CO.
for 19 Ohio, Indiana and Michigan markets!

PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC
for San Francisco and 6 other California markets!

MORNING MILK
for Portland, Ore., Salt Lake City and 3 other Western markets!

MOLSON BREWING CO.
for Buffalo, Watertown and Plattsburg!

PEPSI-COLA
for Waco, Texas!

HOLSUM BREAD
for Baton Rouge!

KENNECOTT COPPER
for Phoenix!

BOUGHT IN OVER 96 MARKETS IN FIRST 20 DAYS!

PROVED AGAINST NETWORK COMPETITION!

On ABC in 1959

BEAT Edward R. Murrow’s Person to Person, Dinah Shore Chevy Show, Phil Silvers, Donna Reed, Leave It To Beaver, Cavalcade of Sports, Buckskin and many others

86% OF THE TIME!

—Nielsen National, 1959

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City/Locations</th>
<th>Share of Audience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>36.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>61.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas-Ft. Worth</td>
<td>49.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte</td>
<td>63.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus</td>
<td>43.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle-Tacoma</td>
<td>49.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>35.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnstown-Altoona</td>
<td>37.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>34.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saginaw-Bay City</td>
<td>39.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Nielsen, Pulse, ARB June-Oct '59
Pat Conway stars as Sheriff Clay Hollister
Richard Eastham stars as Editor Harris Claibourne

NOW AVAILABLE FOR LOCAL AND REGIONAL ADVERTISERS!

MEMPHIS
39.0% share of audience.

DETROIT
43.0% share of audience.

ROCHESTER
44.0% share of audience.

SAN ANTONIO
44.2% share of audience.

TOLEDO
48.0% share of audience.

MOBILE
53.0% share of audience.
FRENCH FLYING ACE ESTABLISHES FIRST TRANS-AFRICA AIR ROUTE BETWEEN FRANCE—MADAGASCAR!

COMMANDER JEAN DAGNAUX LINKS PARIS, TANANARIVE

Tananarive, Madagascar, Feb. 10, 1927—Commander Jean Dagnaux, famous World War flying ace, arrived here today after a daring series of flights from Paris. He piloted his Breguet 19 through Spain, over the Mediterranean, across the Sahara, and down the length of Africa to realize his lifelong ambition—the completion of an overland air route connecting

FIRST IN INTERNATIONAL AIR TRAVEL! The exploits of brave French airmen like Blériot, Bossoutrot, Noguès, Mermoz and Dagnaux have made aviation history since the very beginning of international flight. Air France still follows this great French tradition of leadership in aviation. Today Air France offers the most non-stop flights between New York and Paris and the fastest jet service in Europe and the Middle East aboard sleek, swift Caravelle Jets. Next year Air France plans to cover the world’s most extensive route network with one of the world’s largest pure-jet fleets, featuring the world’s largest, fastest, most luxurious airliner—Air France 707 Intercontinental Jet.

AIRFRANCE
WORLD’S LARGEST AIRLINE/WORLD’S FIRST INTERNATIONAL AIR SERVICE

BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959
Broadcasting

WJAR is UP

In twenty-eight out of forty-nine daylight hours, 6:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday through Friday (Pulse, March ’59 vs. June ’59) WJAR shows an increase.

WJAR is UP

 Twelve out of twenty traffic periods rated 6:30 A.M. to 9:00 A.M., Monday through Friday (Pulse, March ’59 vs. June ’59) WJAR shows increases.

WJAR is UP

Thirty-eight of the forty-nine daylight hour segments, 6:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday through Friday (Pulse, June ’58 vs. June ’59) WJAR shows increases.

GET RESULTS!

BUY ADULTS!

BUY WJAR

NBC NEWS, SPORTS, MONITOR

WJAR RADIO PROVIDENCE

Sister station of WJAR-TV
Represented proudly by Edward Petry & Co.
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STANDING ORDER: Month after month after month, for seventeen consecutive Nielsens, CBS-Owned KMOX-TV has ranked first in St. Louis. Current share of audience: 39%... in a four-station market! (ARB’s first four-week report confirms Channel 4’s smashing leadership. Share of audience: 41%!) Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales
Take TAE and See
sales shoot up as fast as Pittsburgh’s new buildings

MONDAY MEMO
from FORREST F. OWEN JR., vice president and manager, Wade Adv., Los Angeles

Why kill good quizzes with the bad?

To those of us who were raised in the broadcasting business and who continue to work in or near this unusual medium the current outcry over quiz show outrages is a bitter pill. We cannot condone that which has been proved. Nor can we agree more with the honestly aroused congressmen who are doing a service to the industry and the American people.

Yet, surprisingly, we find little or no reaction from the broadcasting industry and the advertisers who use it that perhaps these unfortunate shows and the people who ran them may only be a small minority. We know that most of the people who run this amazing entertainment-public service-selling medium are honest. Why haven't we gotten this fact plainly in the record along with the sordid story of the corrupt few?

I remember my first network quiz show. This was the Pontiac Varsity Show which traveled from campus to campus in 1937-38. One week the show originated from my university, Michigan State, and I was one of the students used as announcers and performers. Nothing could have been more honest than its treatment of us and of the audience.

Then later I was agency director for the old Quiz Kids show. Our agency worked intimately with Lou Cowan and the late John Lewellen and their staff who produced this outstanding show. Although areas of interest and knowledge were explored when the children were found, the questions were not known in advance and the answers were completely "off the cuff." How often we cringed at those answers.

No Fix Here • We had plenty of work and some trouble and occasionally a dull show but there was no fix. There was no need—and certainly no inclination. In those days we traveled all over the country on war bond drive appearances and I think the city fathers of Dallas, Seattle, Salt Lake City, Philadelphia and many other cities can attest that the kids were uncoached.

This show, along with all other quiz shows which I was privileged to work during my broadcasting and, later, advertising career, was completely honest and presented exactly what it purported to be, an unrehearsed question and answer period with gifted children. If I may discuss another show closely related to the quiz category and a tremendous prize donor over the years, it would be the long standing champ of the giveaway shows, Queen For A Day. Here is a show originated by a master showman and headed to this day by an ex-carnival barker turned performer, Jack Bailey. These people came from "show biz" and they know how to entertain. But anyone who knows Jack and has worked Queen For A Day for any length of time knows that the queens are selected in the audience each day on an openly-arrived-at basis which is made clear to the audience.

But the important point is that for every bad apple there are hundreds of good solid apples. Must we dump out the whole barrelful to get rid of the few rotten ones?

It seems a shame that governmental action is sought which might prevent for all time a sponsor or a network from producing a low cost, high audience interest, simple quiz program. These shows, along with giveaway and panel shows, have been the bread and butter fare of advertisers on all networks, both radio and television. All of us cannot afford a Fred Astaire spectacular or even a 77 Sunset Strip. To eliminate from the medium an entire area of entertainment because a few miserable people have fouled their nest would be a form of industry suicide.

From the viewpoint of a broadcaster turned agency man, here is a matter which has been blown up all out of proportion by the failure of a few men to live with the moral law. Quiz shows are interesting, exciting and relatively inexpensive to produce. They can be intensely interesting without any "fixing." There are experienced, competent producers in the business who have always understood this and who can build such shows again. Maybe we need time to laugh at ourselves a little. Perhaps the next quiz show should be a new version of To Tell the Truth. Or perhaps all of us will need some months of retreat until the public will again believe in broadcasting without sordid stories.

Public Will Punish • In any event, let the wrongdoers be punished, so far as the laws allow. But let us remember that a lot of others, not guilty save by association, are going to be punished with them. Both broadcaster and advertiser live on public opinion. When the public loses faith in our shows or our products they do the punishing by refusing to listen, to watch and to buy. The broadcasters are more concerned with the public convenience, interest and necessity than most people realize. Any agency man who has tried to defend a piece of copy which the station or network executive felt overstepped the bounds of truth or good taste can testify just how great the broadcaster's concern is for his public.

This is as it should be. The advertiser and his agency want to persuade the public to believe in and to buy one particular product or service. The broadcaster must keep them listening and believing hour after hour, day after day. The final decision as to what should or should not be seen and heard rests, as it should, with the holder of the license. The rest of us respect his right to have it as we respect his record of integrity.

Now is the time for all of us in advertising to let the broadcasters know how proud we are of their over-all record, how sure we are of their ability to remove surface flaws without cutting into the vital qualities which have made radio and tv the great media of entertainment and advertising they are.

Forrest Flagg Owen Jr. b. 1918 Philadelphia. Entered radio at age 15 sweeping out WELL Battle Creek, Mich., which his father managed. Worked way up through ranks at several stations, joining Wade Adv., Chicago, 1944, as director of Quiz Kids on Blue Network for Miles Labs. After two years he became Wade's Los Angeles radio director. In 1954 he opened agency's New York Office but after two years he returned west to present post.
Soon...Cheaper atomic power

General Electric Vallecitos Atomic Laboratory. Here, in California’s Livermore Valley, U.S. Steel sponsors the first large-scale, privately financed study of radiation effects on steel. Project will hasten the advent of low-cost atomic power.

This G E technician adds a touch of glamour to the serious business of making a radiation count on foil samples removed from General Electric Test Reactor. She works in a mobile lab made available to the project.
Before atomic power can light our cities or run our industries efficiently, the cost of building and operating commercial atomic reactors must be reduced. The two big problems: high cost of nuclear fuel, and the need for better and less costly materials of construction.

Firsthand information on the effects of radiation on steel has not been easy to come by. The start-up of the General Electric Test Reactor, near Pleasanton, California, and the Westinghouse Testing Reactor near Pittsburgh has enabled U.S. Steel to launch the first large-scale private investigation of irradiated steels. These explorations will be carried out in private test reactors, wholly financed with private capital.

Today, U.S. Steel has scientists working full-time at Westinghouse and General Electric Atomic Laboratories; extensive applied research in nuclear steels is also being carried on at U.S. Steel's Monroeville Research Center.

From these tests will come new and improved atom age steels: stronger, more corrosion-resistant steels, steels that will hasten the advent of commercial nuclear power. The full effects of this vast U.S. Steel research program may not be felt for two, five, or even ten years. But, cheaper atomic power is on its way... because American industries like U.S. Steel are contributing to the research. United States Steel, 525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

USS is a registered trademark

Clayton McDole, U.S. Steel scientist (second from left) supervises the removal of irradiated foil samples from General Electric Test Reactor. Information obtained provided a solid flux data foundation for the irradiation research of special reactor steels.
WOW-TV marks a decade of leadership in serving and selling the $2 billion Omaha market!

NEWS...
WOW-TV News is First in every Survey...

FARM NEWS
The only station in this rich agricultural market with a complete farm department!

MOVIES
MGM, Columbia, 20th Century Fox, R-K-O!

WEATHER...
The only Omaha Station with a professional meteorologist!

COMMUNITY SERVICE
Two-time Peabody Award Winner!

VIDEO TAPE
First and only Videotape Service in Omaha!

This brief story board covers only a few of the highlights in WOW-TV's first 10 years of leadership. Leadership that has kept Channel 6 "out front" since it began daily commercial broadcasting on August 29, 1949. Leadership in service...in programs...power to deliver what folks want to the greatest number of them! That's Channel 6, Pacemaker in Omaha!

WOW-TV Channel 6 Omaha

Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines

FRANK P. FOGARTY
Vice President and General Manager

FRED EBENER, Sales Manager

BLAIR-TV, Representatives
SARNOFF CITES TV CLEANUP

NBC to do own policing, tv affiliates told

NBC Board Chairman Robert Sarnoff rejected four previously suggested "solutions" to aftermath of tv quiz scandal last week and proposed instead course NBC would take: ferreting out deceptive practices which might exist in its shows and relying on constructive efforts to inform public of good that does exist in television.

His stand, announced at luncheon of NBC-TV affiliates meeting in New York, came just after President Robert Kintner gave affiliates 5-point creed of network operation: (1) not to abridge any program format, but to root out deceptive practices which might exist within them; (2) continue to buy program product from all sources while programming substantial part at NBC itself; (3) take complete responsibility for what goes on air; (4) push color television, and (5) tell NBC's story honestly and fully.

These are "solutions" rejected by Mr. Sarnoff in light of quiz programs, appointment of industry "czar" with broad police powers, adoption of British commercial tv system and increased regulation by government.

Mr. Sarnoff explained again new investigative unit set up within network to seek out deceptions and recommend security procedures. (Unit was announced by President Kintner in testimony to House Legislative Oversight Committee [BROADCASTING, Nov. 9]). He took pains to describe unit as not private police force, but rather executive staff group "to separate gray areas into black and white, into acceptable and non-acceptable."

Good Time for TIO • NBC chairman also charged newly formed Television Information Office with responsibility of seeing that public is informed of tv's contributions and commented that while many thought this unfortunate time for TIO to begin operation, he considers it best possible time. "The need to delineate between the malpractices of the few and the constructive and fruitful efforts of the many in this industry has never been more compelling," he said.

Mr. Sarnoff said enterprises other than television are infected with wrongful practices. He mentioned "payola" specifically, noting the announced investigation in that area and indicating it may prove a healthy thing. He admonished stations to be alert to creation of "false impression" that wrongs are committed only in broadcast.

Mr. Sarnoff concluded remarks by quoting Sen. John Kennedy (D-Mass.) that "in time we will look back to the present difficulties as merely a misstep on a long and ultimately successful climb."

Earlier in day top network executives went before open meeting of affiliates to sketch for them details of NBC-TV's "diversified" program structure. Key element was Cellomatic presentation narrated by network sales chief Don Durbin; it was notably well received. Mr. Kintner made statement that NBC-TV would rise or fall on diversified program concept. David Levy, programming head, led other program executives in description of projects now underway.

Sec. Mitchell against new federal tv laws

Labor Secretary James P. Mitchell, speaking Nov. 12 before alumni of Boston U., said he was against new government regulation of tv as result of quiz show disclosures. He said real trouble is "an educational system that teaches the prices of everything and the values of nothing. . . . A truly educated people would make any regulation of their own means of communicating unnecessary."

Mr. Mitchell said best remedy would be self-regulation by industry, but radio-tv officials "have a responsibility they have not exercised to the fullest." Secretary also hit "commercial domination" of tv industry which "has frustrated the brilliant hopes society once had for that medium's ability to enrich and improve lives. . . . One of the most powerful, certainly the most attractive forms of communication devised by man has been used not as a spokesman but as a salesman."

Democrats select GB&B as 1960 agency

Democrats' 1960 presidential campaign will be handled by Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, Democratic National Chairman Paul M. Butler announced last week. Agency headquarters in San Francisco.

Mr. Butler said GB&B, which also has offices in Hollywood, Seattle, Chicago and New York, has "won many prizes for the effective and interesting campaigns it has conducted for national clients." He said agency was picked after many interviews with principals and exhaustive work by agency staff and that besides having "great skill and success" in "field of honest communications," GB&B also "believes strongly in its new client."

Chairman Butler said that, contrary to reports that Democrats had faced "a sort of boycott" by big agencies, "many highly successful and growing agencies of various sizes sought Democratic account, thus making final choice difficult.

GB&B President Walter Guild said agency will start to work "immediately" and put all its skills at service of Democratic Party so latter can get maximum effectiveness from public communications media in putting "its great record and its great program" before voters in "clear focus" next year.

Newton to head SDX

V. M. (Red) Newton Jr., managing editor of Tampa (Fla.) Tribune (WFLA-AM-FM-TV), over weekend was slated for election to presidency of Sigma Delta Chi, national journalistic fraternity, at golden anniversary convention in Indianapolis. He succeeds James A. Byron, news director, WBAP-AM-TV Fort Worth, first broadcaster to head fraternity. Nomi-
nated for membership on executive council, usually stepping stone to presidency, is Ted Koop, director of news, CBS Washington, former president of National Press Club and of Radio Television News Directors Assn.

Resume Senate probe on influence peddling

FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer will be first witness when Senate subcommittee resumes hearing this Thursday on federal agency reform bills (BROADCASTING, Nov. 2). Headed by Sen. John Carroll (D-Colo.), subcommittee on Administrative Practices & Procedures will take its second round of testimony on S 600, establishing an Office of Federal Administrative Practice, and S 2374, making it crime to attempt to influence commissioners and hearing examiners.

Secretary of Agriculture Ezra T. Benson, Securities & Exchange Chairman Edward Gadsby and Dept. of Interior Secretary Fred Seaton are other Thursday witnesses. On Friday, Civil Aeronautics Board Chairman James Durfee, Jerome Kuykendall, head of Federal Power Commission, Trade Commission Chairman Earl Kintner and Kenneth H. Tuggle, Interstate Commerce Commission chairman, will testify.

S 2374 was introduced by Sen. Carroll at request of American Bar Assn. Its provisions banning off-the-record contacts were criticized by Sen. Everett Dirkson (R-Ill.), subcommittee member, and other senators during hearing last summer (BROADCASTING, July 27). S 600 was introduced by Sen. Thomas Hennings (D-Mo.). Sen. Philip Hart (D-Mich.) is third member of subcommittee.

Following this week's sessions, Carroll body plans to take testimony on bills from trade associations and attorneys practicing before agencies.

Mack trial postponed

Retrial of former FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack and his friend Thurman A. Whiteside, scheduled to begin Nov. 12, has been postponed indefinitely pending appeal by defendants to U.S. Supreme Court against denial of their motion for acquittal. Judge Charles F. McLaughlin of U.S. District Court in Washington decided to hold up new trial pending appeal. Defendants, charged with criminally conspiring to obtain FCC's 1957 award of Miami ch. 10 to subsidiary of National Airlines, were tried in same court under Judge Burnita S. Matthews during April-July this year, but trial ended in hung jury.

Rockefeller's news policy unpopular

Large group of radio-tv newsmen representing Los Angeles stations and networks walked out on news conference held by New York Gov. Nelson Rockefeller in that city Nov. 12 when potential presidential candidate held firm to his policy to stage news conference in two parts, first for newspapers and second for radio-tv.

Newsmen earlier had wired Gov. Rockefeller they expected to be included in single conference and had equipment set up in room ready to go. Argument with governor over his refusal was recorded by tv cameras for newscasts that night.

"We believe that there is a right involved," Hugh Brundage, news director of KMPC Los Angeles and president of Radio and Tv News Club of Southern California, declared. "This is the right of all news gathering media to attend one news conference together," he said.

Clete Roberts, KTLA (TV), and Grant Holcomb, KNXT (TV), both Los Angeles, said they would not tolerate "separate, but equal facilities," Mr. Holcomb telling governor answers to questions at second news conference tend to look rehearsed. But Gov. Rockefeller replied, "I'm not rehearsed."

Radio-Television News Directors Assn. also protested Mr. Rockefeller's actions. William Smoll of WHAS Louisville, RTNDA president, urged reconsideration in wire to New York governor.

AFA, others oppose tax on political ads

Strong opposition was voiced in Washington Nov. 12 to proposed Internal Revenue Service ruling that advertising expenditures for political campaigns, lobbying, promotion or defeat of legislation would be subject to taxation.

C. James Proud, president and general manager of Advertising Federation of America, said regulation could be applied to virtually all advertising, thus in effect making tax collector censor. Mr. Proud, first of approximately 50 witnesses who testified before three-man IRS panel, urged that order be postponed until Congress has acted (six bills now are pending to reverse ruling).

Joel Barlow, representing U.S. Chamber of Commerce, said regulation would launch IRS "on a sea of uncertain and dangerous regulation of expression of opinion." AFL-CIO and nine other labor unions appeared against regulation.

Asks 'free' air time

New York state political leader has suggested way to put plum back on tv rose—give political parties free time month prior to next year's presidential election.

Not only will such move be good for broadcasting, said Democratic leader Michael H. Prendergast, but it help political parties too.

Mr. Prendergast, chairman of New York State Democratic Committee, made suggestions Nov. 12 in speech to Long Island U. students. He said radio and tv expenses make up about 45% of campaign costs of both parties and month-long free ride on airwaves would go long way toward alleviating "staggering" burden faced by both major parties in raising campaign funds. And, he added, move "would go a long way toward removing any misconceptions" quiz scandals may have aroused about good works of broadcasters.

KGIL sold, KXYZ near; FCC approves others

Two big city radio stations are changing hands—one sale being announced, other in process of negotiation.
- Richard D. Buckley and John B. Jaeger announced Nov. 12 purchase of KGIL San Fernando, Calif. (Los Angeles area), from Pierce Brooks Broadcasting Corp. Price was $800,000 cash. Messrs. Buckley and Jaeger own WRST Providence, R.I., acquired in 1957, and WDRC Hartford, Conn., acquired last July. Transaction handled by Edwin Tornberg Co. KGIL operates on 1260 kc with 1 kw and holds cp for 5 kw.
- Nafi Corp., owner of KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., and purchaser of KCOI (TV) Los Angeles, is negotiating for purchase of KXYZ Houston, Tex. Price understood to be over $500,000. KXYZ is 5 kw on 1320 kc with ABC affiliation. Nafi Corp. also is still negotiating for purchase of Koby San Francisco (BROADCASTING, Aug. 17).

Following sales approved by FCC Nov. 12:
- WRRB Mt. Clemens, Mich.: Sold to Wright & Maltz Inc. (owner of...
WTFF Tiffin, Ohio for $147,699.
• WDVM Pocomoke City, Md.: Sold to Ernest Tannen for $120,000 plus option to purchase land for $2,500.
• WILLY Richmond, Va.: Sold to Radio Richmond Inc. (same interest as WROV Roanoke, Va.) for $105,000 plus agreement to pay $50,000 to Louis Adelman not to compete for five years within 50 mile radius of Richmond. Mr. Adelman was principal owner of seller.

Regimen ads probed

First move by New York District Attorney Frank Hogan against suspected "false and misleading" tv advertising came late in week with staff seizing books, records and kinescopes of tv commercial for Regimen tablets from both advertiser (Drug Research Corp.) and agency (Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton). Regimen's alleged claims as reducing pill, possibly in violation of New York state law, are being probed. Mr. Hogan said six month investigation began on complaints of consumers.

Forward names rep

Stations of Forward group—KGLO-AM TV Mason City, Iowa; WTAF and KHQA-TV Hannibal, Mo.-Quincy, Ill., and WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis.—name Branham Co., N.Y., national representative effective Nov. 15.

Business briefly

10-Day barrage • Shulton Inc., N.Y., (men's and women's toiletries) has set plans for largest 10-day pre-Christmas advertising campaign in its history. All media will be used with tv and radio schedules alone expected to reach more than 100 million people. Network tv phase runs Dec. 14 through Dec. 23 with multiple participations on 14 evening and daytime shows on all three networks. Network radio schedule runs Dec. 17-19 and includes participations on 15 nighttime and daytime shows on CBS and NBC. Spot campaigns run Dec. 14-23 utilizing 50 top markets for tv and 85 markets for radio. Agency: Wesley Assoc., N.Y.

Wine radio drive • Mogen David Wine Corp., Chicago, buys eight-week spot radio schedule in 11 markets as part of fall-winter $1.8 million advertising and promotion campaign. Announcements will vary from 30-40 per week per market where tv and print not used, running eight weeks and ending before Christmas. Advertising drive is built around ABC-TV's new "Charlie Weaver Show." Agency: Edward H. Weiss & Co., Chicago.

Cereal campaign • Quaker Oats Co. (Quaker and Mother's oats, Instant Quaker oats), Chicago, buys spot radio schedule in 80 markets effective Nov. 15. Company also is using commercials on various NBC Radio properties (True Story, etc.). Over 190 stations to push its "holiday special" offer of a Health-o-Meter bathroom scale involving Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice products. Agency: Baker, Tilden, Bolgard & Barger, Chicago.

Pard plans • Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Chicago, seeking half-hour syndicated film availabilities and/or prime periods in about 30 key markets for Swift & Co.'s Pard dog food. Decision expected by client in next fortnight.

Salad toss • Frenchette Div. of Carter Products Inc., N.Y., last week shifted its salad dressings account from Cohen & Aleahire to Ted Bates & Co., both N.Y. Account is active in tv-radio spot.


News renewal • Texas Co., N.Y., (Texaco petroleum products) has renewed sponsorship of NBC-TV's "Hunting-Brinkley Report" (Mon.-Fri. 3:45-4 p.m. EST) for year 1960. Agency: Cunningham & Walsh, N.Y.

WEEK'S HEADLINERS

John Cowden, vp in charge of advertising and sales promotion, CBS-TV Station Div., named vp, information services for CBS-TV succeeding Charles S. Steinberg, who is elevated to vp, public information for network. James T. Aubrey, CBS-TV's executive vp, last week described Mr. Cowden's post as implementing plans announced at the CBS-TV's affiliates conference in Chicago last March. Advertising and sales promotion, research and press information now will report to Mr. Cowden. Thomas Means, director of advertising and sales promotion of CBS-TV Stations Div. assumes duties relinquished by Mr. Cowden. Mr. Means will report directly to Merle S. Jones, division's president. Mr. Steinberg was promoted from director of information services to vp, information services for CBS-TV last March. Previously he had been director of press information for CBS Radio and earlier was with Warner Bros. Pictures for 14 years in various publicity posts. Mr. Cowden joined CBS in 1938 as member of promotion department; in 1946 was named director of Columbia-owned stations promotion, and subsequently in 1951, director of operations, advertising and sales promotion, CBS-TV, upon separation of radio and tv operations at network, and with formation of CBS-TV Stations Div. last year, was assigned to that division. Mr. Means joined CBS in 1943 as copywriter in promotion, left in 1944 to direct advertising-sales promotion for WOL Washington, named general manager, WSAK Charleston, S.C. in 1947, rejoined CBS in 1948 and following year became director of promotion service, CBS-owned stations.

B. Gerald Cantor, board chairman of National Theatres and Television Inc., was elected president and chief executive officer Nov. 12 at regular monthly meeting of board (see early story page 90). He continues as board chairman of NT&T but gives up presidency of Cantor, Fitzgerald & Co., Los Angeles investment banking firm. He succeeds John B. Bertero, NT&T interim president and company's general counsel for many years, who continues as director and special consultant.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
In line with these appointments PAUL BRADLEY elected vp in charge of merchandising department. He left Grant Adv. to join K&É last January in sales development and promotion division of merchandising department.

ALFRED R. STERN, director of international operations for NBC, elected vp in charge of new Enterprises Div. He continued as chairman of board of NBC International Inc. Robert W. Sarnoff, board chairman of NBC, said in announcing appointment, that Enterprises Div. will centralize foreign and domestic areas of service expansion and business opportunities. Mr. Stern joined network in 1952 as project officer for tv programming, was named business manager, technical operations, in June 1953. Later that year, he was appointed assistant to executive vp and in 1955 was assigned additional duties of director of operations for NBC Radio's Monitor. In July 1955, he was named director, participating programs, NBC Radio, and in December of that year was promoted to staff assistant to president. He took over his present position in 1956.

J. DAVIS DANFORTH, executive vp, BBDO, N.Y. retires on Jan. 1 after 35 years of service with agency. He will continue as consultant to BBDO management. Mr. Danforth started as messenger boy with Barton, Durstine & Osborne in 1925, agency three years later becoming BBDO by merger with George Batten Co. Mr. Danforth is client contact specialist, serving as executive on some of agency's major accounts, was elected to board in 1939, became member of executive committee in 1946 and executive vp in 1949. He served as chairman of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies in 1958-59.

GRANT TINKER, formerly vp, director of tv-radio programming, Warwick & Legler, N.Y., becomes vp and director of tv programming, Benton & Bowles, that city. He reports to Oliver Barbour, B&B's vp in charge of broadcast programming. Mr. Tinker was at W&L since July 1958 and before that spent four years at McCann-Erickson where he was tv account executive. Prior to joining M-E, Mr. Tinker was with Radio Free Europe and NBC.

G. MAXWELL ULE, senior vp, marketing, and board member, elevated to executive committee, and STEPHENS DIETZ, vp and director of merchandising department, elected group vp, marketing services, in realignment of Kenyon & Eckhardt's marketing services division. Division includes tv-radio, media, marketing, research and merchandising. Mr. Ule, who joined K&É in 1949 from McCann-Erickson, Chicago, where he was vp and research director, will devote more time to executive duties. He was elected senior vp in 1956 and has been on board since 1953. Mr. Dietz takes charge of media, merchandising, research and radio-tv. He came to K&É as vp and account supervisor in 1955, and was named marketing committee head following year and director of merchandising in 1957. Mr. Dietz formerly was vp in charge of marketing at Ogilvy, Benson & Mather.

Mr. Ule

Mr. Dietz

Mr. Unger

Mr. Read

Mr. Chapin

Mr. Stern

Mr. Danforth

ALVIN E. UNGER elected vp in charge of syndication for Independent Television Corp., first vice presidency announced for ITC since its creation over year ago. Mr. Unger joined ITC in October 1958 as administrative manager, Arrow Productions, ITC division handling sales to stations and program counselling, and several months later became manager, special products division, which added sales supervision of Jeff's Collie, tv series, to Arrow's activity. Before he joined ITC, Mr. Unger was Ziv TV's vp in charge of Chicago office, and had spent 19 years with Ziv, including post of vp in charge of sales for Ziv's radio syndication division. He will continue to head Arrow and Jeff's Collie sales. Hardie Frieberg continues as ITC's general manager of syndication. Reporting to him are various regional and geographic syndication divisions.

DONALD S. FROST, Bristol-Myers vp, elected chairman of Assn. of National Advertisers as ANA opened its 50th annual fall meeting last Monday at The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va. He succeeds HENRY SCHACHTE, executive vp of Lever Bros. ROGER H. BOLIN, advertising director of Westinghouse Electric, was elected to vice chairmanship vacated by Mr. Frost.

Six new directors were named in addition to Mr. Schachté, who automatically goes onto board. They are NORMAN A. CONSIDINE JR., Blue Bell Inc.; RICHARD S. LOWELL, U.S. Plywood; HARRY F. SCHROETER, National Biscuit; K.L. SKILLIN, Armour & Co. DOUGLAS L. SMITH, S.C. Johnson & Son, and R.G. STOLZ, Brown Shoe Co. Mr. Frost has served with both advertisers and agencies. He started with International Business Machines in 1933, later served with Owens-Illinois Glass and Young & Rubicam, was with Bristol-Myers from 1945 to 1950, then went to Compton Adv. and returned to Bristol-Myers in 1954.

FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
"Egad! Blair Did It Again."

"There I was," quoth our man, "loaded for Blair. I had data up to the collar of my Burberry ... a portable calculator in my attaché case. My Diner's card was at the ready; my Express cards, rail travel card, airline card, three gasoline credit cards, and old W.D. A.G.O. Form 65 were present and accounted for. I had a black knit tie on and my heavy-frame bi-focals were all revved up. Man, I was like ripe."

"Never mind the autobiog. Just tell us did you get the business?"

"Well, frankly, no. We already had it. The Blair man just said to the chap, 'You know—The Roanoke station with the 58-county market of 448,001 tv homes.'"

"'... 448 thousand and one?' asked the chap.

"'... and one,' said the Blair man."

WSLS-TV

Channel 10 • NBC Television

Mail Address: Roanoke, Va.

A broadcast service (with WSLS Radio)

of Shenandoah Life Insurance Company
acceptance

*more listeners than all other stations combined

**NOTHING SELLS LIKE ACCEPTANCE...**
35 years of top acceptance are yours to use on WCCO Radio. More listeners than all other Minneapolis-St. Paul stations combined! Lowest cost per thousand...less than half of the average of all other Twin Cities stations. Cash in on full-size programming for full-size results.

*lowest cost / per thousand

**WCCO RADIO**
Minneapolis - St. Paul
The Northwest's Only 50,000 Watt 1-A Clear Channel Station - Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

Source: Nielsen
Station Index, Jan. - Aug., 1959
Station Total
6 AM - Midnight
7-day week.
MICROSCOPE TRAINED ON RADIO-TV

FCC orders a massive study of broadcast output and regulation
It plans detailed inspection of program and commercial policies

The FCC last week opened the door to what could become the first major reappraisal of national policy on broadcasting since the Communications Act was adopted in 1934.

In a comprehensive order that was admittedly forced by the revelations of tv quiz rigging and by Congressional intentions to investigate payola, the Commission launched a sweeping inquiry to:
- "Determine the policies, practices, mechanics and surveillance pursued and carried out by networks, station licensees and others in connection with the acquisitions, ownership, production, distribution, selection, sale and licensing of programs for radio and television exhibition."
- Look into "the policies and practices pursued by networks, station licensees and others in connection with the selection, presentation and supervision of advertising material for broadcast to the public."
- Find out if the FCC ought to issue new rules governing broadcast output or if it has the authority to issue them.
- Find out if the Communications Act needs to be overhauled.

Reasons Why

In a statement issued with the order, the Commission said that its action was taken "as a result of the tv quiz show revelations, allegations of inducements to promote records and other products without proper sponsorship identification, and complaints about offensive commercials and other broadcast practices contrary to the public interest."

The FCC pointed out that it is empowered to grant broadcast licenses only after it has determined that applicants will serve the public interest, convenience and necessity. The statement continued:

"These considerations include the representations made to the Commission and the manner in which a station licensee discharges his responsibility of selecting and supervising the broadcast of programs and advertising matter."

The advent of television, the Commission pointed out, has changed the pattern of radio broadcasting. It also added that the increased number of radio and tv broadcasters has "complicated the problem of adequate review by the Commission of the policies and practices of its broadcast licensees."

Order Unanimous

The move was made with the unanimous approval of the five commissioners present—Chairman John C. Doerfer and Comrs. Robert T. Bartley, Robert E. Lee, Frederick W. Ford and John S. Cross. The two other members of the FCC, Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde and T. A. M. Craven, are attending international radio conferences in Geneva, Switzerland.

The order was issued on a special release basis Nov. 10. It was adopted the day before following a commissioners-only meeting five days before, on Nov. 4 (CLOSED CIRCUIT, Nov. 9).

It said that the questions on programming would be coupled with the Commission's current investigation of network programming practices. This would mean an augmented staff, the Commission said.

At present two attorneys and their secretaries constitute the Office of Network Study. This is an element of the Commission's Broadcast Bureau. This group was established after the completion of the Barrow Network Study in 1957. The Barrow Report covered all aspects of television network practices except programming.

The two lawyers, Ashbrook P. Bryant and James F. Tierney, have been surveying tv film production com-

RATINGS THE ROOT OF THE EVIL?

Sen. Mike Monroney (D-Okl.) is drafting legislation charging the FCC with the responsibility of weighing heavily, at license renewal time, a station's past record in prime time public service programming.

The bill, being prepared for introduction in January, also would require each station to keep an accurate "box score" of such programming broadcast during prime time. The Commission would be authorized to withdraw a station's license if it failed to live up to promises made concerning public service programming in past applications.

Reached by telephone in New Orleans Wednesday (Nov. 11), Sen. Monroney said: "Without a doubt the struggle for rating supremacy led to rigging of tv quiz programs." He said the disclosures of the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee serve to point up the influence ratings have on the life or death of tv programming.

Long an outspoken critic of tv ratings, Sen. Monroney for two years has been pushing a Senate inquiry of the measuring services. He is a member of the Senate Commerce Committee and its Communications Subcommittee, which held a one-day hearing on rating services in the spring of 1958. Follow-up hearings have been planned but never held.

Sen. Monroney said he would push for hearings on his new bill, which also would encompass the ratings inquiry. He said his complaint against the audience surveys is that they are "inadequate," not necessarily "inaccurate."

For text of plan for reappraisal of national policy see page 42
A TOTAL REAPPRAISAL OF RADIO-TV AND REGULATION

Here is the full text of the FCC order initiating the sweeping inquiry into radio and television programming and advertising practices and into the regulatory role of government. This was entitled “Supplemental Order for Investigatory Proceeding” in the study of radio and television network broadcasting.

At a session of the Federal Communications Commission held at its offices in Washington, D.C., on the 9th day of November, 1959;

Whereas, on Feb. 26, 1959, after a substantial preliminary inquiry, the Commission by its Order (F.C.C. 59-164) directed that inquiry be made pursuant to Section 403 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, to determine, among other things, the policies and practices pursued by the network licensees and others affected by the production, selection, licensing and supervision of programs for television exhibition and the effect of such policies and practices on the public interest, and that a public investigatory proceeding be instituted for that purpose; and

Whereas, pursuant to said Order, such inquiry is continuing and public hearings have been and will be held with regard to certain phases of the network television program selection process; and

Whereas, in the course of such inquiry and from other sources, information has been reported to the Commission which tends to show that certain practices have been carried on by broadcast licensees and employees of such broadcast licensees and other persons in connection with the selection, supervision and broadcast to the public of programs and other material, which practices appear to be contrary to the public interest; and

Whereas, under the Communications Act and the policies promulgated by the Commission thereunder, the selection, supervision and broadcast to the public of programs and other material including advertising is the primary responsibility of the licensed broadcaster subject to the duty of such broadcaster so to exercise that responsibility as to serve the public interest in terms of the needs and interests of the community which such broadcaster is licensed to serve; and inquiry should be made and that information and data should be obtained regarding the policies and practices pursued by radio and television licensees and others affected by the program and other material broadcast to the public:

NOW THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the inquiry and investigatory proceeding instituted pursuant to the Commission’s Order of Feb. 26, 1959, (F.C.C. 59-164) be and is hereby amended and enlarged to determine the policies, practices, mechanics and surveillance pursued and carried out by networks, station licensees and others in connection with the acquisition, ownership, production, sale and licensing of programs for radio and television exhibition and the policies and practices pursued by networks, station licensees and others in connection with the selection, presentation and supervision of advertising material for broadcast to the public in the interest of public policy and the public interest for said policies and practices, and that in such inquiry information and data be obtained relevant to the following questions: 1. whether and the extent to which policies and practices being pursued by some broadcast licensees in the field of programming and advertising are inimical to the public interest; 2. whether and the extent to which the general standards heretofore laid down by the Commission should be amended; 3. whether and the extent to which the Commission’s present policies and procedures in the review and consideration of the performance of its broadcast licensees in the field of programming and advertising is adequate, in view of the greatly increased number of such licensees; and

5. whether the Commission’s authority under the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, is adequate for these purposes or whether legislation should be recommended to the Congress.

The new inquiry encompasses payolas to disc jockeys to play certain recordings and payoffs to producers to insert “plugs” for certain products into the program material.

An FCC regulation requires that where any money or “thing of value” has been given for the broadcast of a program such information on sponsorship must be announced.

Most recently the FCC has chastised some TV stations for not identifying the source of filmed news clips of the Senate Labor Committee hearings on the Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co. and General Motors for allegedly soup ing up TV commercials to show that LOF glass had less distortion than other makes (Broadcasting, Nov. 9).

The FCC statement last week spoke of holding public hearings on the new inquiry “shortly.” It was pointed out that this hope was real—it was clarified to mean “soon”—and that it was the intent of the Commission to have the full FCC sitting sit at this public hearing. A further document spelling out in more detail the FCC’s interest in these areas is to be expected, it was understood. This will also indicate the date for the hearing and where it will take place.

There was a widespread feeling

42 (Radio-TV under Microscope)
The spot medium, too, has become the standard of suitability to virtually every advertiser in the country. No other medium is so well fitted to match the exact requirements of every marketing situation. How else can you take instantaneous advantage of sudden weather changes, or so closely follow the flow and ebb of seasons across the face of America? H-R salesmanship, too, is custom tailored to the specific situations of each station it represents. Our salesmen’s hand-in-glove cooperation with station management makes for a personal service selling-power that habitually breaks through billing quotas.

"We always send a man to do a man's job"
The tv quiz scandal and the resultant cry for increased responsibility on the part of broadcasters added significant "between the lines" meaning to a ruling last week by the Federal Communications Commission.

Robert E. Lee, the new FCC Commissioner, made trips to NBC radio affiliates in New York last week. He was talking about the obligation stations now have to cooperate with the government in defense planning through the Conelrad plan—a familiar theme on which he has barnstormed frequently.

One page into his text Commr. Lee had this to say:

"...some elements of your industry have yet to recognize the integral relationship which they have with other elements and with the government in the interests of national defense. They have yet to recognize and appreciate their positions as temporal tenants in the public domain. I am pessimistically confident that there are those among them who have yet to read the Communications Act under which authority their licenses were granted and their livelihood depends. . . ."

"May I remind those elements within the Commission that this hearing should be wide-open to all, including the public.

The FCC statement referred to the Commission's authority over programming, "in the light of the censorship provision in the Communications Act and court decisions reversing its attempts to regulate certain types of programs including lotteries and giveaway programs."

The Communications Act's Sec. 326 forbids the FCC from censoring individual programs. This has been a key plank for those who maintain the FCC must keep hands off programming.

The court decisions to which the Commission referred include the 1954 U.S. Supreme Court ruling that the Commission's lottery regulations were illegal and the 1957 U.S. Court of Appeals decision holding that a bingo-type game was not a lottery.

The lottery rules propounded by the FCC in the late 1940s would have banned giveaway programs as lotteries. The decision was appealed by ABC for its 20-station ABC radio network. The case went all the way to the Supreme Court, which ruled in 1954 that such a program was not a lottery since listening to the radio could not be considered "consideration" in the legal sense.

Under the law, a lottery must involve a participant giving something of value (consideration), the winner must be chosen by chance, and the prize must be of value.

This viewpoint was bolstered in 1957 when the Court of Appeals in Washington reversed an FCC cease and desist order against a West Coast TV station in the Play Marks case. Attracted in court by The Caples Co., Chicago advertising agency and originator of the bingo game, the Commission was reversed—on the same grounds as the 1954 Stop the Music case—lack of consideration.

Long History • The basic question whether the FCC has the authority to consider programming has had a long and controversial history.

Actually the only programs to which the FCC has taken serious umbrage has been the broadcasting of horse racing news. License revocation actions have been taken again several stations on the theory that horse information was being used by gamblers.

Otherwise, no stations have lost their permits because of programming formats or because of individual programs. Many have had license renewals postponed while the Commission raised questions of program imbalance or overcommercialization, but none ever failed to be renewed finally.

The authority of the FCC on programming has been asserted and questioned almost from the beginning of radio regulation.

The U.S. Supreme Court's 1941 decision in the case involving NBC's challenge of the Chain Broadcasting Rules is considered a landmark in this topic.

In a decision written by Associate Justice Felix Frankfurter, the Supreme Court said that the FCC has the right to consider the composition of the traffic broadcast by licensees as well as to set as a traffic cop on facilities.

The Blue Book • The FCC's apogee in efforts to assert programming control was reached in 1946 when the now-notorious Blue Book, "Public Service Responsibility of Broadcast Licensees," was issued.

This staff-written document made the point that the Commission should not only keep an eye on programming but should require licensees to live up to programming proposals made in their original applications—unless good reasons were given for changing formats.

It also urged that the Commission intervene to assure that broadcasters devote a substantial amount of time for public service programs, mainly unsponsored.

The Blue Book controversy came to a head when newspaper columnist Drew Pearson and associates filed for the frequency used by the Hearst-owned WBAL, Baltimore. This station had been singled out among others in the Blue Book.

After a full, evidentiary hearing the Commission renewed WBAL's license. This was considered the death-knell of the Blue Book philosophy.

From that time on the Commission's attempts to assert jurisdiction over programming have been erratic.

Recent Activity • In the last few years, the subject of programming was an issue in only four significant instances.

In 1956, the issue flared in the application by multiple broadcaster Todd Storz to buy WQAM Miami, Fla. A sharp internal Commission controversy raged over Mr. Storz's high-pressure, audience-building promotions. The purchase was finally approved, 4 to 3, with Chairman George C. McConnaughey and Comrs. Bartley, Richard A. Mack and Craven in favor.

Opposed were Comrs. Doerfer, Hyde and Lee. They wanted a hearing.

Mr. Doerfer, in a dissent, expressed
Sure as shootin', things have happened in Charlotte. Here you see one more phase of the formula that is changing audience patterns in America's 25th largest television homes market. The best of NBC, ABC—plus MGM, Warner, Paramount, others! WSOC-TV program strength is unmatched in the Carolinas. Make a better buy. Buy WSOC-TV.....one of the great area stations of the nation.

WSOC and WSOC-TV are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton

CHARLOTTE 9—NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R
THE FCC AT LAST FINDS A FRIEND

Rep. John B. Bennett (R-Mich.) does not go along with his colleagues on the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee who have been highly critical of the FCC in the tv quiz scandals. The ranking minority member of the Subcommittee said last week that he did not believe the Commission has the authority to take action against the rigged programs.

"I don't want to give the FCC too much authority in the area of programming," Rep. Bennett said, and emphasized the agency certainly should not be permitted to police programming. If the Commission had taken action and forced one of the quiz programs off the air, those who now condemn the FCC for not acting would have been the first to scream, Rep. Bennett stated.

He pointed out that testimony at the hearings failed to establish any involvement of the networks and stations in the controls exerted over contestants.

Rep. Bennett plans to again push for hearings on his bill (HR 5042) placing networks under direct FCC regulation. The proposal, first advocated by ex-Sen. John Bricker (R-Ohio), has gained considerable support since the tv quiz hearings began last month.

At one point the Commission considered a staff suggestion that a city-wide hearing be held to determine what the public interest for Atlanta was and whether it was being served by some of the larger stations. This could mean that the smaller stations (all of the eight under fire were smaller stations) could program without attempting to meet these public service requirements.

It was decided finally, however, to treat each station individually and subsequently their licenses were renewed.

Craven Says No • Also in 1958 more was said on the subject of programming jurisdiction. This time it was Comr. T.A.M. Craven who took up the cudgels—but in a vehement and pointed attack on the whole idea of program control by the FCC.

Mr. Craven's outspoken opposition was made in a dissent to a Commission proposal revising certain forms required in applications for new stations and for renewals. These asked for percentage breakdowns of spot commercials and program categories. It was the latter that stirred Mr. Craven's ire.

Mr. Craven called on the FCC to abolish all references to programming in its application forms. The First Amendment to the Constitution and the Communications Act itself forbids any attempt at censorship, he stated. By calling for program information, he cautioned, the FCC was actually telling broadcasters what they should and should not carry.

Mr. Craven's viewpoint was expressed in these words:

"The establishment of program categories, the Commission has long insisted, is entirely within its regulatory powers since these categories serve merely as guideposts for the applicants and need not be followed. Such argument sounds quite reasonable to anyone
Knowledge of Audience Composition is imperative if advertising dollars are to be spent effectively. Those interested in cigars and shotguns are not good prospects for lingerie and cake mixes. Automobiles are not effectively sold against a background of fairy tales.

Nielsen Station Index Reports show you at a glance the composition of the audience for each station for each 15-minute period...from 6 in the morning to 12 at night...for the entire week.

Here, in easy-to-use figures you learn total audiences and their composition by men, women, teenagers, and children.

### For television.
NSI reports Audience Composition data for every market in the U.S. with competitive tv programming. These 146 market areas (231 cities) account for over 97 percent of all U.S. tv viewing.

### For radio.
NSI reports composition of radio audiences for the top 34 markets in the U.S. These account for the bulk of radio listening, thanks to radio's long reach.

### And a lot more.
Audience Composition, important as it is, is only one of the measurements reported by Nielsen Station Index. You also find the percent of homes reached by each station during each 15-minute time period in each of the 146 Metro or Central Areas...and the total number of homes reached, regardless of their location.

### Send for sample NSI Report.
See for yourself the wealth of information NSI Reports put at your fingertips...it is the only way you will understand why leading agencies, advertisers, and stations consider NSI Reports a "must" for efficient operation.
First and foremost with advertisers, with viewers—in America’s 10th TV Market. The WGAL-TV audience is greater in this rich coverage area than the combined audience of all other stations—ARB and Nielsen.

**Representative:** The MEEKER Company, Inc. New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
not familiar with the practical applications of these ‘guideposts’ or the ‘lifted eyebrow’ technique used by this administrative agency. But to one whose broadcast experience has been more practical than theoretical, it is obvious that no licensee is free to program according to his personal opinion as to what constitutes the best public service when he knows full well that his views are destined to be evaluated in the light of pre-conceived and pre-stated opinions of the regulating agency.”

Ford’s Philosophy • There the matter rested until August of this year, when Comr. Ford, an ex-FCC staffer once head of the hearing division, told the West Virginia Broadcasters Assn. that there ought to be a review of FCC directives on programming.

There is nowhere in the Commission, Mr. Ford said, where a broadcaster can determine what the Commission considers is in the public interest.

The basic problem, Mr. Ford stated, was that there is no codified guide which could be used by a broadcaster to determine whether he is meeting FCC criteria or not.

The point of Mr. Ford’s speech was that the Commission had the right and the obligation to review a broadcaster’s stewardship and that one means was through programming.

Doubt that the Commission has the authority to look at programming was expressed only last month. Chairman Doerfer, appearing before the Harris committee, argued that the Commission did not under present laws have any jurisdiction over programming.

A rebuttal to this attitude was offered by Comr. Lee. In a letter to the House committee, Mr. Lee insisted that the FCC could deal with fraudulent programming. He suggested that legislation be enacted which would require the disclosure before the beginning of a program of its content. He also indicated that additional laws might be required to place networks under FCC jurisdiction.

Kickback probe

New York District Attorney Frank S. Hogan’s office last week questioned Jan Murray, star of NBC-TV’s Treasure Hunt, in the first step toward accumulating information on alleged kickbacks by quiz show participants (At Deadline, Nov. 9).

Mr. Murray was asked to supply lists of contestants on the show and of program employees. NBC disclosed Nov. 5, that it had uncovered such a system operating on Treasure Hunt. The network turned the details over to Mr. Hogan. A formal probe was launched with Jerome Kidder, an assistant district attorney, assigned to the investigation.

It was said that quiz show participants kicked back portions of their winnings to people associated with the show’s production who helped insure their appearance on Treasure Hunt.

Discussions also were being held on other phases of the TV quiz scandal:

Possible grand jury presentation after it is determined who and how many persons lied before the grand jury in New York during its initial probe of TV quiz rigging (some 100 are suspected of falsehood), and a look at a charge by Max Hess that he paid $10,000 to get an employee on a quiz program (commercial bribery is a misdemeanor punishable by a year in prison and a $500 fine).

Mr. Hogan’s prosecutors have not yet begun probing payments to disc jockeys to plug songs (payola). This subject is on the shelf for now.
WHO'S TO CONTROL TELEVISION?

ANA hears advertiser reluctance to give up program prerogatives

The nation's top advertisers are in television—and television programming—to stay.

If their hand-hold on program selection and presentation is broken it will be forced, almost literally, and certainly it will not be accomplished without demands for price or commensurate concessions by broadcasters.

This was the clear stand taken by key members of the Assn. of National Advertisers last week at ANA's 50th annual meeting, a four-day session dominated by talk of the "crisis" brought to advertising by the quiz scandals.

ANA members, embracing most of TV's major advertisers, were told by their leaders that they must face the mess left in the wake of the quizzes and, no matter who's to blame, either "clean up or give up." They showed no signs of willingness to give up either the use of television or whatever say-so they now have in its programming.

They were given an official, ANA-approved test with the recommendation that they apply it to their advertising—programming or commercials—to prevent a recurrence of the quiz shambles. They heard Donald H. McGannon, NAB Television Code chief, solicit their support in self-regulation, and through ANA they prepared to work with the code board.

Sponsor Identification • But their talk was about program control. Nobody denied—and many expressly acknowledged—that the networks, and broadcasters generally, already have the final word by statute. Nobody questioned that this is the way it ought to be. But it also was made clear that network sponsors, the big spenders, do not wish to relinquish either the sponsor-identification values that come from underwriting programs, or the whole-program influence that they consider is their right as a result.

"If we are going to pay for a whole program and have the public identify us with the whole program," according to the overwhelming body of reasoning, "then we are and have a right to be deeply and critically concerned with the whole program, not just the commercials."

The only public stand to the contrary was taken by two outsiders who, while acknowledged experts in their fields, neither buy time nor sell it. These two groups—buyers and sellers—would be the chief protagonists, it was assumed, in any fight for control that might develop.

Strictly on the public record of the ANA sessions there was no clear evidence that any such fight was in the offing. The lone network representative on the program went along, generally, with the advertisers' position.

Yet leading ANA members showed in so many ways that it was on their minds, that they were on guard in case anything did happen, that observers were left thinking that maybe they expected a fight. Not that they were looking for one; just that they had their dukes up and were ready for one if it happened.

THE ANA ON TV: CLEAN UP OR GIVE UP

The nation's national advertisers last week launched their own television clean-up campaign. Here, in slightly condensed text, is a statement issued Nov. 9 by Donald S. Frost, vice president of Bristol-Myers and new chairman of the Assn. of National Advertisers. He made the statement at the ANA convention in Hot Springs, Va.

There is no need for me to elaborate on the events of these past weeks. It is obvious to all of you that the television industry is on the spot.

But it is not only the television industry—and particularly those associated with the quiz shows—who stand in the dock of public scrutiny. It is all advertising. For regardless of how far removed you personally may be from television, this thing is spreading and is crossing over into other lines. We—all of us related to advertising—are involved and there is every possibility, yes probability, that we will become involved even more.

Who is at fault for the questionable practices revealed in the quiz show hearings? Is it the producers, the contestants, the networks or the advertisers?

This is a question it is not for us to decide. It would appear that all of those participating must share the blame. But, regardless of where the blame rests, the advertiser is involved—and this, gentlemen, is our bailiwick!

We are involved, many of us, in the actual selection and production of the shows themselves. We are involved—all of us who use the potent medium of television—in the production of our commercials. And all of us, regardless of media practices, are concerned with the public reaction to the misuse of a major medium.

And so it is up to us—all of us—to take whatever action we can to set our own houses in order, particularly in the area of commercial presentation. It is up to us, individually and collectively, to make sure that all of our actions can stand up to the gaze of public scrutiny, can obtain the seal of public approval. Because if we don't—someone else is going to do it for us!

And these are no idle words hurled for effect from a meeting platform. They are sincere words of warning—and it is later than you think! So the number one job is the job each of us must undertake at our own level with our own companies. And the number two job is the job of the ANA to tell the press and through the press the public and government agencies that we advertisers—as represented by our association—are thoroughly concerned with the reaction of the public and the government. And that we intend to follow down every possible road offered to us by the democratic process of internal responsibility.

And so, while most of you were sharing the pleasures of yesterday afternoon, your board met and agreed upon the statement I am about to read.

This, gentlemen is ANA's position. We strongly recommend that it be your position as well. I quote: "We in ANA recognize that, as a result of the recent television in-
This even though the official ANA position was that it was too early, the situation still "too emotional," too much in flux, to get down yet to saying where control ought to lie or influence to stop.

No Fun Day • There was no denying that ANA leadership was concerned about the crisis facing advertising. The ANA board wrestled with it for 14 hours on what was supposed to be the convention's fun day (Sunday, Nov. 8). Out of that meeting came an official ANA statement of position, delivered the next day by newly elected Chairman Donald Frost (Bristol-Myers)—accompanied by some strong but carefully composed warnings of his own—at a business meeting which ANA made virtually unique by inviting newsmen.

The gist of Mr. Frost's admonition was that "this thing" is spreading beyond television, that "there is every possibility, yet probability," that advertising as a whole "will become involved even more." It was his warning that advertisers have "a mandate to live up to our responsibilities" and also a "a choice" to "clean up—or give up!"

In the same tone, ANA's statement asserted that advertisers individually must "see that every aspect of television with which we are connected meets our obligation of fair play to the public."

The statement proposed this "simple test" for members to use in evaluating "any contemplated material or procedure" for programs or advertising:

"Would we be willing for the public to be fully apprised of all the facts and circumstances concerning the particular program or commercial?"

Situation 'Serious' • Mr. Frost set the tone for an ensuing news conference, attended also by other ANA top officials, when he said in his statement that this is a crisis "out of which we can emerge even stronger—or from which could come regulation so rigid that our most vital contributions [to the national economy] would be nullified."

Henry Schachte of Lever Bros., ANA retiring chairman, told newsmen the situation is "serious" and that in the official statement "we're trying to tell our members that it is." ANA President Paul West said the statement was prepared and issued because "we wanted to register publicly that we as representatives of advertising recognize our responsibilities—and want to see fair play."

Others indicated that the statement had the support of all ANA board members. These include representatives of such leading television users as Lever, Bristol-Myers, Westinghouse Electric, Warner-Lambert, Armstrong Cork, Chrysler, Campbell Soup, RCA, U.S. Steel, and Swift & Co.

Would non-adherence to the ANA position mean dismissal from membership? President West said "anything is possible." It also was noted that ANA has no enforcement powers. One applicant for ANA membership once was rejected because of his advertising practices, officials said, but none has ever been ousted for that reason. As for the present, Chairman Frost said he thought many advertisers have "stepped over the line" and what ANA can do is "try to show them the error of their ways."

Anonymous Revlon • There was no specific reference to Revlon, an ANA member whose involvement in "controlling" of contestants on its $64,000 Question was probed in the House hearings.

The question, at the news conference elsewhere, inevitably got back to the subject of program control. Officials said there had been "informal discussions" at the Sunday board meeting, but no agreement on points of view. Chairman Frost, asked for his personal view, said it was a "tough question" and that he could "not at this time" recommend leaving control to networks.

President West said the question had been explored "very thoroughly" in all its implications, both "now and for the future." But, he said, the crisis is still too fresh and "in too emotional a state."

queries, there will be proposed codes of conduct and regulation put forth by networks, associations of broadcasters, individual stations and other responsible parties. Their purpose will be to merit public confidence in television programs and commercials.

"Toward this end, we as advertisers recognize our own individual responsibilities. It is our responsibility to see that every aspect of television with which we are connected meets our obligation of fair play to the public."

"A simple test by which each of our members may evaluate any contemplated material or procedure for programs or commercials is this: Would we be willing for the public to be fully apprised of all the facts and circumstances concerning the particular program or commercial?"

"What has been brought to light in these past few weeks requires every advertiser to take an immediate and complete inventory of his present advertising, including the factual support for its accuracy and the techniques used in its preparation, and to apply to it, and to all future advertising, the test we have recommended."

This is the statement of ANA's position we are releasing to the press today. But these are only empty words if each of us does not take them to heart—and go to work in an active way to see that they are followed through.

Ours is a young, vigorous, productive but frequently misunderstood arm of the economy. Now we are faced with a crisis out of which we can emerge even stronger—or from which could come regulation so rigid that our most vital contributions would be nullified.

And so we face a mandate—a mandate to live up to our responsibilities. It is most important that this mandate not have to be enforced by government but rather that it be a mandate we fulfill ourselves.

Right now we still have a choice, a choice I can sum up in just five words: Clean up—or give up!

Which will it be?
Need for program balance • On that subject, this ANA panel was very much in agreement, but on other TV topics individual opinions ranged widely— from making TV just a “spot carrier” with charges based on tune-in to taxing set owners to pay for “high-quality” programs on a “reserved channel.” Participants included (1 to r): Don Durgin, NBC-TV vice president; Rodney Erickson, Warner Bros. vice president; moderator Howard Eaton, Lever Bros. media director; columnist John Crosby, and Alfred Hollender, Grey Adv. executive vice president.

Mr. Schacht agreed with media’s right to control what the public sees and hears—“to pull the final switch.” But, he also noted, in television “we are identified with a specific show; this is the difference between electronic and print media. So we’ve got to show some interest” in the program itself.

Financial Responsibility • Edwin Ebiel of General Foods, a past chairman of ANA, who also sat in on the news conference, thought the control question might not be resolved in five years. But, he maintained, so long as advertisers have a financial responsibility for their programs the problem cannot be solved by simply saying “let the networks have control.”

There is such a thing as a circulation guarantee, he observed. He wouldn’t say this is the way to approach the problem, but he did maintain that, if networks should take over all control, they should also take over responsibility for the success of the program and, if its success isn’t up to par, some of the financial responsibility as well.

Mr. Frost observed that the problem is made more complicated by the fact that many advertisers have a great deal of influence in programming, many others have little—and sometimes both of these situations exist within the same sponsoring company, depending on the programs involved.

While they urged individual ANA members to “take an immediate and complete inventory” of their current advertising and apply the recommended test to their future plans, ANA officials made clear that they were also willing to sit down with the NAB code board to discuss cooperative projects. President West said they didn’t yet know just what the code board had in mind, but an ANA committee would be appointed to meet with it.

TV Code Import • Mr. McGannon outlined code board thinking and called for advertiser cooperation in a speech at the closed radio-TC workshop Monday afternoon.

“The effective and free use of television as probably the greatest advertising and marketing instrument in the knowledge of man depends on the effective cooperation and working relationship between you, the advertiser, and us, the broadcaster,” he declared.

He called upon advertisers to look for the code seal when shopping for programs. Noting that the code board works with producers and directors, he said:

“They[1] voluntary compliance, we trust, will enable the board to authorize the use of the code seal on every episode of film produced and on network programs. This is something you must consider in selecting your program. The broadcaster will then look for it in making his determination to clear or purchase the program. And the public will seek it out in tuning in your show and in buying your product.”

He said the code board has stepped up its commercial-content monitoring, via Broadcast Advertiser Reports, from 20,000 hours a year to 100,000 hours.

“Finding an answer” to the quiz scandals, he said, will be “a matter of first importance” at the code board meeting this week (see page 68). Of the scandals, he observed:

“The Lord leads men to deep water, it has been said, not to drown them but to cleanse them. We have tak-
ABC-TV only net to show gain in first report after time change!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>last year share of audience</th>
<th>this year share of audience</th>
<th>% change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC-TV</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>+7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NET Z</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>-7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NET Y</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>-2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Nielsen 24 Market TV Report for all commercial programs Sunday-Saturday 7:00-10:30 PM the week ending November 1, 1959, versus the identical time periods for comparable week in 1958.
More workshops

There'll be no "annual" spring meeting of the Assn. of National Advertisers next year. Peter Allport, ANA vice president and secretary, told the fall meeting last week that the 1960 spring session would be passed up in favor of increased workshop activity. This is in line with the pattern, started two years ago, of holding "open meetings"—those to which agency and media guests are invited—every other year instead of annually. Mr. Allport also reported that ANA membership in the past year had grown from 611 companies to a current total of 653.

audience shows. Mr. Erickson argued price variations would be no worse than the networks' granting program-cost concessions in order to sell shows.

The Total Impact • Mr. Hollender argued that advertisers are known by their entire programs, not just the commercials, and thus have an interest in the welfare of the whole. Moreover, he contended, tests have shown that the same commercial gets higher recall when used in a sponsor-identified program than when placed on a spot-carrier basis.

Mr. Durgin felt that to "keep the sponsor out" is not the answer. He defended advertisers' selection of programs, denying they always aim for the lowest level. Moreover, he thought, sponsor - identification with particular programs is valuable.

One network sponsor, who said afterward that he mistook the briefing session for a continuation of the regular meeting, probed hard at the spot-carrier concept's effect on institutional advertising campaigns and its elimination of sponsor identification. Mr. Hollender, supporting him, also maintained that some of television's Lucys, Loretta Young Shows and Hitchcocks might not have been on the air except for sponsor interest in them in the first place.

Mr. Erickson countered that the man who does and should control the show (except for broadcasters' ultimately final rights) is the producer. Some sponsors have turned down good scripts because, he said, in effect, they didn't know what they were doing.

Mr. Crosby contended the sponsor's aim "clashes violently" with public interest and that quality informational programming goes begging for both sponsors and ratings. When a program can't get sponsors, he argued, many stations refuse to carry it. And so it went. But outside of that workshop there was little argument to be heard. The control question was a dominant topic—no doubt in some part because it was the most spectacular one available for newsmen to ask about—but the reactions were one-sided.

Protesting said: • Even pre-dominantly spot advertisers, who presumably would have least to lose by giving networks total sway over programming, seemed to fear that complete network control could put small spenders in a dangerous position and even freeze them out of tv altogether.

"The big advertisers can take care of themselves," was the gist of this reasoning.

Nor did the question of the quiz scandal's effect upon advertisers' opinion of television as a sales tool come up to any extent. Questioned about it, several major advertisers said they knew of nobody who was thinking of cutting back on television as a result of the quiz crises.

Some thought that, quite possibly, some advertisers not now in television who perhaps have been thinking of giving it a trial, might consider it simpler and safer to shelve any such plans. Others also thought it too early to tell whether there would or would not be cutbacks. One tv user thought some sponsors of "honest" game shows might switch to other programming out of fear that their own programs, although clean, might be hurt by public reaction, but otherwise he looked for no changes.

The quiz scandal and what it means for advertising also was explored by Tuesday's luncheon speaker, the New York Times Washington Correspondent James Reston. He told his audience to look at it in historic perspective; that it was just another case of institutions not being able to keep up with the pace of history. He suggested that the criticisms being heaped on advertising, as a result of the quiz mess, be compared to those heaped on education as a result of Russia's first sputnik launching.

Tv wins praises for sales impact

Kudos for television were sprinkled among advertising success stories at the Wednesday session winding up the Assn. of National Advertisers' annual fall meeting.

Warner-Lambert's Richard Hudnut-DuBarry-Sportsman Division, the California Oil Co. and United Air Lines employed television along with other media in three of eight case histories presented. Ralph Coffin, RCA advertising and sales promotion vice president, presided.

George Abrams, president of Hudnut-DuBarry-Sportsman Division—who helped Revlon sales zoom via television before he moved from Revlon to his current post—detailed the introduction of his division's new ball-point lipstick, Lip-Quick.

"Naturally," he said, "television was in our thoughts from the very first." He said the Lip-Quick spot announcement by Lambert & Feasley was "about as hard-hitting a commercial as any I've ever seen," sold "plenty of merchandise as soon as it appeared in test markets" and has been "selling it ever since." After the product's introduction on the Oct. 11 Milton Berle-Danny Thomas special, he asserted, "our phones were ringing . . . with screams from dealers who had not yet received their initial shipments of merchandise."

From Red to Black • In addition to the spot campaign and introductory special, he noted, Lip-Quick bought into "Person to Person" on a regular basis. He said the lipstick manufacturer, Omega Mfg., which licensed Hudnut to market the product, has risen in six months from "very much in the red" to "very definitely in the black today and adding other products to its line."

Max Barry of California Oil told of Calgo gasoline's switchover to the Chevron name via "funny" advertising in several media. Television, used on a spot basis in prime time, "brought down the house," he asserted. He added: "And, incidentally, a top-notch television people in London, we had at the agency [BBDO]—can get you a lot of coverage for your dollars in a concentrated spot campaign."

Eugene Raven of United Air Lines told how both television and radio spots figured in United's build-up of its entry into jet transportation.

In other fall meeting highlights advertisers heard a report on a new project, "ANA's Corporate Management Approach to the Advertising Investment," designed to answer top-management questions about advertising productivity.

Measurement • They also heard William R. Hesse, Benton & Bowles executive vice president, describe his agency's new "Readiness - to - Buy" survey technique for helping to measure advertising effectiveness. Don C. Miller, marketing vice president of B.F. Goodrich Co., formerly senior vice president of Kenyon & Eckhardt, stated that at least 90% of all agencies are capable of producing better advertising than they do.

Mr. Miller said agencies tend to "over-commit themselves" in the heat of a presentation, often with client consent. He said clients should (1) remind their agencies that the agency responsibility is in the advertising, not something else, and (2) draw up a "realistic set of advertising objectives" which are related directly to advertising.
The Media Surveys You Use Show Conclusively...

**WTVJ**

Is South Florida's **LARGEST** Daily Circulation Medium

Authoritative current circulation criteria verify that WTVJ is first... in daily penetration of America's fastest-growing area market, in daily circulation among South Florida's buy-conscious permanent residents.

Within South Florida's fabulous Gold Coast alone, WTVJ is viewed daily in 27% more homes than the area's principal newspaper is read. Complete details are available from your PGW Colonel or WTVJ Sales.

**WTVJ**

South Florida

CHANNEL 4

*Represented Nationally by: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.*
HARPER PARRIES BARBS AT TV
Says medium has become handy scapegoat;
asks appraisal of demands made on networks

Tv has been made the whipping boy for "the fatness, indolence and even
shoddy morality of which I'm afraid
much of the country is guilty," Marion
B. Harper Jr. declared last week.
Speaking before a Grocery Manu-
facturers of America session in New
York last week, the president and chair-
man of the board of McCann-Erickson,
also said that network spokesmen at
the Capitol Hill tv quiz hearing might
on what he termed a "collision course"
with a rapid expansion in advertising.
One of these conflicting tendencies be-
tween various present-day trends or
practices and advertising's imminent
growth, he said, "has to do with the
insistence on high ratings and on mak-
ing mass audiences more massive."

Sit With The Driver • "It's proper
that broadcasters should hold the reins,
but sponsors and their agencies should
exert a strong influence—first, to select
out of the total population those viewers
who are the best prospects for a spon-
sor's product; and second, to keep up
with, and ahead of, audience tastes in
order to provide a favorable environ-
ment for his selling messages; and
third, to help networks provide more
choices in kinds of programming as
between one channel and another.

"In adding one more voice for quality
—let me say a sentence or two that may
place television's record in perspective.
In reading the recent testimony of
Frank Stanton and Robert Kintner, I
felt it wouldn't have been self-pity if
they had taken time to tell what the
country expects of them. They might
have said, for example:

'We are asked to relax people after
the tensions of factory, farm and office—and at the same time to alert
the nation to its challenges at home and
abroad. We are asked to help solve the
nation's educational crisis and at the
same time break people up with belly-laugh.
We are asked to produce drama and opera as well as kid shows. We
are asked to capture the tantrums of
Khrushchev, the smile of the weather
Girl, and an argument at first base. We
are asked to count ballots for sheriffs
and presidents—and for countries in
the United Nations. We are asked—in rapid
sequence—for illusion and realism. And,
very properly, we're asked never to con-
fuse illusion with deception.'

"The record of delivery for medium
still in its early teens seems to me quite
astonishing," Mr. Harper stated.

Tv, The Whipping Boy • "Another
point, for the sake of perspective: it
seems to me that, aside from the cur-
cent quiz scandals, television is inevi-
tably made the whipping boy for the
fatness, indolence, and even shoddy
morality of which I'm afraid much of
the country is guilty today. It was a
pretty shocking revelation, for example,
that 100 out of 150 quiz witnesses lied
to a grand jury.

"To return to our relationship to
"The Giant of Southern Skies"

1. **Giant Facts About Ratings in Greenville, Spartanburg and Asheville**

   **Greenville Metropolitan Area**
   - Largest in the Market
   - Share of sets-in-use, Sign-on to Sign-off, Sunday through Saturday.
   - WFBC-TV
   - Sta. "B": 23.4
   - Sta. "C": 28.3

   **Greenville-Spartanburg Metropolitan Areas Combined**
   - "The Heart of the Market"
   - Share of sets-in-use, Sign-on to Sign-off, Sunday through Saturday.
   - WFBC-TV
   - Sta. "B": 21.4
   - Sta. "C": 30.0

   **Greenville-Spartanburg-Asheville Metropolitan Areas Combined**
   - Share of sets-in-use, Sign-on to Sign-off, Sunday through Saturday.
   - WFBC-TV
   - Sta. "B": 28.1
   - Sta. "C": 22.7

2. **Total Coverage Area-Leading Quarter Hours-Homes Reached**
   - For total Greenville-Spartanburg-Asheville coverage area, from Sign-on to Sign-off, Sunday through Saturday.
   - WFBC-TV
   - Sta. "B": 197
   - Sta. "C": 33

3. "Here... amid all of the claims and counterclaims about ratings, dominance, and coverage in this, the nation's 42nd Television Market... are FOUR GIANT FACTS from the most recent survey (ARB Revised May 4, 1959). The ratings given in each case are for "Sign-on to Sign-off, Sunday through Saturday"... as opposed to the "early morning" or "selected quarter hours" ratings publicized elsewhere.

4. "The greatest concentration of homes in the entire market is in Greenville and Spartanburg Counties.

5. "Only "The Giant" Gives You ALL THREE Greenville, Spartanburg and Asheville Represented Nationally by WEED TELEVISION CORP."
every second counts!

Local advertisers are the first to “know what time it is,” when it comes to the selling power of a radio station — they’re the first to feel the results.

And local advertisers are turning to WMAQ Radio in a big way these days. So much so, that local sales for the first three quarters of 1959 are up 37% over the previous year — and local sales for the first nine months of ‘59 set a new sales record each month.

For big results, and no time lost, put your confidence in, and your sales message on WMAQ

NBC Owned
670 in Chicago
Sold by NBC Spot Sales
programming: Over the next few years—shouldn’t we ask whether all-out concentration on ratings will force the appearance of a subsidized network? Won’t we have to cooperate with networks to help them schedule programs in such a way that the viewer in a given city has the choice between programs of the same type at the same hour on different channels? Shouldn’t networks jointly take initiative in providing more choices to the viewer; or shall we wait until a government commission dictates a prescribed balance of programming suitable to the commission’s taste?”

Mr. Harper spoke at GMA’s annual Life Line Awards luncheon at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.

**Artists discuss good taste in tv ads**

A panel of agency artisans in tv commercial production last week brushed aside intimations that “honest representation” of a product in a tv commercial could be considered deceit.

The distinction was stated by John Sidebotham, head of Young & Rubicam’s tv art department. Fellow panelists discussing the taste level of tv commercials at a meeting of the Art Directors Club of New York did not dispute Mr. Sidebotham’s position.

In essence, Mr. Sidebotham’s observation was that the use of so-called “switch shots” was an “obvious fraud.” But substitution of shaving cream or some other substance for icing on a cake was “honest representation.” An example of a “switch shot” is the use of a new and different white shirt on camera to show—after displaying a soiled shirt—how well it is laundered by a product.

Reason why a shaving cream or some other substance often is used as icing on cakes or as a head on a beer is that hot lights will deteriorate the product displayed. If the substitute is not made to look like the real product, there is nothing wrong in a production device, he said, warning that “cheating” or “fraud” occurs when “more icing” is created than the customer could ever expect in using the cake product.

**Other Avenues Explored**

On responsibility—George Olden, director of graphic arts, CBS-TV, said the show producer actually exercises control in programs while in commercials, the agency and advertiser have control. His department, he noted, has complete responsibility for network on-the-air promotion permitting a greater freedom to network employees as to what they can do.

Mr. Olden said there had been no change in his responsibility since CBS President Frank Stanton enunciated the network’s steps contemplated for greater control of commercials aired on the network and exploration with NAB for a possible new code for tv commercials. On “tor-ture” in commercials—Ray Lind, in charge of tv production at Benton & Bowles, tackled what he thought was a “lack of interest” in such commercials by art directors themselves.

**Empathy**

Mr. Lind said that while “tor-ture” or pain commercials may be offensive to healthy people they strike a sympathetic note among people who suffer from the ills from which the product promises relief. Job of the agency art director is to study the product and decide what can help elevate the taste of the commercial.

If the “basic message” cannot be tampered with then the agency can try to improve the casting, the setting in which the actor is placed (why shouldn’t the set design be pleasant rather than resemble a dungeon? he asked) and the sound track can be improved (blatant effects can “destroy” a good visual “tor-ture” commercial).

Also discussed were the effects of taste level improvement on the believability or “truthfulness” of a tv commercial. William Duffy, senior tv art director, McCann - Erickson, asserted that the “taste maker” in a tv commercial has nothing to do with believability of the product but he saw no reason why the taste level couldn’t be raised while at the same time gaining believability in the product.

At another point, Dorothy Zimmer, tv commercial supervisor, N.W.Ayer, admitted that rating and sales chart demands could control (or hamper) the taste level of a commercial but it “shouldn’t.” The situation can be avoided, she thought, by bringing the art director into the original planning of an advertising campaign.

John Lanigan, vice president and general manager of Videotape Productions, New York, where the meeting was held, commented on poetic license in tv commercials.

He explained that distortion in the tv camera—not too noticeable by the human eye—is caused by a white shirt (slight overlap of the suit jacket lapel) and thus a blue shirt is used. The point here, he asserted, is that what the viewer sees is what represents a white shirt.

**Blocks to Taste**

All of the agency panel members were asked to discuss the question of what chief factor exists to restrict the art director in his attempts to improve commercial quality (or taste level).

Answered Mr. Lind: Lack of personal salesmanship; inability of the art director to explain new designs, new art work etc.

Mr. Olden said: The theory that “let’s annoy them but by God they will remember it.”

As for Mr. Duffy: “It’s education and exposure” that are needed. Too little education or exposure in tv’s needs create a stumbling block to improve quality.

Said Miss Zimmer: There’s a need for cooperation between departments in the agency—“All advertising people should get along.”

Mr. Sidebotham: Do them (the commercials) the way we would like to see them rather than give way to some 44 committees in the agency.”

**Self-Styled Experts**

Some criticism was expressed of clients who pass themselves off as experts on commercial content when they in fact have little knowledge of either the commercial art or television. Mr. Duffy predicted the time is approaching when a client will place his trust in the agency’s judgment and “buy” ideas on the basis of audience appeal and competitive factors rather than on appeal to the advertisers themselves.

**Bitter pill for Carter: no “liver” title upheld**

The Supreme Court last week refused to review a Federal Trade Commission decision ordering Carter Products Inc., a longtime broadcast advertiser, to stop using the word “liver” in advertising for its Carter’s Little Liver Pills. The U.S. Circuit Court in San Francisco had upheld the FTC order, which also ordered Carter to stop claiming its product increases bile flow. FTC said the pills have no therapeutic value in treating any condition or disorder of the liver.

**ARBITRON’S DAILY CHOICES**

*Broadcasting, November 16, 1959*
**TV's SPOT SQUEEZE**

Katz seeks 30-second spot rate standards

The battle to relieve the "spot squeeze" in television is continuing at the marketplace, where time availabilities are offered to the national TV advertiser.

The Katz Agency Inc., station representative, reports it has queried its client stations on the addition of 30-second TV announcements to individual rate cards.

Katz says more than 75% of the stations it has surveyed have indicated a desire to add 30-second announcements in a bid to reduce the time spent on 10-second commercial breaks. The station representative is attempting to "standardize" among stations in setting 30-second spot rates.

Katz' suggested clause circulated to its represented stations recommends that the 30-second announcement take the rate of the 20 and 10 combined in station breaks where only the 30 length can be accommodated. In other instances, the 30 would take the minute rate. The 30-second commercial would be subject to frequency and plan discounts where applicable (and would be counted as a single announcement) and would necessarily allow for station identification.

The 30-second commercial is unorthodox. The NBC Spot Sales' fifth timebuyer opinion panel study showed that timebuyers prefer and most frequently buy one-minute spots, with 20-second announcements next in volume along with 10-second IDs (Broadcasting, Oct. 19).

Two out of ten buyers on the panel recommended the 30-second commercial, while some indicated they would use this length if circumstances were right. As for pricing, four out of ten saw the 30-second length a good buy at the same rate as the 10 and 20 combined; five out of ten thought it should be priced lower than the 10 and 20-second spots together.

**Buyer Preference** • It is the buyer preference for the one-minute announcement that is basic to the so-called "squeeze" in spot television. Minutes are not easily accommodated between network shows, giving stations the alternative of scheduling them in other than prime nighttime hours or making room for them by "time stealing" from network show credits or "promos."

The advantage of the 30-second announcement use in place of the 10 and 20 combined: one advertiser will use the time and thus not "share" attention with another advertiser and the advertiser can say more in 30 seconds than in 20 or 10.

Phillips Petroleum Co. (Phillips 66 gasoline and motor oil, Bartlesville, Okla., through Lambert & Feasley, New York, in an unusual purchase placed a 52-week schedule with WTVJ (TV) Miami for a 30-second "program" spot that provides a commercial message and the weather each weeknight at 9 o'clock (Broadcasting, Oct. 12).

**National Biscuit buys syndicated TV show**

The National Biscuit Co., via Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, has booked a 26-week run of Big Mac Show, a children's TV series syndicated by United Artists Associated.

The advertiser's order calls for National Biscuit to sponsor a half-hour each week in any market in which UAA is able to place the series. In effect, this permits UAA to go into each TV market offering the series to stations with a half-hour a week already sold to National Biscuit on a national spot basis. It is expected that stations will program the series on a Monday-Friday strip basis.

In the K&AE-UAA arrangement, the program can fill any time period and without a limit on the total number of markets. National Biscuit will sponsor the series for its Rice Honies, Wheat Honies and Shredded Wheat Juniors (all cereals). Identify on the show is obtained with the animated Big Mac, a train engineer, who leads into features (a package contains 210 reels of Warner Bros. features which have not been on TV).

**Recession year sales up for TV advertisers**

Gains in sales were recorded during the recession year of 1958 by 82% of the major spot TV users among the nation's top 100 advertisers.

This is the key conclusion made in a new study, "Spot TV and the Titans," released last Wednesday (Nov. 11) by the television division of Edward Petry & Co., New York. Another striking finding of the study was: Nearly half of the large advertisers that reduced their spot TV investment in 1958 lost ground in sales.

The study asserts that spot TV is growing "faster in popularity and usage" among the top 100 advertisers than is any other advertising medium. It points out that investment in spot TV in 1958 rose by 19% over 1957, while network TV's rise was 12% magazine, 1% and newspaper expenditures dipped 9%.

The Petry study, which makes use of the annual report of the top 100 advertisers compiled by Advertising Age reveals that 53% of the group...
HOW TO MAKE A SALE WHEN YOU'RE OUTSIDE LOOKING IN

Quite often key men in industry are harder to reach than Mr. K. But, if you have a product or service to sell, these are the men to whom you must tell your story. How do you get to them quickly, easily and effectively?

You guessed it—the answer is WJR. Hear the tale of a carburetor manufacturer who recently advertised on the Goodwill Station. He wanted to create a greater awareness of his company and his product among a special group of auto industry buyers and their bosses. So he placed an announcement schedule on WJR and things began to happen. Doors opened, men listened. He got exactly the results he wanted . . . and then some! His salesmen were even nicknamed with a tag line from the commercials.

All this response from one series of announcements on one radio station. And no wonder! Listeners love our complete-range programming . . . programming with something for everyone. They've told us in thousands of unsolicited letters in just the past few months. WJR is live radio . . . radio that's brimful of vitality and variety.

The point is—whether you're talking to mass markets or small, specific groups, whether you're selling gasoline to millions or carburetors to a select few, the place to get results is WJR. Ask your Henry I. Christal rep for details.
spent more than 10% of their total measured media budgets in spot tv in 1958. It added that of the 39 companies which boosted their spot tv expenditures, 31 registered sales increases last year, whereas only 8 of the 15 companies which cut back on spot tv increased their sales during the same period.

An analysis is also provided in the study of the sharper spot tv emphasis in the budgets of five out of six important product categories—soaps-detergents, drugs-toiletries, foods, beer, oil and tobacco. The soap-detergent companies were the pace-setters with a 68% increase in spot expenditures to almost $75 million, followed by drugs-toiletries, up 15%; foods, up 5%; oil up 29% and beer, up 30%. The tobacco group proved the exception to the spot trend with an average 11% reduction in spot tv expenditures in 1958. The study points out that Lorillard, described as "the star sales performer in the field," more than doubled its spot tv investment in 1958 and increased the spot tv share of its total budget to 27%.

BUY IT TODAY
Lively L. A. meeting
tests tv ad tastes

The Ford Dog and Burgie's "Little Man" are the tv commercials most liked by members of the Los Angeles Chapter of the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences, according to a postcard survey of the membership. Results, reported Nov. 10, at a meeting on the subject of commercials, showed conversely, that ATLAS members found used car commercials the most objectionable on local tv, while the spots for Anacin were the least liked among all network commercials. Beer spots, particularly the marble statue sequence was a close runner-up for most objectionable spot title.

Commercials for Hamm's and Falstaff beers, Butter Nut Coffee, Wrigley's Gum, Chevrolet, Kaiser Foll, Calo Cat Food, Coca-Cola, 7-Up and Du Pont were among those favorably noted by Academy voters. Commercials for deodorants and headache remedies, along with hair removers, were those most heartily disliked.

To discuss "Commercials—Good and Bad," Budd Weeding, agency program producer for Leo Burnett Co., L.A., co-ordinator of the evening meeting, assembled a panel comprising: an agency man, Don Jordan, creative director of McCann-Erickson, L.A.; a film producer, William R. Gibbs, director of commercial and industrial films for MGM-TV, a station executive, Jack O'Mara, director of merchandising and promotion, KTTV(TV) Los Angeles; an author-writer-comic who now creates commercials for radio and tv, Stan Freberg, president, Freberg Ltd., and a visiting authority, W.S. Sharps, president, Sharps' Television Services Ltd., a London firm of tv advertising consultants.

T v A Bell-Pusher. Leading off, Mr. Jordan compared the tv commercial with the door-to-door salesman of 50 years ago, and listed a set of guides for making tv commercials a pleasant, welcome visitor in the American home, not an unwanted intruder. The good commercial, he said, is intimate and personal; it states the benefits the viewer will derive from its use clearly and simply; it emphasizes the benefit by dramatizing it; it plays up news about the product, but maintains a true-to-life perspective; it puts the name over in a way to make it remembered when the viewer goes to market and finally, the good commercial stands apart from its fellows because of creative differences. Creating a good commercial is as much an art, as great a challenge, as creating a good tv script or movie scenario, Mr. Jordan asserted.

"It's grand to throw a party so long as we can put it on the expense account," Mr. Gibbs declared to illustrate his point that in the American system of broadcasting a successful commercial is the only justification for the heavy expenditures an advertiser makes for a tv spot. Said Mr. Gibbs, "He will then produce this commercial, make the agency a commission and producer to cooperate with agency people whose skill in creating commercials is basically responsible for the success or failure of any tv campaign.

Neither the length of a tv commercial nor the number of commercials matters, Mr. O'Mara stated, but whether the commercial itself is good or bad. "A commercial should be entertaining," he said, "which does not necessarily mean it should be amusing.

Reporting on Cavalcade of Spots, a summer series of half-hour programs made up wholly of commercials, about 18 to a broadcast, which he produced for KTTV as proof of the thesis that a commercial is often the most interesting part of the show, Mr. O'Mara said that fan mail indicated an unsuspected interest in commercials by upper-income bracket, well-educated people. These individuals, who might have been expected to object to commercials rather than to praise them, were the most enthusiastic viewers of the series, he said, adding that the commercials used on the series were the best available from Europe, Asia
Follow the leaders! The 25 biggest users of TV spot placed more spots on KYW-TV, Cleveland, than on any other station in the nation.

That's the report from BAR's first "National Placement Index" — a special analysis of TV spot business in 24 principal markets by the 25 national advertisers who buy more than two thirds of the TV spots sold. These big-volume experts—who have made a science of coverage, cost and repetitive impact—placed nearly twice as many spots on KYW-TV as on the average TV station in the monitored markets.

What's more, KYW-TV carried more of their spots than all other Cleveland television stations combined. Quite a record. And quite a compelling reason for you to take advantage of KYW-TV's influence...and the experience of the big advertisers who use it.

Write or wire TVAR or KYW-TV in Cleveland for immediate information on availabilities.

KYW-TV CLEVELAND

Represented by Television Advertising Representatives, Inc.

© Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc.
In Cincinnati
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and Latin America as well as from the U.S.

Chimp Chafis British • The British rule that isolates commercials from any connection with programs (no sponsorship is permitted) and forbids the airing of any commercial within a half-hour of the appearance of the Queen on TV or any other major national event was "written by J. Fred Muggs," Mr. Sharps stated. The use of the chimpanzee on Dave Garroway's Today programs in conjunction with films of the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth so aroused the English ire that the TV Act was written to insure that such Lese Majestie could never happen there.

British TV producers have their own code which reinforces the provisions of the law governing commercial television. Mr. Sharps reported. For example, he said, a commercial which praises the advertised product by knocking the competitive "Brand X" is not acceptable. He also said that with only eight highpowered TV stations in the country, there is no local advertising on TV, no local live commercials, no used car advertising of the kind complained of here, in fact, very little automotive advertising at all.

Mr. Freberg, quoting from his talk to the AAAA meeting in New York the week before (Broadcasting, Nov. 9), damned the advertising agency that not only goes along with the desire of the client to shout in his commercial that "our competitor's product is garbage" but contributes its own touch, so that the ad goes "Now, proof positive that our competitor's product is garbage." Mr. Freberg also blasted the broadcaster who accepts such advertising, charging that both he and the agency are too much afraid of losing business to reject commercials they know are bad.

Two Samples • Playing commercials he called not so much hard sell as "dull sell,"—one for Super Anahist, and one for Carter's Little Pills, Mr. Freberg said these are as unwarranted on TV as a woman in a theatre who stood up between the acts and discussed her gall bladder trouble in a loud voice. He showed commercials forRalston's Instant Cereal, Instant Butter Nut Coffee and Glomorene Rug Cleaner as examples of commercials that are fun to watch but yet contain plenty of hard sell.

Mr. Sharps showed the audience a number of British commercials which had one common characteristic unusual in American commercials: they all ended with a still picture, held for some seconds, which included the name of the product, a picture of the package and the price. Also shown were the commercials which won the 1958 Hollywood Advertising Club Producers Awards (Broadcasting, Feb. 9).

Harry Warner, legal counsel, Paramount Television Productions (KTLA-TV Los Angeles), was moderator of the evening meeting at The Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.

R.J. Reynolds leads
Nielsen Radio Index

R.J. Reynolds was conceded the cigarette field in network radio during September. Other brands pulled out of the "Top 20" of the Nielsen Radio Index and left Reynolds to dominate the medium in the four weeks ended Oct. 4.

Time Inc. sustained the No. 2 spot

The complete lists:

HOME BROADCASTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Advertiser</th>
<th>No. of B'dcsts Delivered</th>
<th>Money Spent (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>R. J. Reynolds Tobacco</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>140,899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Time Inc.</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>125,430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Electric Auto-Lite Co.</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>103,601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ex-Lax Inc.</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>74,617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bristol-Myers Co.</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>71,452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Chevrolet-Gen. Motors</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>53,697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Campbell Soup Co.</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>33,410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Armour &amp; Co.</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>41,786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Grove Div.-Bristol-Myers</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>39,910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>General Foods Corp.</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>37,901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Quaker Oats Co.</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>33,874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Hudson Vitamin Products</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>32,588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Ford Div.-Ford Motor Co.</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>29,477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Niagara Therapy Mfg.</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>29,125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Renault Inc.</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>28,830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>CBS Electronics-CBS Inc.</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>28,335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>A. E. Staley Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>27,844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>American Home Products</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>26,162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Carter Products Inc.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25,112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Sterling Drug Co.</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>20,473</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMMERCIAL MINUTES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Advertiser</th>
<th>No. of Commercial Minutes</th>
<th>Money Spent (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>R. J. Reynolds Tobacco</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>83,613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Time Inc.</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>81,561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Electric Auto-Lite Co.</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>72,378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Bristol-Myers Co.</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>59,389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Gillette Safety Razor</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>59,172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ex-Lax Inc.</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>50,609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Chevrolet-Gen. Motors</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>48,963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Armour &amp; Co.</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>39,859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>A. E. Staley Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>33,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hudson Vitamin Products</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>31,465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>United Motors-G.M.</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>30,949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Grove Div.-Bristol-Myers</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>27,978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Palmist Brewing Co.</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27,978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Schick Inc.</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27,487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Niagara Therapy Mfg.</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>29,369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>26,856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Quaker Oats Co.</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>26,319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Carter Products Inc.</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>25,832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>CBS Electronics-CBS Inc.</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>25,399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Campbell Soup Co.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31,087</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Home Broadcasts Delivered and
Total Commercial Minutes Delivered for
Individual Advertisers by All Programs and Participation on All Radio Networks Used,

Copyright 1959 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
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KLZ-TV also recognizes its responsibility in providing an overall program service which includes special programs to meet community needs, without regard for rating potential.

EXAMPLES: (These programs, all live, are typical examples of KLZ-TV’s special public service efforts.)

OUT OF DARKNESS: A series of mental health which received this year’s distinguished achievement award for reporting on community problems from RTNDA.

EXECUTIVE REPORT: Weekly reports by Colorado’s Governor and Denver’s Mayor.

SOUNDING BOARD: Panel discussing public issues.

HOUSE OF THE LORD: The ideologies of all religious faiths.

WEEK END GARDNER: Green thumb information.

PANORAMA: KLZ-TV’s Peabody award winning penetration into community problems, unusual places, unique activities.

True public service without dependence on ratings can be a successful formula, even rating wise, as shown by ARB. KLZ-TV is first from sign on to sign off, seven days a week.

Jim Bennett, News Director, accepts for KLZ-TV the RTNDA Award for “Reporting on Community Problems.”

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY
Tv spots stimulate American tea drinking

Tea producers consider broadcasting an effective stimulant. Growers and industry representatives from all over the world met at White Sulphur Springs, W.Va., earlier this month to hear that U.S. consumption is exceeding 30 billion cups annually and that cold weather advertising is budgeted at $1.2 million—all in spot tv.

The meeting was the 14th annual convention of the Tea Assn. of the U.S.A., attracting 250 to the Greenbrier Hotel, Nov. 2-4. Robert Smallwood, board chairman of the Tea Council, which is jointly sponsored by governments of India, Ceylon and Indonesia with the Tea Assn., reported that imports for the first nine months of this year were 82.1 million pounds, compared with 78.4 million for the same period in 1958.

John M. Anderson, executive director of the Tea Council, said the fall winter “hot tea” campaign is adhering to the traditional theme of “take tea and see.” Charles M. Dering, account executive of Leo Burnett Co., the council’s agency, said the new campaign is “the biggest, boldest hot-tea tv effort ever beamed at the American public and will reach 27 million tv homes.” The council is running IDs in 18 major markets, alternating three sales points: tea lets you sleep, tea helps you relax and tea gives you a lift.

The tv campaign runs October through March. A radio campaign for iced tea was on the air during the summer.

Exchange ‘bank’ set for radio commercials

Radio Advertising Bureau, New York, is offering a commercial exchange service in connection with its tape library of more than 3,500 examples of radio commercials. Inaugurated last week, the exchange service is called a “bank.” It serves as a centralised source from which advertisers can learn the radio commercial approaches used by others in their field.

As outlined by Robert Alter, RAB manager of sales administration, the banking plan makes the commercials available on an exchange basis. For every radio commercial deposited in the RAB bank by a national or regional advertiser, RAB will supply a commercial employed by another advertiser in the same field.

“The constant interchange of radio ideas—a sort of reciprocal trade agreement—can help demonstrate the force, the selling power, and of course, the considerable flexibility of the medium,” Mr. Alter explained. The bank is divided into 30 categories under headings ranging from airlines to wines.

Business briefly

Time sales

Buys parade • Remco Industries, Newark, N.J., on behalf of its General Toy Div., will sponsor part of the Thanksgiving eve “Santa Claus Lane Parade” telecast on KTTV(TV) Los Angeles, Nov. 25, 7:30-9 p.m. General Toy will also sponsor a tv tape repeat of the 90-minute program on KTTV Thanksgiving afternoon, Nov. 26, 4-5:30 p.m. Webb Assc. Inc., N.Y., is the agency.

Flying high • General Mills Inc., through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Inc., N.Y., has purchased sponsorship in Rocky and his Friends, new cartoon series of adventure humor and fairy tales featuring Rocky, a flying squirrel and his pals, bowing on ABC-TV Nov. 19, (Thur. 5:30-6 p.m. EST). The series is created by Producers Assoc. of Television, Hollywood and New York.

UA’s spot splurge • United Artists Corp., N.Y., which is extremely active in advertising its feature films via radio and television, has scheduled extensive air campaigns this month on behalf of its new releases, “Happy Anniversary” and “Solomon and Sheba.” The agency is Monroe Greenthal Adv., N.Y. Time has been bought on 225 radio and tv stations to promote “Happy Anniversary,” using as many as 500 announcements in major markets. The campaign for “Solomon and Sheba” will utilize 350 radio and tv stations.

Also in advertising

Crosses Boundary • Friend-Reiss Advertising Inc., N.Y., announces its affiliation with Grosberg, Pollock & Gwartzman Ltd., 78 Charles St. W., Toronto. GPG is reported to have more than 40 clients, including fashion houses, furniture companies, engineering firms and importers.

Agency league meet • League of Advertising Agencies Inc., N.Y., plans a series of nine all-day seminar sessions commencing Dec. 7, at the Essex House Hotel in New York. Billed as “shirt-sleeve” type sessions and moderated by Robert Douglass Stuart, former editor of Advertising Agency Magazine, the first meeting will explore the subject of “marketing services.” Sessions will be limited to 25 members or non-members. A fee of $50 will be charged non-players for each full day’s seminar, which includes lunch.
On Friday evening October 23, Channel 3 in Louisville carried a breath-taking broadcast which brought rave notices in the press—was covered by top national magazines—created astonishing listener response in the form of telephone calls and letters from the entire coverage area.

The following excerpts from a story by William Mootz, Music Editor, in next morning’s Courier-Journal capsule the event:

"With a handsome production of Lee Hoiby's three-act opera 'Beatrice,' WAVE christened its new radio and television center last night.

"WAVE's commissioning of Hoiby's opera was a unique gesture, a magnificent expression of faith in Louisville as a cultural center. That the gesture should culminate in the lavish premiere seen last night must be a source of great pride. . . .

"Last night's show was the result of impeccable teamwork between artists and technicians. And a beautiful show it was! "'Beatrice' boomed on Channel 3 last night as an opera of unfailing lyricism, written by a young man who has mastered the tools of his trade. Every aspect of the work is shaped with professional skill.

"George Tuell's settings can bear comparison favorably with the most expensive shows the networks have to offer, and Burt Blackwell's fluid direction was a triumph of skill and invention.

"Between acts, Robert Sarnoff, president of N.B.C., saluted WAVE in a congratulatory message.

"Sarnoff called the television center one of the nation's outstanding broadcast headquarters. . . .

"Pity Mr. Sarnoff wasn't here to see for himself. . . . 'Beatrice' was a fine and honorable interlude."

"WAVE RADIO and TV SCORE MAGNIFICENT "FIRST"

Commission, Produce, Broadcast Full-Length Opera
To Dedicate New Studio Building"
NAB CONFERENCES RESUME

Seek solution of tv’s quiz scandal problems

Broadcasters were still wondering what hit them as they discussed the quiz scandals at several meetings held last week. But they were starting to work out constructive ways of meeting the crisis despite the continued newspaper exploitation of quiz-rigging revelations.

Management thinking was jelling at two NAB Fall Conferences (Fort Worth and Denver), Texas Assn. of Broadcasters (Fort Worth) and Assn. of Broadcasting Executives of Texas (Dallas). The NAB conferences resumed after a first-half intermission. Windup of the fall series comes this week on the West Coast (Los Angeles and Seattle).

In essence the broadcasters’ approach was based on full assumption of responsibility for past production oversights and future programming plus a joint effort to put the matter into a sensible perspective.

Three questions were most asked by management: Has broadcasting been permanently damaged? Will program legislation be enacted? Are newspapers overplaying the story?

The Answers • The consensus of opinion: Damage is severe but not necessarily permanent; legislation will be hard to avoid if sponsored by the Dept. of Justice; newspapers have simply excited an exciting story of extreme interest, though their editorial demands for program control could trigger the downfall of a free press by weakening a competitive medium’s constitutional safeguards.

There was general agreement with E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO-TV Kansas City, member of the NAB TV Code Review Board, that “the industry simply

NAB review board has some tv code amendments under

Two and probably three amendments to the NAB Television Code will be considered by the NAB Code Review Board in a meeting set for today (Nov. 16) in Hollywood.

The board also is slated to tape, for closed-circuiting by networks to their affiliates and also to independent stations, a special presentation urging code adherence.

The amendments up for consideration include: (1) an explicit ban on rigging of quiz shows and (2) a requirement that commercials employ no audio or visual techniques which make it appear that the product performs better or faster than it actually does.

The latter is the first area into which the code board’s investigation of commercials has taken it. The same general area also is first on the agenda of the Federal Trade Commission’s new drive on misleading commercials, in which FTC has the code board’s cooperation (Broadcasting, Nov. 9). A report on the code board’s staff investigation to date is slated for submission at today’s meeting, which may continue into Tuesday and conceivably Wednesday.

Third Amendment • A third amendment which loomed as a probable agenda item deals with “fair and full disclosure” regarding the handling of news and information programs. This in effect would require that on news interview shows, for example, the audience be told if there had been rehearsal, if the scope of discussion had been limited by prearrangement or if interviewees had required that questions be submitted in advance.

If the code board approved a code amendment, it then goes to the NAB Television Board for ratification. Since no tv board meeting is scheduled before Jan. 23-24, it was expected that any amendments coming out of the current meeting would be submitted to tv board members by mail for immediate ratification.

The code board presentation to stations is to be taped by CBS-TV at its Television City in Hollywood. It will feature Donald H. McGannon of Westinghouse Stations, code board chairman, in a 20-minute talk on the importance of code adherence, supported by two or three-minute talks by other board members. All three networks have been invited to carry the tape by closed circuit to their affiliates later this week. Affiliates would be asked to invite independent stations in their markets to witness the closed circuit.

McGannon Letter • NAB tv station members were advised of the critical industry situation last week in a letter by Code Board Chairman McGannon. He invited the management of all stations to see the closed circuit tape and to join in recognizing and responding “to the urgent and vital need” for action.

Mr. McGannon warned that “in light of the Congressional atmosphere and heavy adverse publicity of recent date, the cries and demands from all quarters—including Congress—for additional regulation of television are reaching a new high.

“Those of us within the industry who are aware of the great things television has done as compared to the few but nonetheless serious and regrettable quiz show incidents, fully realize the futility as well as the destructive effect of governmental regulation. It is a real threat today, however, and beyond the difficulty of codification in such a regulation as well as the inevitable arbitrariness of governmental enforcement, it leads us right back to a point reached by major segments of the industry eight years ago—self-regulation” through adoption of the tv code.

Featured at ANA • Tv Code Board Chairman McGannon acknowledged advertiser cooperation and understanding in tv code efforts during his talk last week before the fall meeting of the ANA (see story page 50). But he warned broadcasters would not abdicate their ultimate responsibility for control of what goes on the air.
can't afford to give its critics any legitimate ammunition or to provide anything but program material of the best quality and highest taste."

Mr. Hartenbower said the board can't accept the cry by critics that TV is undermining the moral fibre of the nation "and is directly responsible for every act of violence since the sack of Jerusalem."

Louis Hausman, director of the new Television Information Office, outlined TIO's plans and repeated observations he made at the Broadcasters Promotion Assn. meeting Nov. 2-4 (Broadcasting, Nov. 9). He summarized television's ability to cover world, national and local events for a ready-made, consideration
Expressing regret that TV stations failed to embrace the code as widely and enthusiastically as they might have, Mr. McGannon said telecasters today are faced with two conclusions: (a) the threat of governmental regulation is real and imminent; (b) effective self-regulation can ward off governmental intervention and if we didn't have a TV code in 1959 the industry would be striving to write one.
Crucial Threshold • Mr. McGannon said, however, "an obvious and effective solution to this problem can be found in the honest realization of the value of the code." His several ways of accomplishing this:
• Broaden TV code membership to include, if possible, every TV station in America "so as to demonstrate that if self-regulation is to work, it simply cannot do so on just 40 or 50 or even 60% of the stations in the country."
• By meticulous adherence to the letter, and more importantly "to the spirit" of the code.
• By continuance of the high level of integrity demonstrated by the American broadcaster over the years.
• By indicating "without qualification and with much vigor our pride in the code, our respect for it and by endeavoring to maintain the regard and prestige of our communities."

The decision is essentially "resting in the lap of every broadcaster in America today," Mr. McGannon said, "and an all-out effort must be made to accomplish the foregoing objectives if we are to succeed in the fulfillment of the public trust that has been given to us."

RCA Sound Tape is a premium quality product designed for your critical broadcast-recording applications. Famous RCA dependability minimizes worry over drop-outs, tape breakage, distortion, and the loss of air time. Dimethyl Silicone, the built-in dry lubricant, reduces friction and head wear for the life of the tape. Splice-free Mylar® base tapes are supplied in 2400, 3600, and 4800 foot lengths, and splice-free acetate base tapes are supplied in 2400 and 3600 foot lengths, on hub or reel.

For essentially flat response throughout the entire audio-frequency spectrum, for uniformity of output from reel to reel, and for high tensile strength for your broadcast recording applications, always specify RCA Sound Tape. Your local RCA Distributor carries a comprehensive line of dependable RCA Sound Tape. Give him a call today.
*DuPont Reg. TM

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division
Harrison, N. J.

Another way RCA Serves Broadcasters Through Electronics
Everyone Else in Buffalo Prefers WBNY

Best Buy in the Buffalo Market

Call Jack Masla

---

multi-million audience built by entertainment programs.

Fellows Optimistic • NAB President
Harold E. Fellows led quiz scandal discus-
sions at Fort Worth and Denver with a
flat declaration that "the entire industry
is responsible, by the very terms of
the license under which it operates." He
called for strict adherence to NAB's
radio and tv codes.

Voicing optimism over the future of
the broadcasting industry, he said, "If
broadcasters demonstrate a sense of
cohesiveness, loyalty to each other, a
quality of statesmanship, and an active
participation, we can anticipate that as
an industry we shall, through the years,
demonstrate our capacity for greater
freedom of operation, and be thusly
rewarded. Nothing should be permitted
to weaken or vitiate that hope and
strength—nothing said by others, noth-
ing of conflict among ourselves."

At an off-record discussion with
members of Assn. of Broadcast Execu-
tives of Texas, meeting Nov. 9 in Dallas,
Mr. Fellows frankly stated that broad-
casters can't pass off blame for the quiz
scandals on others despite the fact they
weren't direct participants in program
rigging. He called for a constructive
approach to the crisis, including above-
reproach programming.

John M. Couric, NAB public rela-
tions manager, chided Fort Worth and
Denver delegates for their failure to tell
the public about their impressive public
service.

Family Problem • A personal concept
of the quiz crisis was given Nov. 9 at
the Texas Assn. of Broadcasters meet-
ing by Charles H. Tower, NAB econo-
mist-labor relations manager.

Mr. Tower said the quiz affair is a
family problem for the whole broadcast-
ing industry, with no defense available
for those directly involved. "We can't
paint this lily white," he reminded.

"What will happen?" he asked rhe-
torically, in view of the wide variance
in the way people view the situation.

"What sort of crime or ethical offense
was this? Are these producers and con-
estants bank robbers or murderers?"

Nobody Really Hurt • The lack of
candor before the grand jury was "seri-
ous," he suggested. Trying to put the
matter into a reasonable perspective,
he said producers and contestants were
in an unusual show business environ-
ment with its make-believe facade. "No-
body was really hurt," he said. "The
sponsors sold goods and the public had
a good show but these are rationaliza-
tions."

The public may not realize that net-
works were not directly involved or that
they acted when aware of the situation,
he continued, adding that stations were
neither directly nor indirectly involved.

"Some people believe quiz shows were
95% of programming," he said,
"though actually they were a small
share of video fare." He felt few per-
sons "attribute evil to the broadcasting
industry" and described industry ethics
as "very high—as high as the legal and
medical professions."

Mr. Tower ascribed the "tremen-
dous" public reaction to the fact that
people get a major share of their en-
tertainment from radio and tv, to
screeching headlines and to the normal
interest "in somebody else's sin." He
added, "It's a fine topic to whale away
at."

Like President Fellows, Mr. Harten-
bower and others, Mr. Tower said
broadcasters must take precautions and
exercise their program responsibility.

"The press is making a big mistake by
calling for correction in careless terms,"
he said. "Federal program control could
easily reach to the press, which shares
with broadcasting the responsibility of
maintaining free communications."

Voicing hope the industry can emerge
without serious damage, he urged each
radio broadcaster to set his house in order and
to tell the public what his station is try-
ing to do, simply and effectively.

The new emphasis on radio program-
ning requires station managers to take
more interest in this phase of station op-
eration, George W. Armstrong, execu-
tive vice president of the Storz Stations,
told the Fort Worth radio session. He
said the sales curve will be in deep
trouble if managers fail to watch their
programming at least as carefully as
they watch sales. He urged broadcast-
ers to develop a public relations and
scholarship campaign that will attract
young people into radio broadcasting.

---

Tv group authorizes
two technical studies

The Assn. of Maximum Service Tele-
casters, meeting in Washington last
week, authorized financial underwriting
for two tv technical field studies to be
undertaken by the engineering experi-
ment station of Iowa State U., Ames.
One project, a one-year study of uhf
wave propagation, is scheduled to be-
in January.

The second study will attempt to de-
termine the extent and severity of inter-
ference to tv service which results from
operations on adjacent channels. This
study will begin in December and is
expected to last three months. Dr. William L. Hughes, professor of
electrical engineering, will supervise both
projects.

AMST also approved WRGB (TV)
Schenectady, N.Y., WTVD (TV) Dur-
ham, N.C. and WIBW-TV Topeka, Kan., for membership in AMST.
"...AND NOW AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE
TO STATION MANAGERS,
DIRECTORS, OWNERS...

The Fascinating Health Information Show
"LIVING SHOULD BE FUN"
Is Available To Adult-Audience Stations!

Meet DR. CARLTON FREDERICKS, one of radio's great personalities, whose record as an audience-builder is unique in broadcasting circles.

Fact 1. The following advertisers have used The Carlton Fredericks Show for over 5 years:

- Buitoni Products
- Golden Mix
- Goodman Matzos
- Realemon
- Kretchmer Wheat Germ
- Levy Bread
- No-Cal Beverages
- Puritan
- Mt. Valley Mineral Water
- Dannon Yogurt
- Albert Frank—Guenther Law
- Edwin Meier & Sons Inc.
- Doyle, Dane & Bernbach
- C. H. Lillienfeld
- George H. Hartman Co.
- Doyle, Dane & Bernbach
- Gardner Advertising
- Maxwell Stockheim
- Mt. Valley Mineral Water
- The Zlowe Co.

Fact 2. In New York, a tough market, Dr. Fredericks pulled over 1,000,000 mail inquiries in a 12-month period.

Fact 3. Dr. Fredericks has a magnetism hard to equal...in his first week on WLW he pulled 3,400 letters.

Fact 4. Dr. Fredericks inspires amazing audience loyalty...28 local and national advertisers are wait-listed.

Fact 5. Dr. Fredericks' "Living Should Be Fun" is available on a one-station-in-a-market basis for the first time. (Only this year was it contractually possible to offer this powerful package to stations across the country.)

For information that can help you build audience and sales, write or phone
Herb Saltzman, % Station WOR, 1440 Broadway, New York City. Telephone: Longacre 4-8000.
NBC RADIO SHOWS ITS ‘BIKINI’
Affiliates told new program concept 'covers what needs to be covered'

NBC Radio affiliates trooped to New York last week, apparently prepared to endorse the network's new operational concept due to go into effect the first of the year. They heard from network officials the reason for and ideas within the new plan, and from one of their own the most succinct definition yet of what the network will offer. That was from Frank Gaither of WSB Atlanta who called it “a bikini-type network service.” It covers what needs to be covered and leaves us plenty of exposure.”

Basically, what NBC’s new format will cover is (1) news—17 five-minute newscasts on the hour each day; (2) commentary—the new Emphasis service of 8 five-minute background reports daily; (3) the Monitor weekend service, and (4) News of the World. What it leaves open is everything in between, with all other “entertainment” shows (soap operas, etc.) to be sold to those affiliates who want them.

Matthew J. Culligan, executive vice president in charge of NBC Radio, told the affiliates that the new service must have 100% clearance, and that any station not willing to go all the way would have to drop out. What NBC seeks to achieve in the new plan, he said, is “a single point of view” about radio networking, and that only with unanimous backing could the plan succeed. He reported that 92 stations have already committed themselves to the new plan through 1960, with 31 others uncommitted but willing to go along if arrangements can be made for certain delayed broadcasts. Only four have said they don’t intend to clear.

Acid Test * Mr. Culligan was backed in his statement to the affiliates by NBC Board Chairman Robert Sarnoff and President Robert Kintner. Mr. Sarnoff said that the new idea met the “acid test” of a radio network, and came after 10 years of trying various other concepts. He said NBC would not contemplate running a network on a no-compensation basis (a la CBS Radio's Program Consolidation Plan), but that neither could it continue to sustain mounting operational losses. Mr. Kintner said the plan would get listeners and would be profitable, adding that radio affiliates had no business staying in the red.

All three executives noted that maintenance of a national radio network system was essential both to the national security and to the public, a point emphasized later by FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee in addressing a luncheon session (see page 44).

The network devoted much of its meeting with the affiliates to underlining the new Emphasis concept of 5-minute commentary programs. It brought on news personalities Chet Huntley, Alex Dreier and Lee Hall to demonstrate how the commentaries would work—and to pitch them as well.

These commentaries would appear once each hour from 5 a.m. to 5 p.m. Unlike the 5-minute News on the Hour, which must be carried coincidentally on the whole network, the Emphasis programs can be taped and run on a delayed basis—but still must be used within the same hour period.

What They Can Buy * The “entertainment” area—those programs that affiliates can buy on an optional basis didn’t come in for much attention at last week’s New York meeting. It developed later that the network had so far decided on only seven program formats to offer, and that letters of notification had gone out only last Monday.

These are the seven programs planned to date: My True Story, a half-hour program five times weekly; Premiere Playhouse, a half-hour show five times weekly starring Joseph Cotton, Gloria De Haven, Don Ameche and others in individual stories; Inner Sanctum, half-hour mystery program five times weekly; personality vignettes, 5-minute shows featuring different celebrities 20 times a week; sports vignettes, 5-minute sports features 30 times a week, and two “continuing programs” (15-minute soap operas five times weekly)—Joyce Jordan M.D. with Madeleine Carroll and Washington Wife with Celeste Holm.

Six Second the Motion * Another feature of last week’s meeting was a panel of six affiliates who gave testimonials to the new network plan, each offering individual viewpoints. From Harold Grams, KSD St. Louis, came word that the station would be able to fit hourly weather programs into its schedule because of the news flexibility—and that he already had a sponsor in line for $41,600 a year. C.D. (Duke) Tully, WDSM Duluth-Superior, told how that station had joined NBC earlier this year, expecting a ratings drop—and getting it—but confident that the new flexibility plus increased news programming he could strengthen the station’s hold with its audience.

Louis Read, WDSU New Orleans, said that “if we had written the script it couldn’t have come closer to NBC’s new plan,” Jack Shott, WHIS Bluefield, W.Va., said he likes the plans for “selfish reasons,” as the network would supply the things his station could not hope to get any other way.

Van DeVries, WGR Buffalo, described that market’s competitive situation and pointed out the problem it had in competing with local papers in the news area. The new service will make it possible to step up that competition, he said. Then Frank Gaither of WSB crowned it all with his bikini network remark, after saying that his station had been set to go independent several years ago but discovered it needed the network, and “it just made sense” to go along with NBC.

Spring target date

WJBP-TV Fairmont, W.Va., which has been trying for the past four years to have its ch. 5 assignment designated from an educational channel to commercial, plans to go on the air next spring. The station will be an ABC-TV affiliate with possible secondary affiliation with CBS-TV. WJBP-TV is asking the FOC for triple identification: Fairmont-Weston-Clarksburg.

WJBP-TV will operate 11 a.m.-midnight, offering up to 10% of its time to educational TV interests.
The amazing transistor... no larger than a match head, yet opening up electronic miracles never before dreamed possible. So minute, so exacting, it truly takes a quality touch to devise such an engineering masterpiece.

The quality measure of today's better radio and television stations requires no microscopic examination... it can be felt, not only through audience reaction, but in advertiser product association.
SPOT RADIO HITS HOUSEWIFE

Reaches 61% of women before they shop; station rep study shows low spot cost

The efficacy of spot radio in reaching the Nation's housewives has been pointed out in a sound-slide film presentation prepared by the Station Representatives Assn. Members of the Association saw and heard the presentation at a meeting in New York last Wednesday (Nov. 11). Showings will be arranged shortly for interested advertising agencies. It also will be made available to radio stations throughout the country on a cost basis.

The 17-minute sound-slide film, prepared by Lawrence Webb, executive director of SRA in cooperation with the Association's Radio Sales Committee, stresses that local radio reaches the purchase-powerful housewives' market at a low cost-per-thousand and at a strategic time of day: just before they go out to shop.

Examples-In-Sound • As the presentation makes its various sales points in behalf of radio, it intersperses examples-in-sound of radio's services to the community: on-the-spot news reports, public service messages, various types of music, public service bulletins, weather and time news.

The continuous growth of radio set sales is detailed, covering various kinds of sets, including car radios, kitchen radios, bedroom radios, portables, and transistors. The presentation notes that this variety of sets accordingly reaches "housewives on the go, wherever they are." It adds there are approximately 146.2 million radios in the U.S.

The presentation stresses that about 80% of all the purchases of goods and services are made by women, and then adds significantly: "Housewives listen to the radio on an average of 4.6 hours per day, . . . between the hours of 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. The listening audience is largely women . . . Radio reaches 61.7% of all women just before they go shopping, while TV reaches 23.8%; newspapers, 11.9% and magazines, 3.2%.

Cost Per - Thousand - Figures • The presentation offers statistics to show that radio's cost-per-thousand is considerably lower than that of television and claims that in the past five years, spot radio's cost per thousand has increased 2% while that of the various printed media has risen three to eight times as much.

Other characteristics of spot radio highlighted in the presentation: The medium offers flexibility, permitting choice of markets based on advertisers' requirements, and frequency, heightening the remembrance value of advertisers' messages. Mr. Webb reported that SRA plans to produce a similar presentation, outlining radio's appeal to the male audience.

Changing hands

ANNOUNCED • The following sales of station interests were announced last week, subject to FCC approvals

- WJOB Hammond, Ind.: Sold by Ad- air Charities Inc., non-profit corporation, and others to Julian Colby, David Smerling and others for $435,000. Messrs. Colby and Smerling are officers of ABC Vending Corp. Broker was Hamilton-Landis & Assoc., WJOB is 250 w on 1230 kc.

- WROA Gulfport, Miss.: Sold by Electronic Research Inc. to Charles W. Dowdy, Bainbridge, Ga., for $80,000. Transaction was handled by Patt McDonald Co. WROA is 1 kw daytimer on 1390 kc.

- KZIP Fort Collins, Colo.: Sold by Cecil H. Boyd to Leslie P. Ware for $35,000 plus certain liabilities. Mr. Ware is the owner of KLFW Union, KYRO, KYPOT, all Missouri. Sale was handled by Hamilton-Landis & Assoc. KZIP is 1 kw daytimer on 600 kc.

$150,000 fire knocks KXLF-TV off-the-air

Fire knocked out KXLF-TV Butte, Mont., last week, with the loss estimated at over $150,000. The fire in the transmitter house atop the 8,250-ft. Continental Divide was discovered in the early hours of last Tuesday morning.

The entire transmitter facility was declared a total loss by E. B. Craney, owner of the station. He announced that new equipment had been ordered and it was hoped that the ch. 4 station would be back on the air before the end of the year. The transmitter housing, although damaged, was still standing, Mr. Craney reported.

Arrangements have been made, Mr. Craney said, to feed KXLJ-TV Helena and KFBB-TV Great Falls with film of network shows. They had been fed network shows from Salt Lake City by way of KXLF-TV microwave.

BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959
Today, every major airline uses Sylvania Gold Brand tubes. And in the new jet airliners, where the demand for top performance and reliability is more than ever a critical necessity, Sylvania Gold Brand types are becoming the leading choice. On Pan American’s Boeing Jet 707 Airliners over 27 Sylvania types are in daily use.

Sylvania has developed a line of 47 Gold Brand tubes specifically designed for commercial and industrial applications. They are identified with a GB prefix and have become one of the fastest growing tube lines in the electronics industry. They are manufactured to special Gold Brand specifications that tailor the highest military standards to the individualized requirements of commercial and industrial equipment.

For premium quality and performance in any electronic application, use the tubes with the Gold Brand, from Sylvania.
TVB MILESTONES READ 'PROGRESS'

Bringing new money to tv is daily job for sales-minded group

"What are you guys doing with my money?"

It's not an uncommon question, or unwarranted, directed by TVB members to President Pete Cash and his associates at TVB. The answer can get a bit complicated in detail, but it can be summarized as follows: "We're using it to sell television."

This week, as TVB observes its fifth anniversary at its annual membership meeting in Chicago, it is collecting revenues at an annual rate of $1,007,377. Being a nonprofit organization, it is spending at approximately the same rate. It employs a staff of 41. Membership is at an all-time high of 256, consisting of 238 stations, 15 station representation firms and all three national tv networks. It has branch offices in San Francisco and Chicago in addition to headquarters in New York. Its staff executives travel close to a million miles a year and its offices send out uncounted reams of reports, presentations, how-to tips, success stories and assorted other sales literature in spreading the business gospel of television.

The level of statistics is generally regarded as impressive, but the one that most interests members, present and prospective, has to do with money: how much money they've paid in and how much they've got back—what sort of return they're getting on their investment.

Hard to Measure • It is impossible to segregate the volume of business that members individually or television as a whole have got as a result of TVB activities. TVB is the first to acknowledge that, like television itself, the bureau is part of a mix. Station and network salesmen reps, agencies and advertisers themselves are all, like TVB, involved in the selling process. Most of the time it cannot be said that any one should get all the credit.

But it is simple arithmetic to count up approximately how much members have put in. From the first year, 1955, which it started with 52 members and ended with 174, through this year the total comes to about $4 million. The actual dollars are fewer than that, because this total is based on the annual rates at which TVB revenues were running at the time of the annual meetings, which in each year were the peak rates. But say it's $4 million—that TVB has spent that much in five years. How much business has television got in return?

In the same span, television billings have risen by more than $700 million, from $809.2 million to an estimated $1.51 billion this year. But bureau officials make no pretense about being responsible for this gain.

They do, however, point to certain areas in which they had especially significant responsibility.

In their sales efforts they concentrate on the non-user of television and the light user, trying to get the former in and the latter in deeper. In this category they can trace more than $10 million in tv revenues (time and talent) through their work with two trade associations alone—the National Assn. of Insurance Agents and the American Gas Assn. NAIA, which spent about $250,000 in tv last year, has about $1.1 million allocated for spot tv this year, while the gas association bought into Playhouse 90 and has been spending at the rate of close to $3 million a year on it for three years.

Side Effect Profitable • This type of sales work—and these are only two of several industry associations with which TVB has worked and plans to work—has financially rewarding side effects. Individual elements of the same fields may go into tv on their own, as General Insurance Co. of America and its local agents in some 33 markets, for example, recently decided to do on a co-op basis this fall.

The Brewer's Foundation, the Carpet Institute and the Institute of Life Insurance are other trade groups with which TVB is working closely. The banking field is another. Automotive gets heavy emphasis too.

Not all of such efforts have yet paid off. TVB is quick to admit that it has been singularly unsuccessful, for example, with the Portland Cement Assn. But officials are confident that eventually their missionary work will prevail.

Sometimes TVB finds itself doing defensive work—helping to keep an aggressor from switching to other media. One such case, only a short time ago, involved a major baking company which in 1955 spent $3 million in television and by last year had boosted this to $9 million. The company's field men began to wonder whether all this television money was needed. The agency, considering the tv budget a good investment, called upon TVB to help it keep the client's media plans in line. The happy outcome of this story is that the client not only stayed in tv but is now buying at an annual rate of $11.2 million.

TVB will work with practically any advertiser who asks. It will work with client and agency together, or with them individually—and, if requested, without telling the other what it's doing. One of the conquests of which it is proudest is one which, up to a week ago, still had not been announced. This was prestige-laden International Business Machines, with whose highest brass the bureau worked quietly over a long period at IBM's request. IBM consequently is looking for a major program (CLOSED CIRCUIT, Nov. 9).

Among other sales in which TVB is pleased to take some credit in the last six months are those to Sinclair Oil (network special, plus spot), Kinney Shoes (tv expansion), American Motors (entry into spot).

Success Breeds Success • One of the bureau's most effective tools, aside from basic research, is the success story. Probably there is none in television that has been more widely played up than "the Lestoil story." In 1955 its billings (less than $100,000) ranked 328th in TVB's spot tv compilation. In the second quarter this year, the latest report available, its total was $4.5 million—an annual rate of $18 million. In 1955 Texize Chemicals Inc., another detergent maker, ranked 345th on TVB's list; in the second quarter this year it spent $1.3 million, or a $5.2 million annual rate.

The entire liquid detergent industry, which didn't exist a few years ago and didn't put $200,000 into tv as recently
SEATTLE SWITCH:

Prior to the end of September, the ABC-TV affiliate, KING-TV was the first station in the market. KOMO-TV, an NBC affiliate, was second.

Then, the two affiliates switched networks.

Now the first station in Seattle is KOMO-TV, the new ABC-TV affiliate.

1. KOMO-TV (ABC) 40.5*
2. KING-TV (NBC) 33.4
3. KIRO-TV (CBS) 22.3

As ABC-TV goes...so goes the audience.

*Source: Nielsen Station Index, 4 weeks ending October 18, 1959, share of total audience, Sun.-Sat., 7:30-10:30 p.m.
as 1955, now accounts for $30 million in tv billings a year. "What we want to know," says President Cash, "is who is sitting on the next $30 million category?"

Retail business and banking are two which could easily become lucrative television clients. TvB is working on both—and feels it is making progress. It is encouraged, for example, that staid Sears, Roebuck has recently indicated a growing confidence in the medium; in 11 markets it authorized a 50% increase in tv allocations. And other stores more and more are getting into tv, which is true also of banks: one recently approached the million-dollar mark in annual television spending.

There are numerous other ways that TvB goes about the business of being what President Cash calls "a direct extension of the sales, research and promotion departments of stations and of agencies and advertisers." It prepares films for its own use and that of its members; its mailings to members—presentations, research studies, success stories, defensive tools, a catalog of co-op advertisers, reprints of other articles it considers helpful, etc.—cost close to $24,000 a year for postage alone. Its quarterly reports on the spot and network spending of television advertisers is a major effort.

TvB also has a year-long test of television advertising going with the Patterson-Fletcher retail store in Fort Wayne, Ind.

It has commissioned a comprehensive study of communications by Pennsylvania State U. that is seen as a continuing project. Out of it TvB hopes to get information that will lead to improved uses of television and, eventually, some numerical evaluation of the importance of sight, sound and motion and a better means by which television may be compared with competing media.

More Sales Clinics • The bureau also holds sales clinics for station and rep salesmen and plans to step up this activity. It works with colleges, hoping to sell undergraduates on television both as a sales medium and as a place to work. In this connection TvB officials are scheduled to appear in the near future at Syracuse U., Colgate and Michigan State. Eventually TvB would like to help train people for work in television sales.

Looking back on the first five years, officials are pleased to note that the emphasis in their work is no longer on why but on how to use television.

President Cash, who moved into the top job in October 1956 when Oliver Treyz stepped down, says the bureau was hard pressed to break even in its first year, but by 1958 it was earning $30 million in net profits. By 1961 TvB estimates television's emphasis on why are scheduled to more than double.

Color TV Impact • As for the television industry and "where it grows from here," Mr. Cash sees color television leading the way to a doubling of total advertising investments in the next 10 years, with tv getting "the lion's share of new dollars." Retail advertising is another major growth area for television in his look at the future.

Both past and future will be examined at this week's annual meeting, to be held Friday at the Sheraton Towers Hotel in Chicago. Highlights will include a new presentation, "The Great Exponential," and an address by FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer.

The meeting will be preceded on Thursday by a TvB board meeting, headed by Chairman Roger Clipp of the Triangle Stations. Before that, on Wednesday, the sales advisory committee will hold an all-day session.

TvB membership, a little more than half of all U.S. commercial tv stations, represents about 80% of total tv billings. At present rates, TvB revenues would be about $1.6 million if all stations were members (roughly 50% more than now). In addition to U.S. members, four stations in Canada, one in London and two in Australia have TvB memberships.

TVB BOARD CHAIRMAN CLIPP

Stations get 80% of total billings

lion in network (time and talent), $464 million in spot and $273 million in local. Altogether it would be a 12% gain over 1958.

He looks for continued growth both for the industry and TvB. As a part of its own growth, he announced, the bureau will move headquarters next year to 1 Rockefeller Plaza, New York. It is now at 444 Madison Ave. The move is expected to occur about mid-year.

What do advertisers and agencies think of the service they get from TvB? Here are excerpts from recent statements by a few of them, along with one from a member who used to run TvB, President Oliver Treyz of ABC-TV.

Jack Geller, tv director, Weiss & Geller, New York—"Some time ago we needed some information about the television activity of the beer industry. A telephone call to TvB resulted in our receipt, two hours later, of a series of facts, figures, charts, success stories, etc.—more than enough to meet our requirements.

"This is just one example of the excellent service we have been receiving from the tv bureau. Its continuous updating of facts and figures and its special studies and surveys have been most helpful in servicing our current tv accounts and in persuading other accounts to take advantage of the great medium of television."

R.J. Eggert, marketing research manager, Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich. —"We appreciate the many ways in which TvB has been helpful to us in

TVB'S TOP PRODUCT: SERVICE

Agencies, advertisers cite sales aid

our work on analyzing the reaching power and impact of television. The Ford Motor Co. is putting a larger share of its advertising dollar into television than ever before.

"TvB's initial work on getting Nielsen to supply data on the reaching power of television among families buying new cars has been so useful that we have asked Nielsen to keep it up to date for us on a current basis. The E-Motion research on consumer attitudes toward all media helped to clarify television's position... We also want to express our thanks for the many hours of personal time that TvB executives have given us in explaining their extensive research results."

Friday Night with Rambler • Fred W. Adams, director of advertising and merchandising, automotive division, American Motors.—"A schedule of Friday night television spots has been an important part of the advertising campaign announcing the 1960 Rambler models. Needless to say, the very satisfactory result of our similar spot campaign in the summer was respons-
now you can Freeze Videotape Action!

with the NEW Hughes Storage Monitor

Videotape advantages are well-known—superior "live-quality" picture reproduction, immediate playback and greatly reduced costs. One of the major difficulties to date has been development of efficient videotape editing methods and techniques. Now, Hughes makes available to the industry a Storage Monitor for use as a key unit in the design of videotape editing systems.

The new Hughes Storage Monitor operates like any standard TV monitor until you press the button. Immediately the Hughes 5" TONOTRON® Tube freezes the image, holding it until the monitor mode is restored.

Advantages to TV engineers include: High-Speed tape processing. Better program continuity and quality. Less tape wear during editing. Highest utilization of video recording equipment.

Pictures may be held for approximately ten minutes with a minimum of 8 half tones. Input may be from separate or composite video sources. Push-button controls permit local or remote operation.

Model 201 Storage Monitor is available in several mounting arrangements—portable or rack mounted, individually or in groups, for sequential frame study. This permits rapid selection of individual frames and desired action sequences.

For additional information write to: Hughes Products, Industrial Systems Division, International Airport Station, Los Angeles 45, California.
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For the Picture of Pictures...
TAPE IT RCA!
PICTURE THE PRODUCT

WITH

SPARKLING REALISM...

ON RCA TV TAPE!

One glass of cool, frosty refreshment—enticing your viewers with its sparkling realism—can make more people go out and buy than 10,000 words! Your local live commercials can attain the highest standards of picture quality. Whether it’s beer, or pop, or pies, or cars, you see the product features in sharpest detail on RCA TV Tape. Designed for color picture perfection, the RCA TV Tape Recorder adds an extra bonus to black and white, producing pictures which are exceptionally clear and crisp. Tapes made or played on RCA equipment give best possible results. Among its advanced features your engineer will commend are electronic quadrature adjustment, sync regeneration, four-channel playback equalization and built-in test equipment. See your RCA Representative or write to RCA, Dept. TR-4, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J. In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
When you gotta get the show on the road...

**SHIP BY GREYHOUND PACKAGE EXPRESS**

**IT'S THERE IN HOURS... AND COSTS YOU LESS!**

24 HOUR SERVICE...7 DAYS A WEEK... HOLIDAYS TOO! Your packages go anywhere Greyhound goes...and Greyhound goes over a million miles a day! That means faster, more direct service to more areas, including many places not reached by other public transportation.

Packages get the same care as Greyhound passengers...riding on dependable Greyhound buses on their regular runs. And you can send C.O.D., Collect, Prepaid—or open a Charge Account.

Call your nearest Greyhound bus station or write to Greyhound, Dept. 811, 140 South Dearborn Street, Chicago 3, Illinois

*Broadcasting, November 16, 1959*
Newsmen flees

Mutual reported last week that Thomas Jacobson, its correspondent in Havana, left the country abruptly last Tuesday (Nov. 10) after he had been grilled for three hours the day before by armed Cuban secret service agents. He said they questioned him sharply and in "a warlike manner" about his news sources and on the activities of an American friend in business there. He claimed his telephone was tapped and voiced the belief that he was questioned because of a broadcast he made speculating on the disappearance of missing Cuban Army Commander Camilo Cienfuegos. When he told MBS officials in Washington that he feared for his life, they advised him to leave Cuba. He left on Tuesday for Miami.

Safety Council makes annual farm awards

The National Safety Council has reported the recipients of its farm safety public interest awards—two radio networks, 9 tv stations and 32 radio outlets.

The winners, announced today (Nov. 16), were picked on the basis of exceptional activities in connection with the 15th annual National Farm Safety Week this past July and during the preceding 12-month period. Among recipients of the non-competitive awards were NBC and CBC radio, plus 12 farm publications. Awards are announced in advance of the National Association of Ty-Radio Farm Directors annual convention in Chicago (Nov. 27-29).

Serving as judges were Woodrow Luttrel, information director, American Farm Bureau Federation; Bill Mason, farm program director, WLS Chicago; Ralph Ostrander, farm director of WIKRS Waukegan, Ill., and mayor of Woodstock, Ill., and Maynard H. Cote, director of NSC's farm division.

The complete list of this year's broadcast winners follows alphabetically by states:


L.A. fm faces deficit

With an anticipated gross income of $90,000 from 7,500 regular subscribers for the first full year of operation, KPFK(FM) Los Angeles will fall $30-500 short of the funds needed to complete paying for construction, to install new equipment and to pay operating expenses. KPFK, a non-commercial station, is supported by $12-15 a year subscriptions to its program bulletins.

Noting that the anticipated income covers the operating expenses of $87,300, Terrell T. Drinkwater, KPFK general manager, in a letter to the station's present 3,800 subscribers, said that "future financing looks stable, once the first year's costs have been met." He asked them "to make this possible" by making additional contributions to KPFK.
WNAX staffer wins Life Line food award

Wynn Hubler Speece, women’s director and broadcaster for WNAX Yankton, S.D., last Tuesday (Nov. 10) received the top award for radio reporting in the Life Line of America trophy competition sponsored annually by the Grocery Manufacturers of America Inc.

As sponsor of the top winner, a bronze plaque was awarded to Donald D. Sullivan, vice president and general manager of WNAX. Both Mrs. Speece and Mr. Sullivan were in New York to accept the awards, which were presented during ceremonies at the Life Line of America luncheon at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, a highlight of GMA’s 51st annual meeting.

Three certificates of honor were presented to radio women who were runners-up for the top prize, a sterling silver Tiffany bowl. They were given by Paul S. Willis, GMA president, to Josey Barnes, KDKY Salt Lake City; Martha Crane, WLS Chicago, and Esther Hotton, WTMJ Milwaukee.

GMA Life Line awards are offered to newspaper and radio women in alternate years. Next year the competition will be open to television and farm publications women. The women are judged for their reporting and interpreting of the Life Line story... the story of growing, processing, transporting, distributing and researching better and more nutritional food products.

KXL owner answers McLendon’s charges

“Absolutely without foundation” were the words used last week by Lester M. Smith, general manager of KXL Portland, Ore., in answering a complaint by Gordon B. McLendon, multiple station owner, that KXL lured one of his “air personalities” away with an offer that led to a breach of contract (Broadcasting, Nov. 9).

Mr. Smith said the McLendon complaint “has been served on us and it is absolutely without foundation. We regret to see him take this action as we are prepared to justify our position in court. Our three stations have been dominant in Seattle, Portland and Spokane for many years. Our programming is not based on hiring any from McLendon personnel.”

Mr. McLendon had said the McLendon Corp. is filing suit against Mr. Smith and Art Wanderlich, a disc jockey, who, he said, jumped his contract with Mr. McLendon to go with KXL. The Oregon suit asked for damages of over $10,000. Mr. McLendon said he has a suit for breach of contract against another disc jockey, as yet unnamed.

KMOX studios toured by top CBS officials

KMOX St. Louis unveiled its radio-only building last Tuesday for CBS network officials and over 100 local civic leaders.

The functional two-story structure thus became the first radio-only facility to be constructed among all CBS o&o Radio outlets in 20 years. Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president, who attended the dedication, said the building demonstrates CBS’s “faith in the dynamic future of radio.”

Other network officials on hand were Arthur Hull Hayes, president of CBS Radio, and Jules Dundee, vice president in charge of administration. Robert Hyland, CBS vice president and general manager of KMOX radio, and other station personnel served as hosts for the tour and reception. A similar one will be held this week for advertising agency representatives.

The new building, measuring 15,500 square feet at 1144 Hampton Ave., is designed along functional lines, with executive and general offices on the first floor and operations on the second. Among features are three separate and complete remote-controlled studios, with a three-dimensional view of control rooms and all equipped for either monaural or stereo broadcasts; a building front with white clay tile “solar screen,” and vertical window sections of gray-tinted glass and white glass panels.

NBC expands radio-tv public service shows

Special programming in the areas of news and public affairs has been expanded on NBC-TV and Radio, according to plans announced Nov. 9. A Special News Programs unit, headed by Julian Goodman, director of news and public affairs, has been appointed to be responsible for creating ideas, advance planning and on-air production of special programs in the fields of news and public affairs. The unit will also serve as a continuing liaison with NBC-TV sales planning and special program sales.

Four production staffs, working under Mr. Goodman, are headed by Reuben Frank, Chet Hagan, George Hemenmann and Louis Hazam. The first unit-produced special, “Politics 1960,” was presented last night (Nov. 15) from 7 to 7:30 p.m. EST.

Broadcasting, November 16, 1959
Nature has relaxed a bit in Iowa these brisk fall days. Seeds no longer dance in the fat dirt. Their progeny have matured—to the martial music of the wind. Hard corn ears plop against backboards; wheat kernels start their devious route to dining tables.

Pigs still englut meals planned as carefully as a baby's, grow into obese hogs with bacon slabs glinting in their owners' X-ray eyes. Guernseys turn vegetation into butterfat. Black Angus build beef as they ruminate, perhaps about imminent fulfillment of their destiny. Chickens cluck stupidly, bragging about egg production; geese gaggle and turkeys trot down the inexorable road to momentary glory.

Each year Iowa's black soil produces more wealth (we've said this before, but maybe you weren't listening) than all the gold mines in the world. Yet agricultural Iowa is less than half the story. Industrial Iowa lines far more pockets.

Midst all this husbandry and industry Eastern Iowans find time to listen to WMT. We average (5 a.m. to midnight) more audience than the combined total of all other radio stations located in our Pulse area.
You Miss 1,300,000 Potential Buyers without ROUNSAVILLE RADIO

You must aim right or you miss the buying power of more than 1,300,000 Negroes in the Rounsaville Radio coverage area...consumers with $824,000,000 to spend—AFTER taxes! This enormous consumer power can influence the national sales picture of any product. And NEGRO RADIO, and ONLY Negro Radio, can reach them. Over 95% of all Negroes listen to radio! Negroes buy the products they hear about on their radio—NEGRO RADIO. A proper part of your advertising dollar must go to Rounsaville Radio, or you miss this market! Call Rounsaville Radio in Atlanta, John E. Pearson, or Dora-Clayton in the Southeast.

Survey to analyze employment needs

NAB will mail a memo to members this month on the joint NAB-Assn. for Professional Broadcast Education "Broadcasting Industry Employment Research Study" which starts in January. Charles H. Tower, NAB broadcast personnel and economics manager, told this to the Texas Assn of Broadcasters meeting in Fort Worth preceding an NAB regional meeting there last week.

A pilot study was made last spring. It was reviewed this fall and questionnaires will go out in January to an "at random" cross-section of some 6,000 of 75,000 people in broadcasting, ranging from station managers to technicians (i.e., both supervisory and non-supervisory jobs). Object is to determine employment needs from management's viewpoint. Data will ask background of personnel, education and/or training for present job and suggestions from management. It's not yet determined whether network personnel will be included.

Mr. Tower said the success of an organization or industry depends on the people working in it and the broad objective of the new study will be "to learn something about the kind of people we have in broadcasting."

Though it is hard to see all the benefits that would derive from such a study, some of them are clearly in view even at this early date, he said. Among them:

- Correlation between job-success and various patterns of job-experience in broadcasting; relationship between educational background and success in broadcasting; recommendations on type and utility of broadcasting training in universities; analysis of broadcasting employees' attitudes toward their work and their business; information on skill shortages in broadcasting.

Headquarters for the project will be at the U. of Oregon, Eugene, Ore. Station managers will be asked for the names and home addresses of employees in specified classifications and questionnaires will go directly to the homes.

AB-PT executives' earnings listed

Earnings of top executives of American Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres Inc. have been listed in a proxy statement issued by the board of directors to the company's stockholders. The statement listed the aggregate remuneration received by following AB-PT officers for the fiscal year 1958:

- Leonard H. Goldenson, president, $184,000 (includes expense allowance of $25,000); Edward L. Hyman, vice president, $56,000; Sidney M. Markley, vice president, $56,000; James G. Ridgell, president of WXYZ Inc., a Detroit subsidiary of AB-PT, and executive vice president of ABC Div., $50,500 (includes portion of year after he was elected a director on March 10, 1958); and Simon B. Siegel, financial vice president and treasurer, $61,000. All directors and officers of the corporation as a group received a total of $250,945 for the period.

AB-PT stockholders have been asked to attend a special meeting Nov. 24 at its New York office to consider and vote upon the approval of a restricted stock option plan, as set forth in the board's proxy statement issued Oct. 22. Under this plan up to 350,000 shares of AB-PT common stock would be optioned to key officers and employees for the purposes of retaining their services, attracting new management personnel when needed for future operations and growth, and to give them an opportunity to share in the company's success.

MBS re_shuffle near; Dominicans lose plea

Mutual's oft-delayed reorganization plan finally appears headed for confirmation tomorrow (Nov. 17). The main stumbling block was removed on Nov. 6 when U.S. Referee Asa Herzog denied a claim by the Dominican Republic against the network for $750,000.

The network's creditors already have agreed to a settlement under which most of them will receive 10 cents on the dollar and news stringers and panelists on programs will receive 50 cents on the dollar up to $600 and 10 cents on the dollar thereafter. Mutual owes creditors included in the re-organization plan a total of about $1.6 million.

The claim by the Dominicans stemmed from a payment of $750,000 to Alexander F. Guterman, former president of Mutual, last February in return for promising to carry newscasts on MBS favorable to the Dominican Republic. Mr. Guterman was with Radio Service Inc. as a subsidiary of Mutual for that purpose, but several days later resigned from Mutual when he became ensnared in a series of legal entanglements.

Judge Herzog ruled the contract between Mr. Guterman and the Dominicans "unenforceable" because its intent was to evade an existing law (Foreign Registration Act) and the pact contravened "public policy or good morals."

Mr. Guterman and Garland Culpepper Jr., former MBS secretary, have been indicted as a result of the contract signed with the Dominicans and are awaiting criminal trial in Washington. The trial is scheduled to begin today (Nov. 16).
Depreciation should keep up with prices...but on the railroads, it doesn't!

On the railroads today, dollars recovered through tax depreciation go less than one third of the way toward the purchase of replacement equipment.

Inflation and the overlong depreciable life of equipment — sometimes up to forty years — put the railroads at a distinct disadvantage in competing with other forms of transportation. Airlines, for instance, may recover their investment in airplanes in five years; heavy trucks, eight years; busses, seven.

All the railroads ask is to be permitted to recover the money they invest in plant and equipment over a shorter period of time. A maximum of 15 years' depreciable life in the case of cars and locomotives and 20 years for other property would help railroads make improvements and additions that are necessary to meet modern competition. And everybody would benefit — shippers and public alike.
Media seek Oklahoma rehearing on Canon 35

The Oklahoma Supreme Court was asked Nov. 9 to provide a rehearing of issues involved in its Sept. 30 adoption of the American Bar Assn. Canon 35. Two state associations and several media interests asked the court to hear their side of the courtroom coverage story, now that microphones and cameras are barred from proceedings.

Electronic and photo coverage is allowed by the Oklahoma Criminal Court of Appeals, which has parallel jurisdiction in criminal cases as state tribunal of last resort.

Media contended the Supreme Court adopted its Canon 35 order without actually holding a hearing. They argued the order was not supported by evidence or argument. Electronic and public address devices are commonly used in court reporting and public events, it was contended by media. Oklahoma Bar Assn. filed a petition opposing rehearing.

Asking for a review of the Supreme Court order were Oklahoma Assn. of TV Broadcasters; Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. (radio); KWTW (TV) Oklahoma City; WKY-AM-TV and Oklahoma Publishing Co., Oklahoma City, and KVVO-TV Tulsa.

Aurora, Ill. council to ban tv cameras

Equal access to news suffered a small defeat Tuesday (Nov. 10) in Aurora, Ill., but not before an NBC Chicago newscast cameraman obtain dramatic film footage.

Earl Crochet shot one scene during a turbulent session of the local city council before being ejected with newspaper photographers by Aurora police. The films were shown on NBC's WNBAQ (TV) Monday evening and also included a sequence showing a Chicago Tribune photographer being thrown down chamber steps.

As a result of the incident, the city council moved to ban any future appearances of tv and still cameras using "artificial lighting." The council will propose a new ordinance for consideration at its meeting today (Nov. 16).

Center of the dispute was Paul Egan, controversial mayor of Aurora, who demanded that cameramen be permitted access to the council meeting. His opponents charged that the mayor sought publicity and wanted to turn the sessions into "riots." The proposed ordinance was prepared last week after he left the city.

Existing council rules would be amended so that "no television camera equipment, lighting or recording equipment, and no camera of any kind lighted by flash flood lighting or other artificial method of lighting shall be allowed in the council chambers for any occasion whatsoever without the express permission of the city council, taken at a regularly scheduled council meeting."

SDX report reviews access, equal time

Tv's progress on political equal time restrictions and access to courtroom proceedings during 1959 is reviewed in a report by Sigma Delta Chi's Advance ment of Freedom of Information Committee released in advance of SDX's 50th annual convention in Indianapolis last week.

The four-part report covers developments in the federal government, state governments, "the press and the bar" and "the news camera." The report on television is sub-divided into three parts—"Politics and Tv Camera," "The News Camera in the Courtroom" and "Ups and Downs of the News Camera." V. M. Newton Jr., "Tampa (Fla.) Tribune" is chairman of the committee.

The report noted that NAB in cooperation with Radio-Tv News Directors Assn., issued a "code of conduct" for broadcasting public proceedings, urging broadcasters and cameramen to conform to established procedures and decorum.

In his president's report, James Byron, WBAP-AM-TV Fort Worth, pointed out that several network and individual tv stations carried salutes to SDX on its golden anniversary. He strongly recommended "the continued fight for freedom of information at all levels of government."

In his president's report, James Byron, WBAP-AM-TV Fort Worth, pointed out that several network and individual tv stations carried salutes to SDX on its golden anniversary. He strongly recommended "the continued fight for freedom of information at all levels of government."

Vice President Richard M. Nixon was guest speaker at the convention Nov. 11-14.

CBS income rising to new high in 1959

CBS' financial picture was bright for the first nine months of 1959. Net sales reached a record high for the period and income rose almost $1 million over the comparable 1958 total.

A report issued last week by CBS Board Chairman William S. Paley and President Frank Stanton showed that consolidated net sales attained a new nine months' high of $318,291,438 during the 39 week period ended last Oct. 3, as compared with $300,738,926 for the 40 weeks in the first nine months of 1958. Income for the 1959 period was listed at $17,496,934 or $2.12 per share, as against $16,522,462, or $2.10 a share, for the first nine months of last year.

A footnote to the income statements shows that after Oct. 3, the corporation obtained a release from its guaranty of bank loans to Pacific Ocean Park Inc. and at the same time disposed of its 50% ownership of that corporation with a resulting charge to net income of approximately $2.4 million. The corporation sold the Alvin Theatre in New York at a net profit of about $900,000, and deferred income taxes of $700,000 in prepaid expense. The net effect of these moves, it was said, will be a charge to net income for the fourth quarter of 1959 of approximately 10 cents per share.

The CBS board declared a cash dividend of 35 cents a share paid Dec. 11, 1959, to stockholders of record at the close of business on Nov. 3. The board also declared a stock dividend of 3%, payable on or about Dec. 24, to holders of record at the close of business on Nov. 27.

Media reports

**Toddlin-town-bound** • The fifth annual management meeting of CBS Television Spot Sales gets underway Wednesday morning (Nov. 18) in Chicago at the Ambassador East Hotel. The meeting brings together managers and sales heads of represented stations with executives of CBS Television Spot Sales and CBS-TV Stations Div. Bruce R. Bryant, CTSS vice president and general manager, said the agenda would cover rating surveys, audience trends, video tape, programming and other topics.

**Transcontinent meet** • Conclusions and recommendations resulting from a day-long Transcontinent Television Corp. promotion managers meeting in New York will be presented and discussed at the company's station managers' meet next month. Transcontinent stations: WGR-AM-TV Buffalo, WROC-FM-TV Rochester, all New York; WNET-TV -Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; KFMB-AM-FM-TV San Diego; KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif.

**Tv opera 'glows'** • "Beatrice," the opera WAVE-AM-TV Louisville, Ky., commissioned for the Oct. 23 dedication of their new building (BROADCASTING, Aug. 3; Feb. 2), received laudatory reviews and editorials in local newspapers. The Louisville Times said the WAVE stations "provided not only a worthwhile 90-minutes of viewing and listening, but [the opera] also serves as further impetus to Louisville's stature in commissioning and performing of new music." The paper also praised the stations' effort in an editorial headed, "An Example of What Television Can Do."
**NSI SURVEY—KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS AREA**
(July, 1959)

**STATION TOTALS FOR AVERAGE WEEK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>WKZO-TV HOMES</th>
<th>STATION B HOMES</th>
<th>WKZO-TV %</th>
<th>STATION B %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mon. thru Fri. 9 a.m.-Noon</td>
<td>58,900</td>
<td>24,100</td>
<td>70.9%</td>
<td>29.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noon-3 p.m.</td>
<td>58,900</td>
<td>36,100</td>
<td>62.0%</td>
<td>38.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 p.m.-6 p.m.</td>
<td>53,000</td>
<td>32,400</td>
<td>62.0%</td>
<td>38.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. thru Sat. 6 p.m.-9 p.m.</td>
<td>107,600</td>
<td>63,100</td>
<td>63.0%</td>
<td>37.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 p.m.-Midnight</td>
<td>118,200</td>
<td>54,500</td>
<td>68.0%</td>
<td>32.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A glance at the record tells you why WKZO-TV spreads the good word for your product faster and farther than any other medium in the Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids area.

WKZO-TV delivers 116% more homes (see NSI Survey at left) than Station "B," Sunday through Saturday (9 p.m.-midnight). The 9-County ARB Survey (April 17-May 14, 1959) covering 300,000 TV homes gives WKZO-TV an overwhelming lead in popularity — No. 1 spot in 74.6% of all quarter hours surveyed!

Remember—if you want all the rest of outstate Michigan worth having, add WWTV, Cadillac, to your WKZO-TV schedule.

*Oldest age contended by a U.S. citizen is 123 years, 42 days for Mrs. Belle H. Rymes who died April 15, 1934.*
NT&T MAY PURCHASE DESILU

Talks in preliminary stages to buy stock owned by Desi and Lucy as its price rises

National Theaters & Television is interested in acquiring control of Desilu Productions and preliminary talks have been held.

B. Gerald Cantor, board chairman of NT&T Inc., Los Angeles, issued a statement, confirming that NT&T has held discussions with Desilu. He stated: "It is true that there have been discussions between NT&T and Desilu Studios with a view toward NT&T acquiring a majority stock interest. It is also true that we are constantly searching out new opportunities to further increase the value of our corporate assets, typified, for example, by NT&T's recent acquisition of National Telefilm Assoc., Inc.

"Discussions with Desilu at this time are in the most preliminary stage, and we can make no further comment."

Presumably if NT&T were to make an offer to Desilu, it would acquire the stock held by the company's president and vice president, Desi Arnaz and Mrs. Arnaz (Lucille Ball). Together they hold all of the company's class B common stock which receives no dividends. This amounts to 282,200 shares each or a total of 565,000 shares of class B stock. Mr. and Mrs. Arnaz also hold 137,500 shares apiece of class A common stock or a total of 375,000 shares.

Market Goes Up • A year ago, when Desilu stock was first put on the market, 525,000 shares of class A common stock were immediately gobbled up by eager buyers.

Last Tuesday (Nov. 10) the Desilu stock closed at 16½ths on the American Stock Exchange up three quarters for the day, during which only 1,400 shares changed hands. The same day, on the New York Stock Exchange, 24,800 shares of NT&T stock were bought and sold, making it one of the ten most active stocks of the day, during which its price rose 1¾ths to close at 14½. If rumors of the possible merger had any effect on the market, they were apparently considered more beneficial to NT&T than to Desilu. Since last fall, Desilu's class A common stockholders have received quarterly dividends of 15 cents a share, (60 cents per share per year) and this same dividend policy will be continued, President Arnaz told the first annual stockholder's meeting last summer (BROADCASTING, July 27). At that time he estimated net profits for the first quarter of the fiscal year starting May 3, 1959 would equal those for the entire previous year and that the second quarter would be even better.

Prophecies Confirmed • These optimistic estimates were confirmed last week by a Desilu executive, who said that the second quarter report, due out in a week or so, will show "tremendous gains, both in the gross and the net." The company is having its "greatest year since its founding," he declared.

In the past two years Desilu has acquired ownership of the RKO studios in Hollywood and Culver City which, with the Motion Picture Center, gives the company real estate valued at $15 million. There are 14 tv series currently in production at Desilu studios, indicating that the president's estimate of a gross of $23.5 million for the current fiscal year will prove to be a substantial understatement.

No price has been mentioned, let alone discussed, in conversations to date, according to spokesmen for both parties. Estimates from outsiders as to a reasonable price for the Desilu operation start at $100 million and go up.

Acquisition of the Desilu studios would fit into the expansion pattern of NT&T which in two years has entered into the tv production-distribution firm of National Telefilm Associates and added a number of broadcast properties (WNTA-AM-FM-TV Newark, WDADF-AM-TV Kansas City, KMSB-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul) to its theater holdings.

Such diversification as a permanent policy is indicated by the recent change in the name of the company from National Theaters to NT&T.

The NT&T offer is only one of many received by Desilu over the years. A long time associate of Mr. Arnaz quoted the Cuban bandleader-producer as saying he is always willing to listen because someday somebody may come along "with the right deal, the deal I can't turn down."
Today, King Kelly would be safe

Back in 1887, King Kelly, star of the Boston Athletics, struck out when he applied for life insurance. The reason? Professional baseball was considered a hazardous occupation.

This sounds strange to us today—but professional baseball in the 80's was relatively new, and the players were somewhat less than devoted to strict training and healthful habits.

If life insurance were issued indiscriminately, without reference to health, habits, and occupation, it would soon become impossible to provide protection at reasonable cost. But experience with thousands and thousands of actual cases, gained over the years, provides us with sufficient information about the degrees of risk to determine the premiums required to insure them.

This experience, as well as advances in medical science, has made it possible for MONY to insure more and more people as normal risks at regular rates. Recently, for example, MONY was able to eliminate or reduce extra premiums for about 93% of the 547 job classifications rated hazardous.

Needless to say, King Kelly (a .394 hitter in 1887, by the way) could get an OK today!
HIT AT TOLL TV
Theatre owners want harder opposition

Some 1,000 exhibitor-members of Theatre Owners of America were urged last week to continue a “grass roots campaign” to forestall all forms of pay television.

The recommendation came in a report by TOA’s anti-toll tv committee headed up by Philip F. Harling, Fabian Theatres, during its convention and trade show at Chicago’s Sherman Hotel Nov. 9-12. TOA delegates also were told that the thea'es have just about shaken off the reverse effects of TV after a decade of poor attendance and readjustment.

The report noted that “toll tv will be the air appears to be at least five years away” but noted the FCC’s Third Report setting forth conditions under which subscription tv may be tested and the public hearings by the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee earlier this year.

“It is evident that from the various orders that have been issued,” according to the TOA report, “that toll tv will not be tested through the airways until the present limitations are removed. As of now, not one application has been filed by anyone for test anywhere. Additionally, it was pointed out, “no specific plans has yet materialized where toll tv by cable has been tested.”

Pushing the Campaign • The TOA committee felt that “in order to prevent a test of any system,” the grass roots campaign be continued. In the light of H.J. Res. 130, sponsored by Rep. Oren Harris, chairman of the House committee, and his subsequent statement to Congress March 26, the report said, action should be taken to obtain a public hearing on H.J. Res. 130, with particular reference to that portion which bans “all forms of toll tv.”

There are sufficient legal grounds and public interest for raising the issue of whether this form of communication can be used without governmental approval or regulation, the TOA committee felt.

Theatre exhibitors also took some fresh pokes at free commercial tv, while others reported that theatre attendance has been up this year.

Cracks at Free Tv Too • Samuel Rosen, Stanley-Warner Corp. and TOA board member, stressed the argument that pay tv will give Americans better shows than they now see on free tv as “completely phony.”

Mr. Rosen also described the studio sale of old motion pictures to tv as “the great betrayal” and “immoral.” He charged that producers and distributors took the films and “gave them to our deadliest rival—television.” The film companies sold pre-1948 libraries to tv “without considering the consequences, not only to the survival of the theatres, but to their revenues from current features.” he asserted, suggesting that separate companies might have made more money holding them for theatre customers.

George G. Kerasotes, retiring TOA president and owner of a Springfield (Ill.) chain, said the association’s 12th annual convention marked the end of a “decade of adjustment and reorganization from the effects of television.” He noted that theatre attendance this summer hit a 10-year high, with monthly increases since February and an 11% jump during September, while televiewing of movies declined 18%. “Television has hurt us,” he conceded, “but the novelty has worn off, and people are coming back to the movies, and the big screen and true color.”

Mr. Kerasotes quoted a Sindicor survey for 1958 showing that old movies on tv cost American theatres $224.1 million, while film companies lost $80.6 million in film rentals. For the past five years, he added, theatres lost over $1 billion in box office receipts because of tv movie competition and over $350 million in film rentals was lost. “Many of our theatres as we know them today would undoubtedly collapse if there was another flood of films to television,” Mr. Kerasotes commented.

And yet, despite TV’s decidedly adverse effect in the 1950s, he pointed out, other competitive forms of amusement (sports, book and magazine sales) grew during the decade.

Albert M. Pickus, a Stratford (Conn.) theatre owner, was elected president of TOA, succeeding Mr. Kerasotes, who becomes board chairman.

Screen Gems signs new producing groups

In line with its policy of making its facilities and financing available to many independent producers, Screen Gems Inc., New York, last week announced it has signed three new independent producing companies to create new programs.

It was pointed out that the organizations are headed by writers turned producers. They are Richard Alan Simmons, David Swift and a new group called The Writers Company, consisting of Richard Murphy, Marion Har- grove, Liam O’Brien, Ivan Goff and Ben Roberts, with Paul Harrison as producer.

In a related move, Screen Gems re-
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A lower tab for a fine commercial makes any client beam. Video Tape cuts production costs 50% or more. In four hours you can get results requiring two days to a week with film. And...
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ported that the company is developing four new properties for syndication. The series include an untitled western, which will be available for screening by advertisers Oct. 18; "Never Plead Guilty"; based on the book by San Francisco criminal lawyer Jake Ehrlich; Indemnity, an original show about a pair of insurance investigators and The DEW Line, revolving around the Dist.

ant Early Warning system, the nation's first line of defense. Screen Gems noted that the star of its untitled western will be Charles Bateman, who had a featured role in the first 13 episodes of its Markhunt series, now in 130 markets. His role in subsequent episodes of Markhunt will be assumed by other comparative unknowns, in line with SG's talent development policy initiated on the series.

Westerns winning Nielsen rate race

There are early indications this season that westerns are off at a gallop in "popularity" with network tv audiences. The opening shot fired by westerns is indicated by A.C. Nielsen's NTI (Nielsen Television Index) for the two weeks ending Oct. 18—the second report for October which is the first this season to encompass all new shows on the networks. There were 28 westerns this October, eight more than last year.

In the percentage of homes reached, westerns follow the pattern set in October, 1958, particularly in the hour-long version but slightly behind in the half-hour form. Close behind the westerns in popularity as a program type is the hour-long variety show.

The hour-long general drama program is eking out leadership over the 60-minute suspense-mystery drama, again a repetition of last season's start. Losing ground is the half-hour suspense mystery show as compared to its track record in October 1958.

The other popular class program is the situation comedy, which in its 30-minute format sits just behind general drama.

Nielsen finds 122 programs regularly scheduled on the networks (not including regular series of specials, sports events or other shows of indeterminable length). Average minute audience is 18.7% representing 7,859,000 homes. The 52 new programs on the networks averaged 16% or 6,571,000 homes reached. The 70 established programs averaged 20.8% or 8,817,000 homes reached.

Eighty-seven 30 minute shows averaged 18.4% representing 7,635,000 homes; 31 programs of hour-long type average 19.4% or 8,391,000 homes, and 4 shows of 90-minute duration came in with 19.9% or 8,622,000 homes reached.

In a four-week period surveyed by Nielsen including the first and second October reports, nine specials (irregularly scheduled and pre-empting regularly-scheduled shows) showed these four to have the largest audiences: Bing Crosby on ABC-TV; Bob Hope on NBC-TV: Red Skelton on CBS-TV and Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz CBS-TV. These indicate that top non-dramatic stars familiar to audiences draw the most.

Export group to push tv show sales abroad

Organization by tv distributors of an export association to push sales of U.S. tv programs in world markets moved a step closer last week when proposed charter, by-laws and budgets were distributed to interested companies. Initial target for the first year's operation: $165,388.

The drafts came from William H. Fineshriber Jr. and George Muchnic, who were retained by a committee of program distributors in September to take the organizational steps (BROADCASTING, Oct. 5). Mr. Fineshriber until earlier this year was international vice president for Screen Gems. He is now a consultant. Mr. Muchnic is an attorney.

The proposed export group will be called American Television Program Exporters Inc. Membership would be limited to firms actually involved in exporting film or tape tv programs. On behalf of those interests the export association would promote and expand export of U.S. tv products overseas, investigate trade barriers to such exports and recommend negotiations concerning them, and furnish information about foreign markets to member companies.

Final determination of dues for member companies has not been made, but it's expected that they will be $5,000-$7,500 for companies grossing less than $1 million annually in tv exports, and $10,000-$15,000 for companies grossing over $1 million. In addition each member company would buy capital stock at the rate of five $100 shares for the under-$1 million companies, ten $100 shares for over-$1 million companies. Each member company would elect one director of the export group.

Biggest item in the proposed budget is $86,208 in salaries, with travel expenses estimated at $25,008. Legal fees would take another $12,000, and special projects $15,000.

Studio lawyer argues against residual bid

The agreement in principle that has been reached by the Writers Guild of America and five independent motion picture producers that the people who have a part in making theatrical movies are entitled to a share of the profits when these pictures are released for showing on tv (BROADCASTING, Nov. 9) may well set an industry pattern, Harry Warner, legal counsel for Paramount Tv Productions (KTLA [TV] Los Angeles), said Nov. 10.

Answering a question during the ATAS meeting on tv commercials which he moderated (see story page 62), Mr. Warner made it clear that there is as yet no assurance that the major motion picture producers will accept the proposed residual formula. However, he said, it seems reasonably certain that it will be accepted by the other independent picture producers.

Although payments to writers was the basic concern of the union, the settlement with the five producers is dependent on an overall agreement which implies payments to cameramen and soundmen, as well as writers, he said.

His interpretation of the settlement formula is that the producer will be allowed 40% off the gross receipts from television to cover distribution costs. Of the remaining 60%, he must also recoup production costs before the unions and guilds are eligible for residual payments. The 25% of the 60% or 15% of the gross tv receipts, will become available for these residuals.

Mr. Warner said that the formula tentatively arrived at calls for 2.4% of the total tv receipts to go to writers, another 2.4% to the directors and 7.2% to the actors. These three total 12.1%, leaving 87.9% which likely will go to the craftsmen, chiefly members of the various IATSE locals although there are others, such as carpenters and teamsters, which are not part of the IATSE organization.

Commenting that "the IA can argue that its contribution to the final product is just as significant as that of the writer or the actor," Mr. Warner observed that while the new formula applies only to theatrical films sold to tv, the IA and other crafts' unions might take the position that they are also entitled to residual payments for reruns of films made expressly for tv use. It is understood that the IA will not distribute any money collected for tv use of theatrical films to the individual members who worked on those pictures, nor allocate them among the individual crafts locals, but will add them in to the union's pension and welfare fund.
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Isn't it high time to weed out unnecessary tax spending?

Much in the news today is the inflationary effect of deficit spending by the federal government. That's why many thoughtful people suggest cutting federal spending programs that are clearly unnecessary.

One of the likeliest programs for cutting is federal "public power." It is very costly in tax funds. Already about $5,500,000,000 in general tax funds has gone into government-owned electric systems.

These billions have put into the federal government's hands about 1/6 of the electric industry's production. And the "public power" lobbyists are pressing for Congress to spend $10,000,000,000 more.

Yet this particular tax spending is completely unnecessary. America's hundreds of independent electric light and power companies are ready and able to provide all the low-price electricity the nation will need—without depending on taxes.

These are the companies that have doubled the supply of electricity in the past 10 years, and will double the present supply in the next 10.

One of the reasons this "public power" spending goes on is that most people don't know about it. But it can be stopped by informed citizens. Will you help spread the word?
"JAXIE" Salutes
LUZIANNE TEA
AND COFFEE

THE
WILLIAM B.
REILLY
& CO., INC.

The William B. Reilly & Co., Inc. has joined the Honor Roll of Advertisers who chose WFGA-TV to carry its sales messages to more than a quarter-million Florida-Georgia TV homes. Luzianne Tea and Coffee are using a saturation spot schedule, and these spots—combined with WFGA-TV programming—will provide top selling power for the William B. Reilly & Co., Inc.

"Jaxie" is proud to have Luzianne Tea and Coffee and the Walker, Saussy advertising agency on its growing list of advertisers.

NBC and ABC Programming
Represented nationally by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WFGA-TV
Channel 12
Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S COLORFUL STATION

96 (PROGRAMMING)

FIDDLIN' 'N' A STOMPIN'

Ain't doin' nothin' but makin' money, boys—
that's story of country music programming.

New ways to make more money in country music broadcasting and country music success stories highlighted the Nov. 13 business panel of the eighth annual WSM Nashville Country Music Disc Jockey Festival late last week.

WSM expected an estimated 2,000 country music programmers, recording artists, record company and publishing representatives and other industry executives to attend the Nov. 13-14 festival in Nashville, which also included the 34th anniversary broadcast of WSM's Grand Ole Opry Saturday night.

Disc jockeys in search of country music star interviews and performance recordings were assured of a virtual gold mine of opportunities to tape their favorites during both days of the festival. Most top personalities in the field were to be there and to perform.

Four country music authorities comprised the business panel featured at the festival opening, held in Nashville's War Memorial Auditorium, and to which the public was invited.

Cas Walker, owner of a chain of 11 supermarkets in Knoxville and Morristown, both Tennessee, and Pennington Gap, Va., said his business since 1929 has sponsored two hours of country music every day on radio and in recent years he's added an hour of it on television.

Just Made Millions • "All that country music has done for me is to make me a few million dollars (net worth of his supermarkets, $22 million)," get me elected mayor of Knoxville three times and helped me build one of the finest chains of supermarkets in East Tennessee," he said.

Mr. Walker, who also participates in his country music shows, said that when he started in 1929 he was a little nervous and twisted his words—he wound up telling listeners not to buy food at his supermarkets. More than a thousand people wrote and pointed out his error, he said, and "I decided then and there that people were listening to a country music show and listening to what I had to say."

Mr. Walker, describing himself as a "country boy," told his listeners that country music "has been the heart and soul of my growth. And no one can say I'm not closely associated with it." Country music, he said, is "bread and butter. It is the music of the people and for the people." Pointing out that he had just been elected to the Knox-

ville city council the previous week, he said:

"All I've ever had to do was to be honest with the voters, sell them good food at the supermarkets and keep giving them country music. That's what the people want."

James Denny, who heads the Jim Denny Artists Bureau Inc., three music publishing companies and WJAT Swainsboro and WBRO Waynesboro, both Georgia, said he sometimes feels disc jockeys on country music programs talk "down" to their audiences and cautioned against it. "We need to get as much dignity into programming country music as we would if we were programming classical music," he said. At his stations he insists that country music be presented in the same way as other programming and this has resulted in sell-outs of all country music segments.

Be a Leader • He advised disc jockeys to establish themselves in the community as leaders of as many civic activities as possible.

One way for the disc jockey to make more money, he said, is to persuade employers to present live country music programs at local company special events for their employees, with the disc jockey becoming m.c. "This can be a nice source of revenue without having to fight box office sales," he observed.

He said his artist bureau has many such accounts it has serviced twice yearly for many years at such events as company summer picnics and Christmas parties. He said his firm is trying to close one account now that would keep one show working continuously on a 12-month basis in the plants and factories of one of the largest manufacturers in the U.S.

Another way is for the disc jockey to bring a show into his town to the local auditorium and sell a group of merchants on the idea of backing the show for a certain number of spots on the station. No one takes a big financial gamble through such a plan, he said.

He informed listeners that BMI has agreed to furnish a list of music publishers' names and addresses to any disc jockey who asks for them. By writing to the publisher about times or new record releases, he said, "you will certainly get all of the records that you will need or want."

Individuality Needed • Harry Stone, executive director of the Country Mu-
Fast, efficient handling is essential to the economic processing of low-grade ore. This new conveyor hauls ore out of the Berkeley Pit at the rate of 33 tons a minute.

How new methods yield new treasure from “the richest hill on earth”

From Anaconda’s famous Butte Hill in Montana has come more than three billion dollars of mineral wealth — copper, zinc, manganese, lead, silver and gold. Its fabulously output of copper — more than has been produced by any other district in the world — has given impetus to hundreds of new products and new jobs, and contributed to progress in many fields.

The ever-increasing demand for copper is a perpetual challenge to mining engineers who must devise ways and means to handle larger quantities of lower grade ores with ever-higher efficiency. An example of how these challenges are being met by Anaconda is seen at Berkeley Pit, at the eastern end of “the richest hill on earth” in Butte. Here, by open-pit methods, Anaconda is obtaining low-grade copper ores that could not be economically mined by conventional underground methods.

These ores occur beneath 250 feet of waste overburden, two tons of which must be removed for each ton of ore recovered. And more than 150 tons of ore must be hauled and processed to produce a single ton of copper.

Newest advanced facility at Berkeley Pit is the conveyor system shown above. Six separate belt conveyors provide a flexible flow of ore from the primary crusher in the Pit to storage and loading bins. The system is now moving more than 28,000 tons of ore a day, and is designed to handle substantially larger tonnages.

The new facilities at Berkeley Pit are just a part of the program in which Anaconda is continually applying more than 60 years’ experience, not only to the development of new copper sources, but to meeting the expanding needs of industry for more and better products in the entire nonferrous metal field.
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and tell the merits of country music."
He noted that KFOX Long Beach, Calif., is "doing better financially than at any time in history" since it went all-country and other stations are returning to it or using it for the first time, because, said Mr. Stone, "no entire audience can be pleased without including country music."
No other type of entertainment can match country music's success story, he said, and country and western music is about the only live programming being done on radio today except for news and religion.
He advised his audience to "keep the title of your show in good taste, use good English and never criticize an artist or record."
Dave Stone (Pinkston), KDAV Lubbock, KPEP San Angelo, KZIP Amarillo, all Texas, and KPIK Colorado Springs, Colo., said listener loyalty is such that country music fans fight for their station, stand behind the disc jockey and buy from merchants he recommends. They tell the advertisers, so he knows he is getting response. They buy records and attend personal appearances of the artists they hear, he said.
To prove it, KDAV organized a Country & Western Club and 10,000 families joined while 15,000 cars had club decals on their windows, he said.
The country music disc jockey, he said, becomes a "vital member of the listener's family" and when he recommends a sponsor, people respond. He urged that disc jockeys be friendly and easy going, "not smart alecs." Showing a prospective advertiser the response to such music, getting him to attend a live show and see the enthusiasm, number and class of people attending, or persuading him to talk to a satisfied fellow merchant usually will convince him.
"He may never admit he likes country music, but he likes to sell to fans who do."

Reaches the Heart • The quality of country music programming has become so accepted that few will argue it is not good, he said, for "country music is true and reaches the heart."
The station should be run on a business-like basis, for a stack of records is not enough, Mr. Stone said. The station has a community service to perform and it is necessary to hire the most capable executives, announcers and sales people, he said, for staff efficiency helps build respect and admiration for country music as rapidly as anything else.
There was no lack of hospitality for the country music disc jockeys: Friday breakfast, courtesy of Cadence Records; Friday lunch, Dot Records; Friday afternoon cocktail party, RCA Victor; Friday night dance, Pappy Daily's D Records; Saturday breakfast, BMI; Saturday lunch, Columbia Records; Saturday afternoon reception and buffet dinner, WSM; Sunday morning coffee clatch, Columbia.
The convention was scheduled to receive broadcast pickups aside from live coverage by WSM-AM-TV and the individual recording sessions offered to disc jockeys. NBC-TV's Today was to air a ten-minute pickup from Nashville Friday morning while NBC's It's Network Time was to originate from there later that day. On Saturday, NBC's Monitor was to carry four hours of the festival.
Gov. Buford Ellington was to welcome delegates Friday morning along with a welcome by Jack DeWitt, WSM Inc. president. Festival keynoter was Dr. Spencer Thornton, surgeon-turn showman and country music devotee. He does the "Mysteries of the Mind" feature on NBC's Monitor.
The WSM country music festival started eight years ago with only 100 people participating. The event has continued to expand ever since. This year delegates even came from Mexico and Alaska.
"This G-E tube has logged over 3,000 hours ... and resolution still is good!"

"Maybe 3,016 hours in regular studio service isn’t the record for a camera tube, but it’s mighty close to one! And this long-lived GL-5820 still gives clear, sharp pictures.

"Divide the cost of a camera tube by that many hours of service, and replacement expense nose-dives. WWL-TV doesn’t expect, or get, such exceptional tube life across the board, but our General Electric camera tubes over-all have plenty of extra hours to their credit.

"We like the quality built into them, their reliability, the savings they put on our operating ledger. Count us as sold on the value of G-E tubes—count WWL-TV’s large audience as sold on their fine performance!"

Bring your costs down, your picture quality up! Ask your nearby General Electric tube distributor ... today ... for the facts on G-E Broadcast-Designed camera tubes! Distributor Sales, Electronic Components Division, General Electric Company, Owensboro, Kentucky.
GOVERNMENT

HOUSE GROUP TOURING ETV

Will study possible federal aid grants

A tour of educational TV stations throughout the U.S. now is underway by members of the House Commerce Committee in an effort to determine if federal funds should be appropriated for ETV. Last summer, the committee tabled a Senate-passed bill (S-12) which would appropriate $1 million to each state for ETV pending a study of the need for such a grant.

First stop was made Nov. 7 at KUON-TV Lincoln, Neb., by Reps. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman, Lawrence Brock (R-Neb.) and William Avery (R-Kan.). Last Thursday, Reps. Avery and John Moss (D-Calif.) visited KQED (TV) San Francisco and Reps. Avery, Brock and John J. Flynn Jr. (D-Ga.) planned to be at KRMA-TV Denver last Saturday.

A tour of southern stations begins Nov. 30 at WUNC-TV Chapel Hill, N.C. Other stops: Dec. 1, WETV (TV) Atlanta and U. of Georgia, Athens; Dec. 2-3, Alabama educational TV network (three stations) with studios in Birmingham, Auburn and Tuscaloosa; Dec. 4-5, WYES-TV New Orleans; Dec. 6-7, WEDU (TV) Tampa, Fla., and Dec. 8, WTHS-TV Miami, Fla.

Making all or part of the southern tour will be Reps. Flynn, Kenneth Roberts (D-Ala.), John Bennett (R-Mich.), Dan Rostenkowski (D-Ill.) and Harold Collier (R-Ill.), and Kurt Borchardt, communications expert on the committee staff.

Newhouse vs. WNDR goes to court again

The seven-year legal battle between WNDR Syracuse, N.Y., and Samuel I. Newhouse and his broadcasting-newspaper interests is scheduled to go into District Court in Syracuse for the third time.

On two occasions the District Court dismissed WNDR's $1 million antitrust suit against Mr. Newhouse and his business interests but in each instance the court of appeals in New York City reversed the decision.

The latest reversal was handed down Nov. 5 when the appeals court ruled that the district court was in error in dismissing the case during pre-trial proceedings. The Newhouse and his business interests but in each instance the court of appeals in New York City reversed the decision.

The treble damage suit by WNDR claims that Mr. Newhouse and his radio-TV-newspapers have curtailed public-privacy opportunities for WNDR, have circulated "false statements" about the station's financial stability, and have set up advertising rates for the Newhouse broadcast stations and newspapers which place WNDR in an unfavorable competitive position. The Newhouse properties are WSYR-AM-TV Syracuse and the Post-Standard and Herald Journal.

FTC to take 'look' at dentrifice ads

The Federal Trade Commission said last week it cannot reveal whether it is investigating specific cases involving fraudulent or misleading claims for dentrifices, but indicated it is "very much interested" and hinted it is taking a "hard look" at such claims.

The FTC statement followed one by Arthur S. Fleming, Secretary of Health, Education & Public Welfare, in which he said he was "in complete accord" with the American Dental Association's stand against the "reckless claims" of advertisers of dentrifices. The FTC is charged with policing fraudulent or misleading advertising. ADA President Paul H. Jeserich had said his organization will seek federal action to halt false advertising of dentrifices.

Mr. Fleming said no dentrifice "in itself" will prevent tooth decay, pyorrhea or any other disease, but is merely a mechanical aid for cleaning them.

FCC counsel changes Boston ch. 5 views

The FCC general counsel's office last week backed down from its earlier demand (made in July) that WHDH Boston (and Massachusetts Bay Telecasters Inc.) be disqualified from participating in the Boston ch. 5 case, but still held the 1957 grant to WHDH should be set aside.

Instead of taking exception to Special Hearing Examiner Horace Stern's Sept. 23 initial decision holding there were no improper influences exerted in the ch. 5 award and that, therefore, there was no reason for setting aside the grant, the FCC attorneys conceded that if the FCC adopts all the examiner's findings, a case can be made for leaving the grant undisturbed. But they didn't agree with all his findings and said that if the Commission has any doubt about the "credibility and reliability" of witnesses, it is duty bound to set aside the grant and reconsider it "on its merits."

Filing exceptions were applicants Massachusetts Bay Telecasters Inc. and Greater Boston TV Corp., the latter asking for oral argument. Justice Dept. filed exceptions but made no mention of its earlier demands that WHDH (and MBT) be disqualified. The fourth applicant, Allen B. DuMont Labs, did not file exceptions. Neither did WHDH.
British tv group to get American rep

Associated-Rediffusion Ltd., London, has announced plans to set up a New York-based sales advisory service for potential U.S. exporters. The move came on the heels of the British government's announcement that effective Nov. 9 most of the British import controls, which have sharply limited trade since 1939, would be dropped. This will permit hundreds of consumer goods to enter the country, benefiting British advertising media.

Associated-Rediffusion appointed McCann-Erickson as its advertising agency in the U.S. M-E will supply advertising and promotion in this country, leaving the selling of availabilities to the new rep which should be appointed by the end of this year.

The ad advertisement sales manager of the major British commercial tv company, who arrived in New York Nov. 2 in anticipation of the Nov. 4 ruling, said: "The ending of restrictions offers a new and important market for U.S. business houses." Working through a New York rep firm, unnamed as of Wednesday, Associated-Rediffusion will supply information about the rich London market with the expectation of attracting new advertisers.

Still under import controls are aircraft, alcoholic drinks except whisky, bottled and canned fruit, bananas, grapefruit and grapefruit juice, orange juice, tobacco, synthetic rubber, pigment, uncanned fish other than salmon, pharmaceutical products and transistors.

Mexican bill would regulate radio-tv

A measure spelling out the do's and don'ts for radio and television and creating a "watchdog" National Radio & Tv Council was introduced last week in the Mexican Chamber of Deputies. The bill, culminating several months' work by a special committee, prohibits:

(1) News, messages or propaganda contrary to the security of Mexico, public order and international friendship;
(2) political propaganda acts without prior authorization of the government; (3) broadcasts which are contrary to social customs or showing violence or crime in a favorable light; (4) anything offensive to religious beliefs or discriminatory as to races, and (5) low comedy and offensive exclamations and sounds.

Obligations placed on South-of-the-Border stations by the bill:

(1) Announcers would be required to state at the beginning of a program its suitability for minors; (2) all alcoholic beverage advertising must be alternated with educational messages on hygiene and nutrition and cannot be carried before 9 p.m.; (3) stations would be obligated to devote at least one hour daily to educational, cultural or social subjects, and (4) news announcers would be obligated to give their names and sources of information.

Sponsors unwelcome in British programs

There may always be an advertiser in England, but he'll never be able to sponsor a tv show. Norman Collins, pioneer of commercial tv in Britain, is certain of it.

The man who left the BBC in 1950 and fought for the grant of England's first commercial facility, crossed the Atlantic to address the Radio & Television Executives Society in New York last week. He arrived in the midst of the quiz furor and made some timely observations on the British approach to program control.

Mr. Collins, chairman of the Independent Television Companies Assn. Ltd. and deputy chairman of Associated Television Ltd., program contractor, speaking in a "private capacity," observed: "I remember on a previous visit that there were complaints from the press, the public and the artists alike that certain television shows were lamentably under rehearsed. I gather that this time there is an undertone of feeling that certain shows may have been somewhat over rehearsed."

No Sponsors Wanted • The speaker went on to sketch in the background of commercial tv in his country, explaining that sponsorship is prohibited by law, a prohibition he worked to ensure while lobbying for a commercial tv system. He added the reservation, "I am not saying anything about American sponsors on which the prodigious foundation of American television has been built. I am not saying anything about American sponsors, who, I am sure, are kindly and generous men, strict in their religious observances and loving and gentle to their families. . . . I am referring solely to sponsorship in my own country." The situation there is such, he said, that "if you were to go to any level-headed responsible British businessman and suggest that he should take over your program production costs, he would flee like a frightened fawn."

Mr. Collins was "brought up as a journalist," steeped in the principle of editorial independence from advertisers. Consequently, he explained, "I saw no
reason why the advertiser should have any more say in television than he has in a newspaper. Indeed, after my years of campaigning I hadn’t the slightest intention of giving away my hard won birthright in various sized chunks—half an hour, an hour, or 90 minutes—to any advertiser simply because he was rich enough to try to employ me as a transmitter engineer to put out his programs.

"Television as I see it should be in the hands of full time professional television businessmen. . . I know nothing, I repeat nothing, about making cigarettes, brewing beer, manufacturing motor cars, canning soup, distributing detergents or beautifying and perfuming the entire female race. . . It is none of my business. Why then, I say to myself, should those professionals in quite another sphere be allowed to invade my own?"

Uncle Sam • The old BBC monopoly was “so unrealistic as to be grotesque,” the British broadcaster said continuing: “I like competition. That may be why I admire so greatly the vigor and vitality of the great American networks, and of the independent stations. This country has every reason to feel proud of its broadcasting.” Alluding to a newspaper proposal for a U.S. government TV network he said: “To my mind, that would be as damaging to the world image of a free America as to propose the introduction of a government newspaper simply because some of the commercial newspapers weren’t so good as someone in television thought they ought to be.” Any program censorship would be equally damaging, he said.

Introducing Mr. Collins as “the father of commercial television” in England, James C. Douglass, executive vice president of Ted Bates & Co., said the Briton got together $7,000 for ATV some four years ago. He raised it from book royalties (he is a novelist) and by selling his life insurance policies. Today the investment has grown to exceed $1.5 million, Mr. Douglass said.

FATES & FORTUNES

Broadcast Advertising

Mr. Drake Mr. Bradley

Herbert G. Drake and Ronald C. Bradley, both vps and account executives at Ted Bates, N.Y., elected senior vps. Mr. Drake was formerly vp at J. Walter Thompson and Mr. Bradley was officer at Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield.

Frank Harrel, copy department manager at Young & Rubicam, N.Y., appointed vp and copy director.

George Allen, manager of Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli’s Hollywood office, appointed to handle all tv show procurement for that agency.

Thomas P. Mee, transferred from Cedar Rapids to Des Moines (both Iowa) office of Ambro Adv. as copy and media director on radio, tv and print. He will also be principal agency contact with media representatives.

Jack H. Mogulesu, assistant to president of Consolidated Cigar Corp., N.Y., since 1955, elected vp in charge of marketing.

Roy Mauldin, formerly in radio-tv department of U. of Alabama, named account executive at Martin & Assoc., Birmingham advertising agency.


Robert S. Morgan, formerly advertising columnist for New York World-Telegram & Sun, to executive group at Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N.Y.

Herman Raucher, copy supervisor at Reach, McClinton & Co., N.Y., promoted to associate copy director.

Mary A. Burak, formerly with The Rockmore Co., appointed media director of S.R. Leon Co., New York advertising agency.

The Media

Richard J. Barry Jr., formerly account executive with WINS New York, appointed general manager of WNEW, that city.

HAL RAYMOND, KISN operations manager, named program director, succeeding Steve Broffin who transfers to KOL-TV Omaha as night-time program supervisor. Charles Vais continues as station manager of KISN. KISN & KOIL-AM-TV are Star stations.

- **George Barrenbregge**, vp and general manager of WPTZ (TV) Plattsburgh, N. Y., appointed to new position of vp in charge of television operations of Rollins Broadcasting-Telecasting Inc. Rollins’ TV stations are WPTZ, and WEAR-TV Pensacola, Fla. It has made FCC application for ch. 12 in Wilmington, Del.

- **Frank B. Willis** appointed to direct sales development for KFRC San Francisco. He was simultaneously general sales manager of WTTV (TV) Indianapolis and WPTA-TV Fort Wayne, Ind. (which he was instrumental in organizing).

- **Doug Smith**, director of sales development for WFBC-TV Greenville, S. C., promoted to local sales manager. Bob Edwards, operations director of WFBC-TV, named sales service manager. Marguerite J. Haynes, continuity director, succeeds Mr. Edwards. Mrs. Peggy C. Whitmire, formerly with WGVL (TV), that city, to WFBC-TV promotion and merchandising staff.

- **Kenneth T. MacDonald**, formerly account executive with Television Advertising Representatives in Chicago, named sales manager of WBZ-TV Boston. He succeeds James Allen, who was appointed general manager in September.

- **William Stewart**, formerly account executive at Communications Counselors (pr subsidiary of McCann-Erickson), N. Y., to Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp., that city, as pr director.

- **Sven B. Karlen**, formerly vp and general manager of Travelers Credit Service, N. Y., to CBS Inc., that city, as controller.

- **Sam F. Hill Jr.**, account executive with CBS TV Spot Sales, N. Y., transfers to Los Angeles to head that office.


- **Ash Dawes**, program-production manager, named program director, Olive Dr. TV, CBS-Winnepeg, that city.

**NORTHWEST**—5,000 watt daytime facility with middle of dial frequency. Over 400,000 people in rich primary coverage area. Priced at $150,000.00 with $20,500.00 down. Long-term payout.

**CALIFORNIA**—Very profitable well equipped 5 kw fulltime station serving good income, growing area. $915,000.00 total price includes valuable land and guaranteed receivables. $115,000.00 down and balance on five-year payout.

For additional information on these and other fine properties for sale in the West—visit us in our NAB Fall Conference suite in the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles or Olympic Hotel, Seattle.

---

**HAMILTON-LANDIS & ASSOCIATES, Inc.**

**Brokers • Radio and Television Stations • Newspapers**

**WASHINGTON, D. C.**

Ray V. Hamilton 1737 DuSable St. N.W.

**CHICAGO**

Richard A. Shaeheen 1714 Tribune Tower

**DALLAS**

DeWitt ‘Judge’ Landis 1511 Bryan Street

**SAN FRANCISCO**

John F. Hardesty 111 Sutter Street

**Nationwide • Negotiations • Financing • Appraisals**

---

**IF YOU WANT TO RELAX**

... or enjoy the most joyous, fun-filled frolic of your life, the place to go is the beautiful BALMORAL Hotel, famous as the place with the space. Excellent facilities, superb meals, ideal location.

For information and FREE color brochure, write direct or see your Travel Agent.

Herbert Katz

**Executive Director**

Sherman Winn

**Manager**

Hotel + Pool

**Carana Club**

SIX ACRES ON THE OCEAN

AT 90th STREET, BAL HARBOUR, MIAMI BEACH, FLA.
manager of Asheville, N.C., operation of WLOS-TV Asheville-Greenville-Spartanburg, promoted to operations manager of newly established Greenville, S.C., studios. He is succeeded by MORT COHN, formerly program manager of WCHS-TV Charleston, W.Va.

ElliS Fox appointed studio maintenance head in Asheville, succeeding VERNON HESTER, who transfers to Greenville as technician-in-charge. Appointments are result of expansion plans of WLOS-TV.

• CHARLES P. STANLEY appointed commercial manager of KXEN St. Louis.

• ART GRUNEwald, formerly sales manager of WMTN Morristown, Tenn., named station manager of WCTT Corbin, Ky., succeeding RUFUS DISNEY, who was granted leave of absence due to ill health.

• ROBERT I. MART named sales manager of WJRT (TV) Flint, Mich. He was formerly assistant sales director of WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky., and before that, account executive with WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio.

• WILLIAM T. KLUMB, member of sales staff of WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, promoted to national sales manager.

• ROBERT I. QUEEN, formerly copy-photo editor for CBS press information department, N.Y., to Connie DeNave (pr-firm), that city, as office manager and media director.

• JOSEPH H. GILLIS appointed news director of WTOL Toledo, Ohio, which has just organized news department. He was previously program director and station manager of WNUR (FM) Evanston, Ill., educational station.

• THOMAS B. JOHNSON, formerly assistant pr director in Detroit office of Grant Adv., appointed to new post of promotion and merchandising director for WKMH Dearborn-Detroit.

• ELMER F. SMITH, regional sales manager of WNAx Yankton, S.D., appointed resident manager. Acting Manager CLAIR GILES named business manager of Peoples Broadcasting Co.'s WNAx and KYTV (TV) Sioux City, Iowa.

• WILLARD KLINE, general manager of KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex., joins KFOX Long Beach, Calif., in similar position. He succeeds Tom PAPICH who has been named general manager of KITO San Bernardino, Calif., following resignation of Joe KLAAs. KFOX and KITO, together with KSON San Diego, are Kenyon Brown's Tri-Buy Stations of Southern California.

• BILL HITCHCOCK, formerly with Woodson Assoc., Albuquerque food broker to KMGM, that city, to specialize in merchandising and to handle all food and drug accounts.

• JOSEPH PELLETIER, formerly with Pete Johnson Consulting Engineers, CincinnatI, that city, to WTEL Philadelphia as chief engineer.

• HAROLD ESSEX, vp and general manager, WSJS-AM-TV Winston-Salem, and Mrs. Essex are at Baptist Hospital, Winston-Salem, recovering from injuries suffered in head-on collision near there on Nov. 4 while returning from Florida vacation. Mrs. Essex, who was driving, lost several teeth and suffered lip cuts, while Mr. Essex had three cracked ribs and contusions.

• THOMAS E. WEISSKOPF elected president of Harvard Radio Broadcasting Co., parent organization of WHRB-FM Cambridge, Mass., succeeding JOHN H. SHENFIELD. STEPHEN C. TRIVERS, sales manager, named station manager. He has been with WAKE and WAGA, both Atlanta. BENJAMIN F. DAWVERS III, on leave of absence as chief engineer of KLIQ Portland, Ore., to similar capacity with WHRB-FM.

• LES LESLIE, formerly with announcing and sales staff of KNEZ Lompoc, to KVEC San Luis Obispo, both California, as programming, continuity and production director.

• GIL FAGGEN, producer-director of Program PM on KYW Cleveland, promoted to director of music policy, special programming and spot sales development.

• MARTIN F. BECK, with radio sales staff at The Katz Agency, N.Y., appointed assistant radio sales manager.

• RUSs HOWARD, formerly sales manager of WBOY-TV Clarksburg, W.Va., appointed national sales service representative of WSTV Steubenville, Ohio.

• DON JOHNSON, formerly with WISK Minneapolis-St. Paul, to KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa, as program director. Air personalities joining KFNF are JIM HUNTER, from KEVE Minneapolis-St. Paul, and ROD BLODDGETT, from KQDY Minot, N.D.

• JIMMY NEILL (SCOTTY DAY) named program manager of KCBQ San Diego.

• ALFRED E. SPOKES, formerly vp and general manager of WEAV Plattsburg, N.Y., appointed general manager of WCAX Burlington, Vt. From 1946 to 1956, Mr. Spokes managed and served as treasurer of WJOY Burlington.

• JAMES E. WITTE, formerly assistant to radio-tv director of BBDO, Chicago, to staff of KYW-TV Cleveland as producer-director.

• CLAUDE RAINey, formerly with WHBQ Memphis, Tenn., to WBRC Birmingham, Ala., as program manager, succeeding FOX LIGHTFOOT, who has been named administrative officer.

• BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF, board chairman of Radio Corp. of America, awarded B'nai B'rith President's medal.

• BENEDICT GIMBEL JR., president of WIP Philadelphia, will be honored at testimonial dinner Nov. 19 in that city by B'nai B'rith Adelphia Lodge for outstanding service to youth through radio and personal efforts. List of sponsors for dinner include Pennsylvania's Gov.

- **Tom Chauncey**, president and general manager, KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix, was re-elected president of Arizona Broadcasters Assn. John L. Hogg, president and general manager, KOY Phoenix, was re-elected vp of ABA and Fred L. Vance, manager of KVDO-TV Tucson, was re-elected secretary-treasurer.


- **John R. Hughes** appointed merchandising field representative for WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.

- **Dennis F. Holt**, formerly with Murphy Assoc., Los Angeles advertising agency, joins Los Angeles sales staff of KEZY Anaheim, Calif.

- **George Nathan**, chief Barker of Variety Club of Washington (D.C.) for 1960, appointed director of pr for WARL Arlington, Va. For many years, Mr. Nathan was branch manager of National Screen Service Corp.

- **Frank Fee**, traffic manager of KHJ-TV Los Angeles, appointed account executive. Frank D. Bove succeeds him. Wayne Thomas, part-time announcer, elevated to full-time status, succeeding Lyle Bond, who resigns to start tv station in Washington.

- **Murf McHenry**, previously news director of WKIZ Key West, to WLKY St. Petersburg, both Florida, as chief of newly-formed Tampa news bureau. Dick Krause joins WLKY as air personality.

- **Douglas Campbell**, formerly on sales staff of WXYZ Detroit, to KABC Hollywood as account executive.

- **Elwood G. Hewett** joins sales staff of WSKY-TV Portland, Me.

- **Joel Sebastian**, formerly air personality with WNHAM-AM-TV New Haven, Conn., to KLIF Dallas, in similar capacity and as music director.

- **Angelo Molinaro**, formerly with KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, to WTAE (TV), that city, as film editor.

---

**Texans elect**

- Officers were elected Nov. 9 by Texas Assn. of Broadcasters at Fort Worth meeting. They are (1 to r): Jim Hairgrove, KBRZ Freeport, vice president; Joe Leonard Jr., KGAF Gainesville, president, and Gene Hendryx, KVLF Alpine, secretary-treasurer.

- **William E. Magner**, formerly with WDFD Flint, Mich., joins news staff of WNEM-TV Flint-Saginaw-Bay City. George E. Ramos rejoins WNEM-TV as district sales manager after six months with WTAC Flint. He succeeds Gifford J. Jackson, who is entering private business but who will serve station as part-time sales consultant.


- **Joseph Klass**, formerly general manager of KITO San Bernardino, Calif., joins KEWB San Francisco-Oakland as account executive.


- **Jimmy Dunaway** promoted from assistant farm service director of WSB Atlanta to farm service director, succeeding Roy McMillan, who retires.

- **David Eller**, formerly chief engineer of WTOR Torrington, to WDRC Hartford, both Connecticut, as operator engineer.

- **Harry Harrison**, program director and air personality of WPEO Peoria, Ill., to announcing staff of WMCA New York.

- **Bob Wells**, formerly with WEBR-AM-FM Buffalo, to WGR-AM-FM, that city, as air personality.

- **Rich Osborn** joins KISN Vancouver-Portland, Ore., as air personality.

- **Gary Burke** joins announcing staff of WETZ New Martinsville, W.Va. Boyd Wilson Jr. joins WETZ sales staff at Sisterville, W.Va., to handle sales in Ohio area.

- **Johnny Spring**, air personality and

---

**RCA THESAURUS TURNED THE TOWN UPSIDE DOWN!**

What do you want for Christmas?

*More* Christmas business? Well, William Holm, General Manager of WLPO, La Salle, Illinois, got heaps of extra Holiday billings with the help of RCA Thesaurus Commercial Library. He writes:

> "Income from Thesaurus Christmas jingles and effects amounted to $3221.50. Twenty jingles and effects were used to sell 812 announcements aired between Thanksgiving and Christmas."

Feel like celebrating? Write RCA Thesaurus now for details on building up Holiday business.

---

**THESAURUS**

150 East 24th Street • New York 10, N. Y. Chicago, Nashville, Atlanta, Dallas, Hollywood
production manager of WING Dayton, Ohio, to WFBM Indianapolis as air personality.

- LARRY FINLEY signed as air personality with KDAY Santa Monica, Calif., while continuing two-hour nightly tv show on KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.

- CONRAD PATRICK, previously with WLEW Bad Axe, Mich., and other stations, to CKLW Windsor, Ont.-Detroit as air personality.

- RICK FIGHT, from WQOK Greenville, S.C., and MIKE RUSSELL, from KFBI Wichita, Kan., to KTLO Denver as air personalities.

- JERRY RICE, air personality with KATR Corpus Christi, Tex., to KNUZ Houston in similar capacity.

- BILL VICTOR, formerly air personality with WABJ Adrian, Mich., to WHYE Roanoke, Va., in similar capacity.

- CARROLL JAMES, previously with WRC Washington and WBAL Baltimore, joins WTAR Norfolk, Va., following military tour of duty.

- JACK WELBY, previously with WGIR Manchester, N.H., to WFBF Baltimore as newscaster and air personality. Bob CALLAHAN, formerly air personality with WBBO Salisbury, Md., also joins WFBF.

- TOM HEMMINGWAY joins WKZO-AM-TV Kalamazoo, Mich., as announcer and sports caster; ROBERT IVEs to WKZO announcing staff.

- TED BARBONE, previously with WLEW Bad Axe, Mich., to WOHO Toledo, Ohio, as air personality.

**Programming**

- MRS. CLARE C. CATLAANO, formerly director of story and editing department of Italian Film Export, N.Y., appointed production supervisor of all Trans-Lux enterprises, including its television, motion picture and distributing companies.

- SAMUEL FEINBERG named account executive with Ziv Television Programs Inc. for Philadelphia-Lancaster-Harrisburg area, succeeding MICHAEL KIEV- MAN, who was named regional sales manager for northeastern division. Mr. Feinberg was formerly account executive at Gresh & Kramer, Philadelphia advertising agency.

- ROBERT SWINK named supervising film editor for tv at 20th Century-Fox Studio, succeeding DICK FARRELL, who has resigned.

- W.M. BASTABLE, formerly head of audio-visual division of Swift & Co., Chicago, to Sterling-Movies U.S.A., that city, as western manager.

- MAX SHULMAN, creator-writer of *The Many Loves of Dobie Gillis*, and ROD AMATEAU, producer-director of this CBS-TV series, have formed Cottage Industries to create and produce properties for tv, motion pictures and stage.

**Equipment & Eng'ring**

- ROBERT F. HALLIGAN promoted from vp and director to executive vp and general manager of Hallicrafters Co., Chicago.

- JOHN R. QUINN, manager of customer service department of Eimac, manufacturer of electron-power tubes, San Carlos, Calif., named to new post of manager of marketing operations of Eitel-McCollough Inc., parent company of Eimac.

- THOMAS E. GOOTEE, with Signal Corps Technical Information Office, to Page Communications Engineers as assistant director, maintenance and operations, Washington. Mr. Gootee, previously field engineer with NBC in Chicago and New York, has been associated with U.S. Army in communications-electronics work since World War II when he attained rank of lieutenant colonel serving in radar work in Europe.

- DONALD J. MOORE, formerly production coordinator for Sikorsky Aircraft, Stratford, Conn., to Audio Devices Inc., Stamford, Conn., as production control manager. DAVID W. MURPHY, formerly with Armstrong Rubber Co., West Haven, Conn., joins Audio as plant comptroller.

- FREDERICK F. ROBINSON, president and director of National Aviation Corp., elected to board of directors of Collins Radio Co., Dallas.

- JOSEPH FERRANTE appointed director of research of new Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp. Research Lab, Norwood, Mass. He was vp-engineering of Tobe Deutchmann Corp.

- JOHN ANDRE, previously associated with several stations in Florida as chief engineer, appointed broadcast sales engineer for Gates Radio Co. He has been assigned to Florida territory.

- EDMUND E. FARRELL named south central California district sales manager for Semiconductor Products Div. of Motorola Inc.

**Deaths**

- PAUL V. GALVIN, 64, founder and board chairman of Motorola Inc., died of leukemia in Evanston, Ill., Nov. 5. He is credited with being father of automobile radio and Walkie-Talkie, developments which stimulated growth of Chicago-based company he founded (Galvin Mfg. Co.) with his brother, Joseph, in 1928. Under his direction, Motorola grew from initial investment of $565 to firm with annual sales in $250 million range.

- SEN. WILLIAM LANNER (R-N. D.), 73, veteran of 19 years in Senate, died in his Washington home last week following heart attack. Sen. Langer, political maverick who followed no party lines, had been in ill health for several months. He was outspoken foe of pay tv, conducting his own poll of Bartlesville, Okla., residents in 1957 when pay tv system was operating in that city. He also introduced bills in several Congresses outlawing the advertising of alcoholic beverages in interstate commerce.

- GERALD SEAMAN, 47, producer of NBC's *National Farm and Home Hour* for Allis-Chalmers, died following heart attack while raking leaves at his home in Shorewood, Wis., Nov. 8. Mr. Seaman was radio-tv director of Bert S. Gittins Adv., Milwaukee, had produced farm radio program for 14 years.

- GEORGE VERNON DENNY JR., 60, founder and moderator of *America's Town Meeting of the Air*, radio series, died Nov. 11 in West Cornwall, Conn.
Local—in a big way

WAAF Chicago, one of the nation’s oldest radio stations, is going strictly local, emphasizing news and public service.

All national public service spots are being abandoned for local free announcements, according to Tom Davis, station manager. Starting Jan. 1, 1960, he reports, local news will be carried exclusively. Listeners who desire up-to-the minute reports on a local news development can call the station and hear a tape-recorded capsule. They will then be asked to listen to WAAF for details.

KNX analyzes food market

Radio reaches food store customers “when it counts the most—when they’re about to shop.” This is the claim of KNX Los Angeles in “You and $2,000,000,001!”, a 32-page analysis of the retail food business in metropolitan Los Angeles ($2.3 billion in 1958) and the best means of advertising to reach food buyers. More shoppers were exposed to radio than to any other medium on their food-buying day (which varied to include all seven days of the week although nearly half was done on Friday and Saturday), more shoppers spent more time with radio and more were exposed to radio during the two hours before buying (spread through evenings as well as mornings and afternoons).

With an average of 3.2 radios in 98% of Southern California homes and with 87% of the 2.9 million cars registered last year also equipped with radios, there is no medium to help the food advertiser reach the rich Los Angeles market like radio. KNX concludes, and, with its own programming and product promotional helps, “there is no radio station like KNX.”

‘Do-it-yourself’ commercials

To celebrate its fifth anniversary, WOHO Toledo, Ohio held a “Write Your Own Commercial” contest.

Top award in the contest was a week in Miami Beach for four people. Four runners-up received $25 savings bonds.

The contestants wrote commercials 100 words or less in length and were allowed to use sound effects, two or more voices and any other production gimmicks they thought necessary to make their entries more convincing.

The winner received an additional $100 from the advertiser his commercial represented.

Public service pays off

Proof that public service programming, combined with proper promotion, can mean both prestige and results for the advertiser has been produced by Nationwide Insurance Co.

Nationwide is currently sponsoring Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.’s half-hour film series The American Civil War on WJZ-TV Baltimore. The program features over 3,500 Matthew Brady photographs. It utilizes the newest techniques of animation to supply motion to Brady’s still camera.

To promote the program, Nationwide offered a self-liquidating souvenir kit of Civil War memorabilia—including a parchment reproduction of Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address, a color map of the

In booklet form, the kit contains 11 items to help stations make their communities more aware of services rendered by tv. Each station gets three copies so station, promotion and program managers can have their own. Pages are perforated for easy tear-out.

Each kit contains: Fact sheet on tv broadcasting; suggestions for special on-air programs, community events, contests, etc.; suggested speech texts; sample proclamations for mayors and city managers to sign for Tv Week; sample news release; sample spot announcement for air promotion of special Tv Week programs; nine spot announcements of various lengths for on-air use to promote listenerhip and prestige of station and tv medium; list of business, fraternal and civic groups which have promised to support Tv Week’s observance; information on “In Focus” film and order blank; slide for on-air use with promotional copy and special programs; one-column newspaper mat for use in printed advertising and promotion.
KYW's 'billion dollar' promotion

KYW deejays have money to burn

Brink's truck delivers $100 billion

Although the days of the big money winners appear over, KYW Cleveland seems intent on reviving the not too ancient but honorable custom of giving away money and valuable prizes.

Billed as "KYW—the Station with the Million Dollar Sound," the 1100 kc station has begun a four week promotion under the same slogan which features valuable and highly original prizes.

The brainchild of Janet Byers, KYW advertising and promotion manager, the contest will award a $100,000 life insurance policy, a week of luxury living and trips for two ad agency executives "to exotic resorts."

Over 100,000 specially printed "checks" each made out for $1 million in "Sound Currency" are being distributed throughout the Cleveland area while air personalities of the station are wearing full dress load of 'Sound Currency' checks and being driven around town by liveried chauffeurs in Cadillacs to pass checks out.

Two letter writing contests, "Why I Would Like to Walk Through One Million Dollars" and "Why I Would Like to Live Like a Millionaire for a Week," are other highlights of the promotion. The winner of the first letter writing competition will be taken to a Cleveland bank and permitted to walk (bare footed) through and fondle a million dollars. The winner of the second topic will receive the $100,000 life insurance policy, will be treated to a cook and maid, champagne and caviar, a chauffeur-driven car, and other rights and privileges granted to the well-heeled for a week.

Meanwhile a mailing from KYW has been sent to 3,000 agencies explaining the campaign in detail and enclosing one of the $1 million checks. Recipients are eligible to win a trip to Cuba.

War's battle area, reproductions of Confederate currency, and the Civil War Centennial Commission's twenty-page fact book.

Maryland Governor Millard Tawes proclaimed a week in October "Blue-Gray Week." Climax of the week was a reception and ball at Baltimore's Fifth Regiment Armory.

In addition, many schools have made the program required viewing for pupils. WIZ-TV supplies teachers with script outlines, kits, quizzes and general material on the show.

WDIA's Negro 'Family Fair'

The Memphis Negro market will witness a commercial exposition staged for it by WDIA, that city, a pioneer in 100% Negro programming. The station will sponsor a "Family Fair" at the Memphis Municipal Auditorium Feb. 18-21, 1960.

Bert Ferguson, WDIA general manager says: "The Negro market is a fast growing one. There are more than 1.5 million Negroes in the mid-south area. . . . Their annual pay envelope comes to $1,018 billion."

BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959
Drumbeats

Gobbler hunt • WNTA Newark, N.J., the station which recently paid a bounty for flies and mosquitoes, conducted a “Turkey Hunt” in Paterson, N.J., last week. Large cardboard turkeys were hidden throughout the area. Listeners finding the fake gobblers redeemed them for real birds. The “Hunt” was co-sponsored by the Downtown Paterson (N.J.) merchants group.

Big mike • More than 5,800 people passed through the “Big Mike” KOL Seattle erected at the first Northwest Winter Sports and Travel Show. As they walked through the nine-foot object an electric eye counted them and activated a 20-second tape which informed listeners they could win a “ski week” for two in Utah by correctly estimating the number of people to pass through the KOL exhibit during the week. The exhibit also promoted KOL’s annual “Housewives’ Free Ski School.”

Beatniks? • Disc jockeys of WOMP Wheeling, W.Va., have taken on the beat look since the beginning of the local Community Chest campaign. They have announced to their listeners that they won’t shave until the fund drive reaches its goal.

Tricky titles • Viewers of KETV (TV) Omaha are challenged to unscramble jumbled movie feature titles, selected from station’s library of 2,000 films in the “Flash-A-Feature” contest. The first one to submit the most complete set receives a 14-piece home movie outfit. The contest begins anew as soon as one set of jumbled names is unscrambled with a similar prize offered.

Chance of a ghost-time • KNEW Spokane, Wash., sent over 2,000 invisible ghosts attached to a string to all listeners sending a self-addressed envelope in response to station’s offer. One letter was returned with the complaint that the ghost was lost and a request for the station to help retrieve it.

Cooking sessions • Cooking schools held in Sioux City, Iowa, by KVTV (TV), that city, and WNAX Yankton, S.D., were attended by over 8,000 women from 212 communities in 6 states. WNAX personality Wynn Spence showed the ladies how to prepare a complete dinner for company in 60 minutes. Jan Voss, KVTV personality, topped the meal off with a goofy orange roll. The students registered for a free drawing for one of 106 prizes, including a major Frigidaire appliance, 96 huge baskets of groceries and 8 smaller kitchen appliances. The school met in sessions at 9:30 a.m. and 2 p.m., co-sponsored by the stations, the IGA Super-Saver stores and D. K. Baxter, local Frigidaire distributor.

WBBM-TV airlift

CBS-owned WBBM-TV Chicago went all out with “Operation: Time Flies,” an airlift for New York-based agency timebuyers Nov. 10. An itinerary at CBS-Chicago was designed to familiarize nearly 100 buyers with its facilities and programming advantages. CBS-TV Spot Sales personnel welcomed the contingent in New York, arriving at Chicago’s O’Hare Field (Tuesday) morning. The buyers were treated to cocktails and lunch, tour of facilities, a programming and audience presentation, reception, dinner and floor show comprising WBBM-TV talent. They returned to New York Nov. 11 after break-

Teachers taught • Twenty school teachers from Birmingham, Ala., spent the day (Oct. 23) touring the facilities of WAPI-AM-TV. The purpose of the tour was to learn more about the operation of a radio and tv station and what kind of aptitudes and training are necessary to be successful broadcasters. Staff executives, headed by Charles F. Grisham, general manager, planned the day-long program.

Fiesto • KWKW Los Angeles, Spanish-language station, had over 50,000 Mexican-American guests at a picnic sponsored by the station in Lincoln Park, L.A. The party was so successful that the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors sent a congratulatory letter to KWKW’s general manager.

Mennen contest • KGBT Harlingen, Tex., topped some 40 other stations in the small market class which participated in the Mennen Co.’s contest to promote its recent 13-week spot schedule. Some 25 minute spots were aired weekly by each of the stations. KGBT won a $200 cash prize for its entry, an area beauty contest to select a “Miss Mennen Spray Deodorant.” KGBT is represented by Richard O’Connell Inc., New York, which accepted the award in New York on behalf of the station.

A musical weekend • WRCA New York held a “wall-to-wall music weekend” celebration at Grossinger’s Hotel in upstate New York Nov. 13-15. The station’s personalities tape-recorded interviews with guest celebrities, and the outlet’s “wall-to-wall music” was played continuously over the hotel’s high fidelity system. The station last summer initiated a policy of using what it calls “wall-to-wall” music, a sound pattern provided by “luxuriously orchestrated selections . . . to create a readily identifiable image of sound for the station.”
FOR THE RECORD
Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting
Nov. 4 through Nov. 10. Includes data on new stations, changes in exist-
ing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.

ABBREVIATIONS:
DA—directional antenna.
cp—construction permit.
EPM—effective radiated power.
vhf—very high frequency.
uhf—ultra high frequency.
ant—antenna.
sur—sural.
vis—visual.
kw—kilowatts.
mw—megacycles.
D—day.
N—night.
LS—local standard.
mod—modification.
trans—transmitter.
unl—unlimited hours.
kcakilo-cycle.
SCA—subdivided communications authorization.
SSA—special service authorization.
STA—special temporary authorization.
SH—specification.
Announced.

New TV Stations

San Antonio, Tex.—Dorita Investment Corp., vhf ch. 3 (60-56 mc); ERP 11.14 kw vis., 5.6 kw sur.; antenna height average terrain 229 ft. Estimated construction cost $35,500, first year operating cost $14,000, revenue $18,100.

Geographic coordinates: 29° 27' 51" N., lat., 109° 26' 2" W., Long. Transmitter RCA T72AL, antenna RCA F74AL. Principals include Horace Garrett 45% and Bedford S. Wynne 25%. Mr. Garrett is banker. Mr. Wynne is attorney. Nov. 4.


Existing TV Station

KLVD-TV, Las Vegas, Nev.—K Sudden temporary authority to operate on program base for three months temporary authority (to replace damaged one) and reduced height. All pending application authorized in cp Nov. 4.

Tv Translater

ACTION BY FCC
West Lane Translater Inc., Florence, Ore.—Granted cps for three new tv translater stations on channels 71 and 78 to transmit programs of KOIN-TV (ch. 6) and KPTV (ch. 12), Portland, and on channel 73 to transmit programs of KVAL-TV (ch. 13), Eugene. Ann. Nov. 4.

New Am Stations

Action by FCC
Phillipsburg, Ky.—North Central Best. Inc. Granted 1460 kw, 250 w. P.O. address Guy Christian 6603 S. 5th St., Denver, Colo. Estimated construction cost $12,635, first year operating cost $34,200, revenue $57,000. Owners are Guy Christian, Russell M. Stewart (each 16%) and others. Mr. Stewart is one-third owner of KNEH Scottsbluf, Neb. and one owner of KFHR, Tulia, Tex. Ann. Nov. 4.

APPLICATION
Marion, Va.—Seward Best., Inc. 1330 kw. 1 kw. D. P.O. address % C.L. Harrington, Graybeal Blvd., Box 194, Marion, Va. Estimated construction cost $26,581; first year operating cost $27,635, revenue $42,600. Principal applicant is Charles B. Seward 75%. Mr. Seward is in advertising. Ann. Nov. 4.

Existing Am Stations

Action by FCC
WBOP Pensacola, Fla. Granted change of operation on 980 kc from 500 w-D, to 1 kw-D; remote control permitted; engineer-

WISB Beloit, Wis. Granted change of operation on 1600 kc from 250 w, Uhl to 250 w, l. k.-w., l. k.-s. remote control per-

APPLICATIONS
WAVC Boca, Ala. Cp to increase power from 500 w to 1 kw (1300 kc). Ann. Nov. 4.
KDIA Oakland, Calif. Cp to increase power from 1 kw to 2 kw; install DA-1, install new ground system and new trans. Ann. Nov. 5.
KOFR Butte, Mont. Cp to increase day-
time power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new trans. (500 kc). Ann. Nov. 9.
WHVY Dixon, Ill. Cp to increase power from 500 w to 1 kw and make changes in trans. (1330 kc). Ann. Nov. 9.
WCUE Akron, Ohio. Cp to change hours of operation from 1 kw to Uhl using power of 500 w, 1 kw-ls change from directional antenna, change trans. location and studio location, install

Ownership Changes

Action by FCC
KOYF San Mateo, Calif.—Being advised that application to transfer control to Tele-

WMDF Mount Dora, Fla.—Granted assignment of license to Kellan E. and Dorothy Lippman; consideration $9,000. Ann. Nov. 4.

WJSH Shreveport, La.—Granted assignment of license to Armand Kovits; consider-
ation $150,000. Ann. Nov. 4.

WAGM-AM-TV Presque Isle, Me.—Granted transfer of control from Northeastern Best., Inc. to Community Broadcasting, Inc. (WABI Bangor), which already had 95% interest in Aroostook Best., Inc. Ann. Nov. 4.

WCRM Clare, Mich.—Granted transfer of control from Hub and Gogoski and John E. Cobb to Richard E. Hunt (WCBI

New FM Stations

Action by FCC
Phoenix, Ariz.—Frank G. Battles, Jr. Granted 93.3 mc, 4.5 kw. P.O. address 6281 E. Hubbell St., Phoenix. Estimated construction cost $18,395, first year operating cost $1,100, revenue $10,000. Mr. Hare formerly had controlling interest in KURG Phoenix. Ann. Nov. 4.


Pittsburgh, Pa.—Golden Triangle Best., Inc. Granted 90.9 mc, 17 kw. P.O. address 320 N. Highland Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. Estimated construction cost $27,584, first year operating cost $32,000, revenue $32,000. Principal applicant is Myron J. Jonas, who is majority owner of WJET Erie, Pa., WHOT Cleveland and WZAK Columbus, Ohio, and WEPB Pittsburgh. Ann. Nov. 4.

APPLICATIONS
San Diego, Calif.—San Diego State Col-
el, 107.3 mc, 1.5 kw. P.O. address 2660 Cedar St., Bakersfield, Calif. Estimated construction cost $19,943, first year operating accounting $54,000, revenue $60,000. Applicants are L. Philip Linn, Rex R. Mull and James C. Hodgson. Mr. Mull owns WDSB Stockton, Calif. Mr. Mull is chief deputy, vice-chairman of the Council of FCC. Mr. Hodgson is general manager of KHIN (FM) 1540 Wintersville, Ohio. Nov. 5.

Elgin, Ill.—Eigin Best., Co. 94.3 mc, 1 kw. P.O. address 156 E. Green St. Elgin, Ill. Estimated construction cost $9,502. Egin is president of Best. Co. Applicant will duplicate WRNI programming. Ann. Nov. 5.

Houston, Tex.—Veterans Best., Co. 102.9 mc, 17.6 kw. P.O. address Box 2125 Houston, Tex. Estimated construction cost $27,000. Veterans Best., Co. is licensee of KNUZ Houston. Applicant will duplicate KNUZ programming. Ann. Nov. 10.

EDWIN TORNBERG & COMPANY, INC.
NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

NEW YORK
50 East 42nd Street
Mimmy Hill 7-4242

WEST COAST
600 Jewett Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
Fremont 2-7475

WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8311
Cheboygan, Mich., and majority interest in WPTW, Utica, sold to Commission $18,000. Ann. Nov. 4.

KVII, San Pedro, Mont.—Granted assignment of license to KGVO Bestg. Inc., consideration $45,000 plus furnishings, station up to $250 of free air time per month, or paying $250 for first 10 years. Dale G. Moore, assignee president, has interest in KGBM Benetka, and KCAF Holna, both Montana. Comm. Barletta disapproved.


WHKK Akron, Ohio—Granted transfer of control from Philip R. Herbert to Radio Akron, Inc., consideration $465,585 plus agreement to pay transferor $100,000 to retransmit in broadcast control in Summit County for seven years. Transferee is 99% owned by Susquehanna Bestg. Co., licensee of WVBV-AM-TV, York, and 90% owner of WABJ Scranton, both Pennsylvania. Transferee is owned by Columbia Pictures Inc., which has another present broadcast interest in Ann. Nov. 4.

APPLICATIONS

KXWN Wynne, Ark.—Seeks transfer of control of KLYW Arkansas Bestg. Inc. from Raymond O. Rayley 46% and others to Raymond O. Rayley 64% and others for $1,000. Ann. Nov. 9.

WBRK-AM-FM Marlietta, Ga.—Seeks transfer of control of Marietta Bestg. Inc. from Robert A. McCance 25% and James M. Wilder 75% for $250,000. Ann. Nov. 9.

WASK Lafayette, Ind.—Seeks transfer of negative interest of Herbert Epperson in D&B Equipment Corp. 50% and Henry Rosenthal and Alvin H. Huth 25% each to D&B Equipment Corp. to maintain control, Rosenthal and Huth 24% and Warren N. Eggleston 4%, for $14,000 by D&B Equipment Corp. to own shares. Ann. Nov. 5.

KCLI Charleston, S.C.—Seeks assignment of license from Valley TV & Radio Inc. to WHEL, National Bestg. of Charleston. 75% of stock Purchasers are Russell G. Salter, Stanley R. Norem, and F. Colton Morian, 25% each. Mr. Salter is sole owner of WHEL. If owned by Mr. Salter, WHEL is operated by S.C. Radio Corp. Mr. Leigh buys 25% in FC.L. Mr. Morian is general manager of WHEL. Mr. Norem is general manager of WPLA. Comm. Barletta disapproved.

KBOX Crookston, Minn.—Seeks transfer of control of KBOX to Homer M. Petrich, from joint venture to corporation. Principal stockholders (for purposes of FCC rules) are: Jerome A. Dahlberg, William J. Kiewel and Arnold Petroch, 35% each. Petrice has $9,096.25. KPIR North Bend, Ore.—Seeks assignment of license from Big Bay Bestg. Co. to Big Bay Radio Inc. for $89,000 plus agreement not to sell within one year. Petrice is 80.5% owner and Mr. Kimmel is 19.4% owner. Mr. Welter is manager of KPYG. Mr. Kimmel is pharmacist. Mr. Welter is editor in KYNG. Ann. Nov. 5.

KBWG Big Spring, Tex.—Seeks transfer of control from Grady Franklin, Maples and R.B. McAllister 48% each and Chris W. Rice to Mrs. Ann R. Rice for $18,000. Mr. Richardson is manager of KBWG. Ann. Nov. 4.

Hearing Cases

FINIAL DECISIONS

By memorandum opinion and order, Commission, on or about Oct. 22, 1959, granted application of North Central Bestg. Inc., removed from Consolidated Schedule for initial grant of North Central’s application for new station to operate on ch. 12 to metropolitan Milwaukee area, for 90 days, pending determination of the November 9, 1959, initial hearing. Comm. Barletta, stated.

By memorandum opinion and order, Commission, on or about Oct. 22, 1959, granted Petrice and Kaim to change operation of station WPYN Tryon, N.C. from 1550 kc. to 1540 kc. WPTN-TV, Nov. Ann. Nov. 4.

By decision, Commission, granted application of Telecast Inc. for extension of license to operate on ch. 3 for period up to and including Oct. 31, 1960 if license is renewed. Comm. Barletta, stated.

Aug. 11, 1959, the Commission decided toward granting Brown application and denying competing applications. Comm. Barletta, stated.

By order, Commission made effective immediately Sept. 16 initial decision and (1) granted application of WPJP-TV Inc., for new tv station to operate on ch. 5 in West Palm Beach, Fla., conditioned that program tests will not be authorized until WPJP-TV Inc. has divested itself of all interests in station WPJG-TV for $10,000, and (2) dismissed competing application of KTBK Bestg. Co. and Dorothy W. Sciacca Inc., for new station on ch. 12 in Beaumont, Texas, and change of assignment, and dismissed competing application of KBKM Bestg. Inc., to operate on ch. 13 in Beaumont, Texas, and change of assignment, and dismissed competing application of Telecast Inc. in Beaumont, Texas, under inter-station merger agreement. Ann. Nov. 4.

By memorandum opinion and order, Commission reinstated effective date of Oct. 22, 1959, grant of application of Dean L. Goodfalt for new station at (WTOJ) to operate on 1460 kc., Nov. 16, and orders that grant is to remain in effect pending final decision in hearing for new station at (WTOJ), by Tomah-Maunton Bestg. Inc. (WTMB) Tomah. Ann. Nov. 4.

INSTRUCTIONS IN Docket CASE

Commission on Nov. 4 directed preparation of a document looking toward denying application of South Kentucky Bestg., to increase power of station WLOW Russellville, ky., from 150 to 1 kw., for continuation of oper- ation on 610 kc. daytime only. Initial decision of Jan. 21, 1959, on initial action. Ann. Nov. 4.

INITIAL DECISIONS

Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irlan issued initial decision toward granting application of Nov. 4, 1959, for renewal of license of am station KMA Shenandoah, Iowa. Ann. Nov. 4.

OTHER ACTIONS


By supplemental, Commision made clear that maps attached to initial decision of Sept. 23 third notice of further proposed rulemaking in clear channel proceeding were included for sole purpose of illustrating general type of station to be competed with as consequent of implementation of third notice or similar proposal. Inquiries addressed to Commission have revealed that use of such significance is being attached to exhibit C in proceeding. Such significance should not be considered to constitute de- termination that caption or exhibit B should be so delimited. In other words, exhibit B is to be considered public, unless placed any kind of limitation on data or shown by record to be nonmaterial, to be submitted to response to third notice. Ann. Nov. 4.

By separate action, Commission granted, in part, petition by Clear Channel Bestg. Service and granted 36-day extension to file comments to above-mentioned hearing on the basis that CBS had requested six-months extension making CBS request null and void. Comm. Barletta disapproved.

By memorandum opinion and order, Commission, on or about Oct. 22, 1959, granted Petrice as a party to all other proceedings, in proceeding on Petrice for waiver of Sec. 304(a)(1) of rules to clarify or revise hearing issues in proceeding. Ann. Nov. 4.

By memorandum opinion and order, Commission, on or about Oct. 22, 1959, granted Petrice for waiver of Sec. 304(a)(1) of rules to clarify or revise hearing issues in proceeding. Ann. Nov. 4.

By memorandum opinion and order, Commission, on or about Oct. 22, 1959, granted Petrice for waiver of Sec. 304(a)(1) of rules to clarify or revise hearing issues in proceeding. Ann. Nov. 4.

Routine Roundup

ACTIONS ON MOTIONS

By Chairman John C. Deever

On motions by parties, corrected transcript of hearing was ordered to include corrections on application of City of New York Municipal天然 Gas and Electric Light Co., Inc. for new falt station in New York, N.Y., et al., Action No. 5.

By memorandum opinion and order by Herbert Muschel for various corrections to transcript of oral argument in proceeding on application of ITA for new fm station in New York, N.Y., et al., Action No. 5.

By Commissioner Robert T. Bartley

Granted petition by Miners Bestg. Serv- ice Inc., for extension of time to Nov. 9 to file exceptions and brief to initial decision in proceeding on its application and that of Valley Bestg. Co. for am facilities in Ohio. Comm. Barletta, stated.

Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time to Nov. 9 to file replies to petitions by Suburban Bestg. Inc. and Concert Network Inc. to enlarge number of allowed fm stations on new fm station in Mount Kisco, N.Y., and Newark, N.J. Action Nov. 9.

Granted petition by Standard Bestg. Corp. for extension of time to Nov. 16 to file exceptions and supporting brief to initial decision in proceeding on its application and that of Clifford C. Harris for fm facilities in Oswego, N.Y. Action Nov. 9.

By Commissioner John S. Cross

Granted petition by Buckley-Jagger Bestg. Corp. for extension of time to Nov. 16 to file exceptions and supporting brief to initial decision in proceeding on their applications for fm facilities in Providence, R.I., and Boston, Mass. Action Nov. 2.

By Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham


Granted petition by Harry A. Epperan Sr., for dismissal without prejudice of his application for new station in Salems, N.C. Action Nov. 9.


By Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond

Granted petition for extension of date for notification of planned exhibits and scheduled further prehearing conference at Nov. 16 in proceeding on applications of Cookville Bestg. Co., Cookville, Ten., and others for new fm station on ch. 15 in Vidalia Stations Inc. (KRAP) Redding, Calif. Action Nov. 2.

By Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond

Granted petition for extension of date for notification of planned exhibits and scheduled further prehearing conference at Nov. 16 in proceeding on applications of Cookville Bestg. Co., Cookville, Ten., and others for new fm station on ch. 15 in Vidalia Stations Inc. (KRAP) Redding, Calif. Action Nov. 2.
tain procedural dates in proceeding on its am application; continued hearing from Dec. 10, Jan. 17, 1960. Action Nov. 2.
Granted petition by Entertainment and Amusements of Ohio, Inc., and scheduled for hearing for 2 p.m. Nov. 23, 1959 in proceeding on its application for am facili-
ties in Sol-
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Granted request by Mount Wilson FM Bests, Inc. (KBKA [FM]) Los Angeles, Calif., and issued prehearing conference from Nov. 10 to Dec. 10 in fm proceeding on applications of KBKA and Fredett Ltd. (KTTV [FM]) San Diego, Calif. Action Nov. 8.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Denahue
Issued memorandum covering pre-hearing conferences for major changes in oral ruling made at conference and scheduled for Nov. 10 in proceeding on application of Daywaks Entp. for new fm station in Greensboro, Ga. Action Nov. 4.
Granted petition by Auditing of Texas, Inc., for granting opportunity for filing of briefs in proceeding on application of Desi A. Johnson Sr., for new fm station in Waco and Gatesville to Nov. 4.
Issued order governing course of hearing in proceeding on applications of South-
est Mississippi Bests, Inc. (WSJS) Magee, Miss., and Jeff Davis Bests, Service, Provi-
tion, Mass.; set Dec. 2 for exchange of ex-
hibits and Jan. 3 for hearing by separate action, granted request by Jeff Davis for leave to amend application to specify 1060 kc., 100 kw. in lieu of 790 kc. 500 w., and re-
moved amended application from hearing. Action Nov. 9.
Scheduled prehearing conference at 2 p.m. Nov. 10 looking toward reopening the record in proceeding on applications of Jefferson Radio Co. Ltd., Atlanta, Ala., and the Bessemer Bests, Inc. (WZEB) Bessemer, Ala. Action Nov. 11.
Granted petition by Tuscola Bests, Co., Caro, Mich., for leave to amend its am application to reflect change of address of one of its principals. Action Nov. 12.
Granted petition and amendment to peti-
tion for leave to amend by Supreme Bests, Inc. of Puerto Rico to correct inadvertent error in description of geographical co-
ordinates applicable to the proposed trans-
mitting site in Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas, V.I., tv ch. 10 proceeding. Action Nov. 2.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
Granted petition by Fairview Bests, Inc., for extension of time from Nov. 3 to Nov. 16 to file opposition to petition by Sanford L. Hirshberg and Gerald R. McGuire to en-
large issues with respect to Fairview's fi-
ancial qualifications in proceeding on their applications for new am stations in Rense-
ler and Cohoes-WaterVIet, N.Y. Action Nov. 5.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
Issued order following prehearing con-
ference in proceeding on application of Martin Best, Inc., to change trans. site of KMET, San Rafael, Calif., formalizing certain agreements reached at Nov. 3 prehearing conference; continued hearing from Dec. 17 to Jan. 20, 1960. Action Nov. 4.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
Denied petition by Island Telecardio Ser-
vices Inc. to reopen record in proceeding on application of Virgin Island Best, System for additional time to construct WDVT Christiansted, V.I. Action Nov. 6.
On own motion, advanced further hear-
ing from Dec. 23 to Nov. 18 in proceeding on applications of Richard L. Dehart, Mountain Terrace, Wash., and KVOS Inc. (KVOS) Bellingham, Wash. Action Nov. 5.
Issued order following prehearing con-
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Hunting
Granted petition by Hess Hawkins Co., for leave to amend its application for new am station in East St. Louis, Ill., to specify daytime operation with 500 kw. in lieu of 250 kw. Action Nov. 5.
Granted petition by Newton Bests Co., Newton, Mass., for extension of time to Nov. 9 to file reply to opposition to petition by Tran-
script Press Inc. Deedham, Mass., to enlarge issues to inquire into Newton's financial qualifications and Nov. 9 to file reply to oppositions to Newton's petition for en-
largement of issues to permit inquiry into basic qualifications of Transcript Press Inc. and WKOX Inc. Beverly, Mass., applicants are in consolidated proceeding with County Best, Corp., Gloucester, Mass., et al. Action Nov. 4.
Granted petition by Fortune Bests, Salt Lake City, Utah, for further extension Continued on page 118

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compiled by BROADCASTING through November 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ON AIR</th>
<th>CP TOTAL APPLICATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lic.</td>
<td>AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,372</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>605</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compiled by BROADCASTING through November 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VHF</th>
<th>UHF</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>446</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As reported by FCC through October 31, 1959</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AM</th>
<th>FM</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3,366</td>
<td>605</td>
<td>466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 There are, in addition, ten tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their licenses.
2 These are, in addition, 18 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no longer in operation and one which has not started operation.

RCA Magnetic Disc Recorder is a Great New Tool for Broadcasters!

It makes possible fast recording and playback of commercials and announcements. Extremely simple to operate, it minimizes the skill required to produce a professional recording. Erasable magnetic discs have a long life, equal to or greater than tape, thus production costs can be reduced. Whatever your equipment requirements, SEE RCA FIRST!

Write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. AC-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N.J.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE—Monday preceding publication date.)

- SITUATIONS WANTED 20¢ per word. $2.00 minimum + HELP WANTED 25¢ per word—$2.00 minimum.
- DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch—STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
- All other classifications 30¢ per word.
- No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.

APPLICANTS: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to box numbers are sent at sender's risk. Broadcasting expressly reserves any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

RADIO

Help Wanted—Management

$15,000 a year plus % of profts. Southwest- ern full timer in city of 200,000. Requisites: Must currently be managing a station in the southwest. Don't ask for particulars. Send them to Box 197R, BROADCASTING.

Pueblo, Colorado well-established station has opening for commercial manager with real opportunity for advancement to station management. Announcing and production ability desirable. Send full information and photo. Box 284R, BROADCASTING.

Profitable small market station with large gross, needs an aggressive salesman with an announcing talent, who will step into management. station serving a expanding radio-newspaper chain. Present market is southeast of sub-tiffult hill. It's a station we are purchasing. Applicants must be 24 to 28 yrs old. Send application and photo. Box 228R, BROADCASTING.

Sales

Northern Ohio medium market needs 2 men, building for 100 grosses, experienced men only. Box 308P, BROADCASTING.

$125.00 weekly for salesmen. Also bonus and commission. Metropolitan market, east coast. Opportunity unlimited. Box 865P, BROADCASTING.

$100-$150 weekly guarantee plus commission and bonus plan for aggressive self starter. Small market. No experience, no business. Send resume and photo. Box 1R, BROADCASTING.

If you can s-s radio and would like to work in California or Arizona, write to Box 812, Eureka, California.

California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,200,000. Increasing sales staff.


Miami—Seasonal or year-round salesman for fast growing new fm station, Write WBCB, Congress Building, Miami 2, Florida.


Five kw needed sales manager. Great community. Write Manager, WEAV, Plattsburgh, N. Y.

Sales-Anouncer independent fm station to bow broadcasting soon. WFMN, 44 West Biddle Street, Baltimore 1, Maryland.

Suntan, salt spray, mistles and money waiting for hottest salesman for first-ratted station. Write Box Nilson, Manager, WJAR, Box 1308, Coca-Cape Cana- veral, Florida.

Wanted, salesman who has croven sales rec- ord and who can sell and service local accounts. This position should net around $10,000 a year in one station market. WLOH, Princeton, N. J.

Young man willing to work number one station. Good list to work from. Future for right man. Write Station Manager at WTAC, Box 829, Flint, Michigan.

Help Wanted—(Cont'd)

Anouncers

Modern number one format station in one of ten largest markets auditioning fast- tions. Must be experienced. Send tape to Box 864P, BROADCASTING.

Wanted, two young, aggressive deejays, intelligent and willing to work. Some experience required. Medium size, competitive North Carolina market. Starting salary $50-$65. Successful operation, small turn- over, great crew. Send resume. \& tape. Box 287P, BROADCASTING.

31st phone co-announcer, no maintenance. Now! Must have experience. Send resumes to Box 195R, BROADCASTING.

You are ready—to move up from 250 watts to 1000 watts. Will you go to a powerful station. Do you have two years experience, good commercial dj sj, ability to handle in-person promotion work. With a bit of future advancement, good typing ability, run own board. Write for full particulars. To start at 1st of next month. Box 299R, BROADCASTING.

Miami station serving large South Florida area is seeking auditions tapes from qualified, experienced announcers. Wm. wants s-s-ability and proven success are required. Send resume and photo to Box 239R, BROADCASTING.

Wanted for central Ohio market. Opportunity unlimited. Send resume and photo. Box 247R, BROADCASTING.

Female . . . Top announcer for top market. Minimum 3 years experience. Shot the photo and resume. Send full details. Also auditor, etc. Write Box 252R, BROADCASTING.

Southern Arkansas daytimer needs experienced early morning announcer after January first. Some background. Box 288R, BROADCASTING.

You are good—stop waiting. We're expanding and need a good announcer. We want personality that will keep us at the top of the ratings. Write Box 239R, BROADCASTING.

Radio and television studio need experienced announcer with voice and equipment ability. Send resume and photo. Box 289R, BROADCASTING.

Spor-tscaster—news director. Important sports position college football and basketball in attractive mid-west city. Must be experienced. Send full details and picture. Box 239R, BROADCASTING.

Lost . . . One deejay to a million market station. Here is a great opportunity for alert, modern young man in market of 700,000, preferably from mid-west. Screeching ability set a part. Send tape, picture, resume to Box 399R, BROADCASTING.

KHUD, Athens, Texas, seeking experienced staff announcer. Salary open.

Opening for qualified staff announcer, preferably from southern section. Complete details should include picture, tape, minimum salary, Manager, KHOW, Roswell, New Mexico.

Combo-announcer with first ticket. No maintenance necessary. Send resume, picture, and resume to G. C. Packard, KTRC, Box 1715, Santa Fe, N. M.

Help Wanted—(Cont'd)

Anouncers

Smooth morning man, strong on news, with 3rd class ticket for live-wire 1500 watter. Send tape, photo and resume in first letter to WDDY, Gloucester, Virginia.

First phone announcer capable good tech- nical maintenance and announcing. $500 per week for right man. Send complete information and audition tape to WPIM, Martinsburg, W.Va.

Station in one of the top fifty markets needs top-flight announcer. Also have nze for a combo-engineer-announcer at WRHT, Hart- seat, Alabama. Please send tape and resume to WDDY, 250 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.

First phone-announcers. Beginners or ex- perience. Job waiting. Contact Disk Jockey Placement Center, 100 West 42nd St., New York City.

Deejay—Can you write it? Can you write real funny, clever s-s-lib material. Get this "Method Package" that helps bring out your own natural, creative talent. $5.50. Methods, P.O. Box 1, Elkhart, Indiana.

Technical

February 1st opening for combination en- gineer and announcer in great new market in western New York. Box 132R, BROADCASTING.

Washington consulting firm needs engineer qualified in design and adjustment of Dr. Arrays. Please give qualifications, reference and salary required. Box 139R, BROADCASTING.

1,000 watt station in southeast is opening for chief engineer-combination announcer. Good salary and excellent working conditions for right man. Send photo and resume to Box 178R, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Chief engineer-announcer for 250 watt network station in South Carolina. Steady, dependable man will have good future with this progressive station. Send full details including photo and audition tape to Box 200R, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer first ticket for central Mas- sachusetts fulltime engineering desired. Box 278R, BROADCASTING.

Settle down? December 1 opening for chief. 5 kw directional, medium sized midwest market. New general sales manager position for right man. Full details to Box 266R, BROADCASTING.


BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959
Help Wanted—(Cont’d)

Technical

5 kw fulltime DA-N midwest city 100,000 need chief engineer. Contact RHE, St. Joseph, Missouri.

Wanted: Transmitter engineer, first class license, strong troubleshooting, Insurance and vaca- tion benefits. Apply George E. Crocker, Chief Engineer, RSDN, Aberdeen, South Dakota.

Miserable pay and ridiculous conditions for audio and/or transmitting engineer. However, there will be the sardonic pleasure of fashioning and of creating of a fm radio station out of absolutely nothing. Please F. R. Thompson, 809 S Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

Production-Programming, Others

Copywriter and traffic assistant. Large metropolitan station. Top pay. Box 886P, BROADCASTING.

Private secretary and girl Friday. Large metropolitan station. $80-100 weekly. Box 886P, BROADCASTING.

Traffic director, large metropolitan station. Excellent pay. Box 886P, BROADCASTING.

College radio production manager; teach non-credit, B.S. degree, direct student production, 8 weekly dramatic, variety, talk, sports programs on commercial stations. $600 month. Box 239R, BROADCASTING.


Radio-tv news director—New York state outlet of multiple station operation, College grad. Experience and good work history essential. Photo, tape and details to Box 248R, BROADCASTING.

News announcer and director for large radio station in Wyoming. Good working and living conditions in growth area. Send tape and information to: Bob Berger, KTWO AM-TV, Casper, Wyoming.

RADIO

Situations Wanted—Management

Nine years in radio. Would like position as manager or announcer-salesman in medium to small country-type station. Box 257R, BROADCASTING.

Manager—Successful better or pop music. Built new, rebuilt "ailing." Fourteen years sales and management. Top references. Desire challenge with fitting compensation. Currently major market. Married, family. Box 257R, BROADCASTING.

Top-drawer—pro-team. Young, 23 years combined experience. This young, aggressive, alert man holds managerial positions. Do you want your station to produce more revenue? Strong sales—public relations, executives—promotional background. You will find this guy a real moneymaker, solid, profitable. Confidential. Salary $20,000 to $25,000 per year each. We know what we’re worth! Box 251R, BROADCASTING.

Experienced all phases including promo- tion, management. Salary or percentage of profits. Available with or without staff. Real go-getter. Box 251R, BROADCASTING.

Available, Top manager for top ownership. Experienced all phases. Outstanding sales. Creative, civic leader. Absolute loyalty to employer. Write Box 251R, BROADCASTING.

General manager/sales manager, 15 years experience retail and regional spot sales. Thoroughly all phases in modern programming. Self starter, highest industry references. Box 251R, BROADCASTING.

If you are looking for a manager, I may be your man. I am 31, have 8 years of management experience in all phases of station and format, and require only a free hand. Write Box 251R, BROADCASTING.


Situations Wanted—(Cont’d)

Sales

To expanding operation medium large mar- kets. Available—experienced manager, sales manager, multi- operation, creative sales, programming, promotion ideas. Box 254R, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Experienced airman, 22, married, desires opportunity. iv. Employed. Box 255R, BROADCASTING.


Top rated dj, 9 years. Family. Wishes re- location. TV experience. Box 264R, BROADCAST- ING.

Experienced announcer-salesman, program director, promotions. Travel. Family. Salary secondary. Box 257R, BROADCASTING.

Announcer—First phone, 19, good news, commercial and record shows. Mature voice, cooperative, creative, ambitious. Box 261R, BROADCASTING.

For music just right. "The voice in the night." Box 264R, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer wants eastern mar- ket, needs $100,000 per year to survive. Good hard sell voice. Box 270R, BROADCASTING.


Mature sound seeking late morning, early afternoon time slot. Request free hand in music selection and program context. Sorry no gimmicks. Top 90's please disregard. Write Box 276R, BROADCASTING.

Immediate openings at RCA for . . .

BROADCAST SYSTEMS ENGINEERS

Highly responsible positions are open to men who have experience in audio and TV equipment applications in broadcast studios. Salaries and opportunities for professional growth are both excellent.

As an RCA Broadcast Systems Engineer, you will work directly with such customers as radio and TV stations and recording studios. Acting in an advisory capacity, you can be the man who analyzes the customer's needs and designs the system which specifically answers his requirements.

You may work with TV installations (either black and white or color), AM-FM, Hi-Fi and stereo audio equipment, terminal equipment, mobile or closed circuit systems. Components include the latest and most exciting RCA products such as cameras, microphones, consoles, audio and video tape, loudspeakers, projectors, amplifiers, transmitters, multi-plexers, etc.

FOR INTERVIEW WITH ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

Send resume to

Mr. V. E. Broad
Box ZC-141
Professional Employment
RCA.
Bldg. 10-1
Camden 2, New Jersey

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Industrial Electronic Products

BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959
Announcers

Experienced announcer all phases. Strong on country and gospel. Family man. Contact Bob Hendtlass, 1116 W. 31st Ave., Knoxville, Tenn. or phone 4-2822.


See television ad. Dick Landfield.

School's out-Single, 25 year old graduate of the midwest's leading professional broadcasting school, seeks the person offering the opportunity of a start in radio. Write or wire Howard Laney, 4848 So. Marshfield, Chicago 9, Illinois.


Announcer, 1st phone. $85, no car. Berkshire 7-6721 after 8:30 p.m. Walter Piascik, 2219 N. Parkside, Chicago.

Colored, Beginner dj. Experience in sales, control board operation, willing to travel. $25, no phone. Address - Mel Placet, 121 St. Nicholas Ave., New York 28, N.Y.

Production-Programming, Others

Gal Friday. Write copy. Air work if needed. Learn traffic. Box 285R, BROADCASTING.

Over ten years with B.B.C. Radio—all phases studio engineering, balancing and program distribution. Television—sound director and mixer for newscast and other films. Knowledge all types of music—Haydn to hillbilly. With New York firm recording studio since 1927, handling top tv accounts. Married, age 26. Seek position in radio or tv station where can use technical knowledge, administrative ability and good sense of programming. N.P. area preferred. Box 509R, BROADCASTING.

Looking for a happy sound? Young, aggressive two man production and dj team. One full time position in modern and modern family radio. Presently employed in major market. Available soon. Box 274R, BROADCASTING.

Program director, sports, news, 7 years experience in college graduate, mature, reliable. Travel anywhere. Box 282R, BROADCASTING.

Outstanding Los Angeles dj will program your station. All replies answered. Box 283R, BROADCASTING.

This creative young man is searching for a station somewhere that is about to switch over from formula to adult pop music programming. He would like to set up the new programming and be the dominant factor in music on this station one of the best sounding in the country. He has an extensive pop music background and is prepared meet an exciting challenge. If you can use him, write Box 260R, BROADCASTING.

Copywriter, 10 years experience in radio and advertising. Ability to service accounts. Ellis Babcock, 33 North 6th, Pullaski, N.Y.

Wanted, position as record librarian in radio station. Phone 97F11 after 7:00 P.M. or write Gerald Brennan, Grant Street, Valparaiso, Wisconsin.

TELEVISION

Announcers

Young, aggressive television salesmen needed immediately. Must have proven background. Position offers future with unlimited earning potential. If you are not afraid to work and enjoy living in small community, contact person affiliated with CBS. Address all correspondence to Sales manager, KBLR Radio-TV, Goodland, Kansas.

Technical

Wanted: TV operation man, first phone. Job includes production, directing duties, transmitter operation, full time. Good opportunity in all phases of tv. KAUS-KOMV-TV, Austin, Minnesota.

Transmitter engineer needed for newly installed RCA 25 kw transmitter. Position new open. Contact Chief Engineer, KCSU-TV, Pueblo, Colorado.

Immediate, permanent opening maximum power vhf for engineer, experienced in all phases tv studio, transmitter operation, maintenance DuMont, GE equipment, two hop Motorola microwave. Ideal warm winters, hunting, fishing, all year. Phone State 6-8311, Legewenheeler, Chief Engineer XVA, Yuma, Arizona.

Opportunity for permanent, dependable radio transmitter engineer. Must have tv experience or excellent radio background. Manager, KSWL-TV, Nogales, N. Mexico.

Engineer 1st class. Small vhf. Good working and living conditions in Wyoming number one market. Contact Cunningham, KTWO-TV, Casper, Wyoming.

TV studio engineers for design, test, and field engineering. Rapidly expanding progressive company. All benefits, plus rapid advancement for qualified engineers. Fita-Video Laboratories, Inc. CE, 5-6100, Cedar Grove, New Jersey.

Job security with growing division of an international electronics manufacturer. Openings for senior video tape recording tv maintenance engineers in our field. Write Todd Blum, Minicon Division-3M, 1949 S. Barrington Ave., Los Angeles 25, California.

Production-Programming, Others

Regional tv station needs experienced newscaster, qualified in movies and still work. Excellent business travel, good pay and air work and processing. Send all information first letter. Box 288R, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION

Situation's Wanted—Management

12 years in radio-tv, 5 years at first station. 6 years at present station. Past 4 years assistant general manager. Good opportunity and growth in third station market. Experienced in programming, sales, administrative. Looking for advancement. Excellent industrial and personal references. All inquiries acknowledged. Write Box 258R, BROADCASTING.

Situation's Wanted—Sales

Available—Experienced radio manager-sales manager. Young, aggressive. Wishes change to television sales. Box 260R, BROADCASTING.

One of the best aggressive, experienced salesmen in highly competitive multi-tv market. Excellent opportunity, proven record. Family man. References. Box 297R, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Television personality, MC, dance host, radio dj, excellent on-camera commercials. Ten years experience. Employed major family. College degree. Box 175R, BROADCASTING.

Strong, on-camera newcomer of thirty with distinctive style, voice, appearance and ten years experience major networks. Currently employed. Write Box 253R, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION

Announcers


Technical

12 years experience, am-fm-tv planning, construction, maintenance, operation, studio lineman, 4 years supervising 20 years old. Box 16BR, BROADCASTING.

Engineer. transmitter, studio, 1st phone. Prefer northeast or midwest, John Wilkie, 95 Hoe Avenue, Bronx 39, N.Y. 1-6753.

Production-Programming, Others

Director—Producer available; experienced in all phases of television production; permanent or temporary project; station and closed circuit; off Broadway and university theatre. Energetic organizer. Extremely creative without being erratic. Write box 279R, BROADCASTING.

Business college graduate, 23, one year tv school, seeks position in tv world. Write copy, campaigns, know movie, voice, new program ideas, direct, etc. Box 290R, BROADCASTING.

TV director, 3½ years at major vhf markets. Heavy theatre background. Full details on box 300R, BROADCASTING.

Experienced producer-director. Family: Creative. All phases production: camera, film. Box 309R, BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE

Equipment

RCA microwave TTT-1 modified transmitter and receiver with audio modulator and demodulator. In excellent condition. Box 260R, BROADCASTING.

GE 12 bay basing tv antenna Channel 7 convertible to Channel 8. Excellent condition very reasonable. Box 207R, BROADCASTING.

FM antenna towers. GE 4 BY-D. Four section PWR Gear 12 -5. All are in good shape and were built to 125' feet. Side mounted. Box 268R, BROADCASTING.

RCA microwave 311-5 2 kw. Excellent condition. $2600. Box 259R, BROADCASTING.

RCA microwave 311-5 2 kw. Excellent condition. $2600. Box 259R, BROADCASTING.

For sale: 500 foot Blaw Knox self-supporting tower. Designed for fm and tv antennas. Dismantled, ready to ship. Box 258R, BROADCASTING.

RCA TK-41 five color camera. 1100 hours hours since purchase. Better than new, has been de-built. Console rack installation. Includes camera pedestal, frequency std. and color bar generator. Complete details upon request. $30,500.00. KFZJ-TV, Providence, California.

4111 Blaw-Knox, type N18 tower. In excellent condition. Tower equipped with tower mount for 12 bay super turret. Contact J.V. Sanderson, Chief Engineer, WAPI-TV Waltham, Massachusetts.

Collins 21A 5 kw transmitter maintained in excellent condition. Extremely factory-approving modifications, now operating. Excellent quality Ten years old. Price $6,000. Terms. Address Radio Station WISE, Box 78, Seicnic Highway, Asheve, N.C.

RCA 10 kw fm transmitter with spare tube, antenna and accessories. Better than new has been de-built. Console rack installation. Includes antenna pedestal, frequency std., and color bar generator. Complete details upon request. BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959
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WANTED TO BUY

Stations

Want to retire? Let me buy in and manage with eventual ownership in view. Twenty years experience in radio and tv. Former manager of large station. Will consider a few other locations definitely considered. Box 180R, BROADCASTING.

Want another station, midwest or southwest. $200,000 or under. Box 260R, BROADCASTING.

Construction permit. Either 100% interest, or 50% with management contract. Box 245R, BROADCASTING.

Am looking for 250 watt single market. Anywhere. Can be in red. Send full particulars. Box 256R, BROADCASTING.

Multiple owner, will purchase or lease your station outright, or forty percent interest. Box 238R, BROADCASTING.

Haskell Bloomberg, Station Broker, 208 Fairmount Street, Lowell, Massachusetts, Telephone Glenview-1-3225.

Equipment

Wanted: Heavy duty tower, 250 to 300 foot, self-supporting. Stale make, type, price and details. Box 226R, BROADCASTING.

Used 16mm Auricon sound camera with tv shutter for kine recording. Box 272R, BROADCASTING.

Wanted. Will buy pullers for model 900 Presto. Write Chief Engineer, Radio Station KATE, Albert Lea, Minnesota.

Need RCA TG-1 or TG-2 sync generator in good condition. Contact Manager, KSWS-TV, Roswell, New Mexico.

Frequency monitor in good operating condition, reasonably priced. WHDC, Harrisville, S.C. 14060kc.

STL microwave system, 800 mc band, good. Also audio equipment. Write James B. Holder, WHYL, Carlisle, Penna.

Wanted: 4 or 8 bay fm antenna. Also control console. Write T. K. Abernethy, T.D. WSIC, Stateville, N.C.

3-5 kw fm transmitter with or without tape player to trade. Also interested 250 w to 10 kw, am and fm. Submit details. Company Electronics Supply, 78 Varick Street, New York 13.

We need all sorts of used Ampex recorders, Altec and good ribbon microphones, turntables and arms, and other studio and recording equipment. Washington, D.C. area. Paduan Foundation, 805 G Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. M2 8-2866.

Transmitter adaptable to Channel 27. All studio and programming equipment in complete station. Jack Stubbs, 216 East Ave, Tulare, California.

INSTRUCTIONS

F.C.C. first phone license preparation by correspondence, in resident classes. Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood, Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham School of Electronics, 1653 Gilham Road, Kansas City 9, Missouri.

Be prepared. First phone in 6 weeks. Guaranteed instruction. Elkins Radio License School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta, Georgia.

Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrollment for classes starting January 6, March 2, May 4, June 29, 1960. For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio Operational Engineering School, 1156 West Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.

With pride we announce the opening of our new small broadcast, mobile studio. Complete new broadcast, mobile studio. Will qualify, practically training in announcing, programming, etc. Brand new console, turntables, and the works. Reservations only. Elkins Equidy, 2636 Inwood Road, Dallas, Texas.

MISCELLANEOUS

Plan Christmas spot campaigns now. We can write, voice, arrange custom commercials. No jingles. M-J Productions, 2589 Templeton Road, Glenview, Illinois.

Tom Ryan—Where are you? (signed) Ray Van Steen, WIRL—Peoria, Ill.

Help Wanted—Announcers

ANNOUNCERS ATTENTION

We need you; if you are a good moving man of Italian descent and speaks English and Italian fluently. Twenty years experience. Cannot disallow market or station, but we are in a city where you can come up with a new approach. If you feel you can qualify, please send tape, resume and recent photo to Box 301R, BROADCASTING.

ANNOUNCERS

LOSING JOB? LACK THAT PROFESSIONAL SOUND? AUDITION NOT A POLISHED... SHOWCASE?

S.A.S. is the only school in the east that offers "PROFESSIONAL AUDITION WORK" coaching, in all phases of ANNOUCING including TIGHT-TELEVISION BOARD WORK. 10 week course for those who can qualify. AUDITION WORK included with course. Remember... announcers... are MADE... not born. Let us analyze your present audition tape. THERE IS NO CHARGE. For information and brochure contact: Mr. Keith... SU 7-6928.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF ANNOUNCING & SPEECH

160 West 23rd Street. *** BY API. ONLY New York 23, N.Y. SU 7-6928.

Production—Programming, Others

FOR SALE

Equipment—(Cont'd)

Gates 10 watt exciter for BF-1C fm transmitter, complete educational 10 watt fm station. Also $240.00 in spare Phaseatrons for unit. Complete package $800.00 WYES, Post Box 433, Terre Haute, Indiana.

Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast, "Video Laboratories' ad today on Page 110.

Magnecorders, Neck-O-Kut cutter and other recording items. Write for list. Matson, Box 259R, BROADCASTING.

Two 198-foot antenna towers, guied-type, pivot base, triangular, 20-ft. bolted sections, with mounting hardware. Formerly KSWB-AM. In place, Salinas, California. Must be removed. Bid opening December 15, 1959, for either or both. For bid forms contact Box 204, San Francisco. Box 341, San Luis Obispo, California. Attention: J. F. Powell, telephone Liberty 3-6000.

Projectall 300 in new condition, combines slides, opales, and films into one film chain. remote control, details write Mr. Frank Tracey, Tressell Productions. 4102 East Vernon Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona.

MOURNING MAN

"You won't have to get up until noon."—"We need high afternoon ratings."—"Come with us," they said, smiling my alarm clock with a swipe of a money laden fist.

Well, they got their ratings, but how can an artist (that's me) do a show when he's broke? Where is the sadistic monster who'll take you from your family in the middle of the night? who'll make me smile when I'm reallyrowning.

Box 292R, BROADCASTING

P.S. Try not to let your sedimt carry you below 5 figures.

"They are in the top 20 markets, but don't hold that against me.

TELEVISION

Help Wanted—Announcers

TELEVISION OPPORTUNITY

Salesmen-Announcers. Experienced radio or tv Strong sales. Red Hot opportunity announce, sell show. Several markets open. Fire resume and photo immediately to:

Tony James

Dick Jockey Placement Center

100 West 42nd St., N.Y.C.

FLORIDA

Program Director for highly competitive metropolitan market. Must know tight operation and be able to assume complete responsibility. Immediate opening, send complete resume.

Box 225R, BROADCASTING.

FLORIDA

Program Director for highly competitive metropolitan market. Must know tight operation and be able to assume complete responsibility. Immediate opening, send complete resume.

FLORIDA

Program Director for highly competitive metropolitan market. Must know tight operation and be able to assume complete responsibility. Immediate opening, send complete resume.
Continued from page 113
time to Nov. 12, to file reply to petition by Pioneer Bsc. Co., Spanish Fork, Utah, for enlargement of issues in proceeding on their application, etc. Action Nov. 3.

Corrected transcript in accordance with suggestions of Examiner in proceeding on its application for station W6XH FM in San Bernardino, Calif. Granted by petition by Broadcast Bureau. Written record, extended time for filing proposed findings to date to be fixed at December hearing and scheduled hearing conference at 2 p.m., Nov. 13, 1959. Action Nov. 1.

By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion

Granted petition by Elder C. Stangland, Sheldon, Iowa, for leave to amend his application to make financial showing current, and disclaimed as moot motion by Des Plaines-Arlington Bsc. Co., Des Plaines, Ill. to postpone proposed findings to date to be fixed at January hearing and scheduled hearing conference at 2 p.m., Nov. 18, 1959. Action Nov. 3. Action Nov. 4.

By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion

Granted request by Interstate Bsc. Co. (WQXI) New York, N.Y., for further prehearing conference on Nov. 6 in proceeding on its application. Action Nov. 4.

By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle

Upon request by Douglas H. McDonald, trustee, permittee of WTVV (TV) ch. 7, Evanston, Ill., action was taken in proceeding of Broadcast Bureau, scheduled resumption of hearing for Nov. 9 at 9 a.m. in proceeding involving shifting ch. 7 to Louisville, Ky., and requiring WTVV to file new briefs on ch. 31 in lieu of ch. 7. Action Nov. 4.

By Hearing Examiner Kenneth L. McClenngan

On own motion, continued certain procedure in proceeding on an application of Suburban Bsc. Inc. (WBPY) Mount Rian- do, N.Y., and continued hearing from Nov. 24 to Dec. 3, Action Nov. 4.

By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharman

Granted petition by Video Independent Theatres Inc. (KVIT TV) Santa Fe, N.M., for extension of time from Nov. 9 to Nov. 16, 9 a.m. in proceeding in Tucson and conclusions and from Nov. 25 to Nov. 30 to file replies in proceeding on its application. Action Nov. 5.

By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith

Granted motion by National Bsc. Co. (WTOC) Savannah, Ga., for continuance of prehearing conferences in proceeding on its application from Nov. 3 to Dec. 4. Action Nov. 6.

By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharman

Grant petition by Independent Theatres Inc. (KVIT TV) Santa Fe, N.M., for extension of time from Nov. 9 to Nov. 16, 9 a.m. in proceeding in Tucson and conclusions and from Nov. 25 to Nov. 30 to file replies in proceeding on its application. Action Nov. 5.

By Hearing Examiner Kenneth L. McClenngan

On own motion, continued certain procedure in proceeding on an application of Suburban Bsc. Inc. (WBPY) Mount Rian- do, N.Y., and continued hearing from Nov. 24 to Dec. 3, Action Nov. 4.

By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharman

Grant petition by Video Independent Theatres Inc. (KVIT TV) Santa Fe, N.M., for extension of time from Nov. 9 to Nov. 16, 9 a.m. in proceeding in Tucson and conclusions and from Nov. 25 to Nov. 30 to file replies in proceeding on its application. Action Nov. 5.
KAPON Anderson, Calif.—Remote control permitted.

WPLO Atlanta, Ga.—Remote control permitted while using non-dir. ant.

Following stations were granted extensions of time to sign-on Feb. 24, 1960: WNDY-TV (KDLN-TV) Lead, S.D., to Jan. 15, 1960; KVIL High-

KQK Lakeview, Ore.—Granted extension of authority to sign-on at 6:30 p.m. for period ending Jan. 31, 1960.

KVIL Albany, Oreg.—Granted extension of authority to sign-on at 6:30 p.m. on Feb. 1, 1960.

Action of November 4

WBLK DeKalb, Ill.—Granted acquisition of positive control by George C. Bigger, individually and George C. and Genevieve C. Bigger, joint tenants, through purchase of stock from Theodore B. Stiehr, et al., by DeKalb Radio Studios Inc.

Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: W7AC, W7AD, W7AC, Panhandle Tele-

WPFG London, Ky.—Granted extension of authority to Dec. 31 to sign-on at 6, 6 a.m., sign-off at 7:30 p.m. Monday through Saturday.

Actions of November 3

K1IAM Olivia, Minn. Granted license for tv translator station.

WWWW Rio Piedras, P.R. Remote control permitted.

KAAT Hot Springs, Ark. Remote control permitted while using non-DA.


Actions of November 2

WFTY Medora, N.Y. Granted mod. of li-
cense to change name to VIP Bcstg. Corp.

WIP Philadelphia, Pa. Granted mod. of li-
cense to operate alternate main trans. by remote control conditions.

KEN V Ventura, Calif. Granted cp to in-
stall new tower.

WTNC Thomasville, N.C. Granted cp to in-
stall new tower as alternate main trans.

KHFQ(FM) Sacramento, Calif. Granted mod. of cp to make changes in ant. system.

WJAB Westbrook, Me. Granted mod. of cp to change type trans., make changes in trans.

KHEA(FM) Sacramento, Calif. Granted mod. of license using same signal, changing CP to 1030, to add station to KNX, Los Angeles, Calif.

The following stations were granted renewals of license.


Charles L. Jeffers, Director of Engineering

From the SEC record

Following stock transactions by officers and directors of companies in radio-tv and allied fields have been reported by Securities & Ex-
change Commission. Sates reported to SEC between Sept. 31 and Oct. 10, 1959, involve common stock unless otherwise indicated.

Allied Artists Pictures—Albert Zupsmith ac-
cquired 9,900 sh., for $25,500 total.

Ampex Corp.—Murray Innes Jr. disposed of
1,000 sh. leaving 4,008. He also holds 1,667 sh.

Radio Corp. of America—Elmer W. Engstrom acquired 500 sh. for 26,593, Vincent deP. Goubeau disposed of 600 sh. for total 1,076, Joseph M. Hebert disposed of 114 sh. leaving 16.
"It takes a lot of figurework to transform blueprints into refrigerators and vacuum tubes," Philco Corporation reports. "We solve figurework quickly and accurately with REMINGTON RAND "99" Printing Calculators."

From tiny transistors to huge communications and consumer products, Philco serves the nation's homes and industries. At Philco Corporation, you'll find "99" Calculators in the Electronics Accounting Department, Finance, Industrial Division, etc. They're certain of first-run accuracy because the "99" prints all essential factors and the answer on tape (factors in black, answer in red ink). Worth two machines, the "99" Calculator also works as an adding machine.

$6.68 a week after small down payment, much less with trade-in. Contact your local Remington Rand Office or write for folder C1152, 315 Park Avenue South, New York 10, New York.
OUR RESPECTS TO...

Martin Ransohoff


It has been a year of milestones for the producer. Last February his firm was listed on the American Stock Exchange. A week earlier a facilities exchange deal was announced by Filmways and Warner Bros., creating the biggest commercial-industrial film combination in the world.

And it has been a year of continued expansion for a $4 million firm (in annual sales) that Mr. Ransohoff co-founded seven years ago with $200 capital. Filmways, responsible for a lion's share of the blue chips in TV commercials, doubled its sales every year for four years. But on its present scale, "we won't be doubling any more," says Marty Ransohoff.

Getting Aloft • From its start in a Manhattan loft ("a real Clownsow, U.S.A.," the president reflects), Filmways has fought its way to the top of the highly competitive commercial-industrial film business. (Co-founder Edwin Kasper left the firm in 1957.)

Besides the new studio, Filmways has several other studios and cutting rooms in constant use around New York and in Hollywood. (Executive offices are at 18 E. 50th St., New York.) Besides commercials, the firm has industrial films in regular production and this year went into television programming through its subsidiary Filmways TV Productions in Hollywood. Its 21 Beacon Street was a top-rated summer replacement show that now is being prepared for further exposure.

Martin Ransohoff doesn't have much to say about himself. The subject apparently bores him. But ask someone else in the business and you'll get a voluble reaction. Stock adjectives: dynamic, energetic, quick, ambitious—all the ones brought into play when you're asking about a man who has scrambled to the top of his field in a few years.

When Filmways Inc. was listed on the American Stock Exchange last February, Martin Ransohoff was at 31 the youngest president on any exchange.

Pressed for facts about himself, Mr. Ransohoff will admit to being born July 7, 1927, in New Orleans, and going to Wooster School in Danbury, Conn., and later to Colgate U., Hamilton, N.Y. He graduated in 1948 with a B.A., majoring in English and history. He played varsity baseball and was a member of Phi Gamma Delta social fraternity.

After school came several jobs, a "groping" period that turned out to be valuable background. He had found his niche by the time he joined Caravel Films (now Transfilm-Caravel) in New York, where he put in two years as salesman, writer and producer before going into business for himself in 1952.

Birth of a Salesman • Martin Ransohoff is a man thoroughly grounded in sales. He served an apprenticeship in the most basic form of the art: door-to-door. Of a period spent peddling housewares he says, "The 2½ years I spent at that was the greatest experience of my life. All selling is easy after that. . . . Probably it contributed more to my success than any other factor—reading, writing, any of it. . . . It's a real tough school of business—any business." He also has sold automobiles and food and worked in an advertising agency. But without reservation he credits the door-to-door period as the most valuable in preparing and selling—"better experience than high school, college and the rest of my education all rolled into one."

An advertising film contractor will tell you that Marty Ransohoff is the quickest estimator in the business. He's been known to look at a storyboard and give an immediate estimate that held up within 1% after bookkeepers spent three days checking it out with adding machines.

This is the ability of a man who knows the work inside out. He has worked his way up every step along the film production line from the idea until it's in the can. Until recently he kept his hand in directing and writing. He'd like to continue but says it's impossible when you're working for more than 1,000 stockholders.

Stockholders (they include many Filmways employees) can be assured the firm's management is all but a round-the-clock preoccupation for the president. He puts in a 14-hour day, leaving the house before many executives arise. He comes home at 8 to 9 p.m. About one week out of four is spent at Filmways-Hollywood Inc.

Filmways' commercial credits can be seen practically any time a TV set is turned on. Crews, used to location work in an bizarre location an agency producer can conceive, got a real workout last year on a round-the-world job for Ford. They traveled more than a million man-miles in 130 days to turn out 30 commercials and several documentaries.

Equipped for Easterns • Back on the New York front, announcement of the giant new studio was greeted enthusiastically by Mayor Robert Wagner and others concerned with keeping the East in the film business. The new building at 127th St. and Second Ave. houses two studios, each 100x100 feet, equipped for both film and tape. An adjoining building is being remodelled for equipment and storage.

Home for the Ransohoffs (she was Nancy Hope Lundgren) is Darien, Conn., where they live with their four children, Peter 7, Karen 5, Steven and Kurt, twins going on 2. Golf is the only hobby for which Mr. Ransohoff takes time. He shoots in the high 70s with a six handicap. He is a member of the New York Athletic Club, the Phi Gamma Delta Club of New York and the Temarack Country Club, Greenwich, Conn.

Mr. Ransohoff started in business at a time there were a couple of hundred companies slugging it out in commercial production. Today the field is down to 10 that do 60-70% of the total volume in the country. Of these, Filmways is dominant, turning out, in affiliation with Warner Bros., a gross output of more than $6 million a year.

What's left for Martin Ransohoff, who in five years went from scratch to the top of his business? Says another film man: "There's no limit to where he can go."
The crisis and its cures

In all, its history broadcasting has never faced a crisis as severe as the one precipitated by the television quiz hearings.

The crisis will get worse. It will involve radio as well as television and stations as well as networks. In Congress and in government agencies the investigations of broadcasting have only begun. Some of those to come may well exceed the quiz hearings in their impact on the public. Never has the climate in government been more hostile to radio and tv.

It is a climate that can breed hysteria and irrational reactions that could seriously diminish the effectiveness of broadcasting.

It is also the kind of climate in which statesmen are born. If statesmanship wins over panic, broadcasting will emerge stronger, more dynamic, more important than it was before the quiz mess boiled over.

It seems to us that there are two main directions in which broadcasting must move if it is to capitalize on the maturing experiences through which it now is going.

Internally, the main components of broadcasting—the networks and the stations—must assert their authority and responsibility over their entire program output.

Externally, broadcasters must move at once in a massive group effort to take the initiative in government relations. There has suddenly been created an unprecedented opportunity for broadcasters to lead the way in shaping a national policy on broadcasting. This opportunity will be lost, and indeed could be turned into a disaster for radio and television, if broadcasters themselves do not immediately organize to take advantage of it.

These adjustments will be discussed separately below.

The internal reorientation of networks and stations will require basic changes in the viewpoints of both those who run and those who use the television and radio facilities of the United States.

As reported elsewhere in this issue, a good many of the users of these facilities are not willing to relinquish the tight controls they have been accustomed to exercise over programs. Our surveys of advertiser sentiment indicate little support—at this point—for the proposal that advertisers should get out of the program business.

Broadcasters, especially the networks, foresee practical difficulties of immense proportions in any attempt to centralize their authority over programming.

For one thing, they fear a revolt by sponsors. This fear becomes particularly acute when one broadcaster, in considering steps which may reduce his customers' controls over programs, realizes that a competitor may entice the customers away by giving them the free rein they have been accustomed to.

For another thing, the networks fear antitrust reprisal. This is a wholly understandable fear. One of the main arguments used before congressional committees and in the FCC's own Network Study report to support the contention that networks are violating antitrust laws was that they were excluding independent program producers from the air. The tighter the controls that networks exercise over their program schedules, the better that argument becomes—if anyone in a position to enforce the antitrust laws wants to make it.

Yet it is possible, we suggest, for broadcasters to work out a way to take control without risking wholesale defections by advertisers or antitrust prosecution by the government. The way is that of evolution—the gradual application of a firm policy—rather than a convulsive seizure of authority.

Piece by piece the networks and stations must reclaim total editorial control. This does not mean they must or could absorb the total job of program production. But they must gradually condition advertisers to the idea that television is no more the property of advertisers than the editorial content of a respectable magazine is. They must also reach an accord with the government on antitrust application. Perhaps one device would be to assure that although the broadcaster exercised editorial control he would guarantee a specified minimum of program time to outside productions.

The broad objectives to be attained in the internal re-directing of broadcast management are clear. So are those of the external adjustments.

The FCC last week announced a sweeping inquiry into the whole field of broadcast programming and advertising and of government regulation of radio and tv.

To some, the announcement sounded like a threat. We suggest it could be converted into an invitation to broadcasters to participate, or rather to lead, in the formation of a national policy under which both radio and television could grow to new importance. This will not come about, however, without a mass effort of unprecedented size and unanimity on the part of all networks and stations. The job cannot be done piecemeal or with diverse measures of enthusiasm among the components of radio and tv. Neither can it be done if it is not begun at once.

Without delay there must be formed a task force of broadcasters to assemble the facts and formulate proposals for presentation in the forthcoming hearings of the FCC. We do not think it at all unrealistic to suggest that this task force should address itself to the huge job of drafting a new Communications Act. This would occupy the full attention of a substantial staff operating at full speed. Yet we can think of no other efforts short of that which would take advantage of the opportunity that the FCC has offered.

There is no time to form a new broadcaster association or to find new leadership outside broadcasting for the purpose of executing this great effort. The work must be done within existing structures which is to say within the only organization that now embraces both stations and networks and both radio and tv—the NAB.

The future of the NAB and indeed of all broadcasting will be determined by the response which is made to the FCC invitation. If that response is not immediate and vigorous, the NAB will lose much of its reason for being.
Bill, Charlie and Tovarish

This cozy little scene at Coon Rapids was one of the few times everybody slowed down long enough for a still shot—and guess who got in the picture? At far right is WDAF Assistant News Director Bill Leeds. Center (with glasses and camera) is WDAF News Photographer Charlie Campbell. The older gentleman (left) in the light suit and medals is a prominent mining engineer from abroad. His movements figured big in the news at the time—so Bill and Charlie were getting on-the-spot coverage.

Wherever the news is, WDAF will be there. How else could we have become known as the best news station in the Heartland?

Radio representatives: Henry I. Christal Co., Inc.
TV representatives: Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.
34% Greater Audience than Any other Salt Lake Station

Obviously - Salt Lake City's Best Radio Buy!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MON. TO FRI.</th>
<th>KALL</th>
<th>STAT. A</th>
<th>STAT. B</th>
<th>STAT. C</th>
<th>STAT. D</th>
<th>STAT. E</th>
<th>STAT. F</th>
<th>STAT. G</th>
<th>MISC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 AM-12 NN</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 NN-6 PM</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 PM-12 MID.</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First in total homes and first in total ADULTS, both men and women, all day long.* First in Salt Lake 4 County Area (Salt Lake, Davis, Weber, Utah Counties.)**

*Pulse Audience Composition Study, Salt Lake City, July, 1959.
**Pulse Salt Lake 4 County Area Total Audience Study, July, 1959.